
Calm Before the Storm - Q's q's

question # UPDATED Q QUESTIONS (CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER) ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (UNLOCKED, POST
HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
High)

1

OCTOBER 29, 2017 According to Tripcode Q https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148790098#p148790685
the below is his questions.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148777785#p148782302
IMAGE COMPILATION OF ALL OF Q'S VERIFIED POSTS IS ATTACHED TO THIS
ROW.
-IT WILL BE KEPT UPDATED AS SOON AS A NEW ONE IS MADE AFTER
TRIPCODE Q POSTING
https://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1510/46/1510468725387.jpg

LEGEND:
MI - Miitary Intelligence
DNI - Director of National Intelligence (also: ODNI)
NSA - National Security Agency (US)
CIA - Central Intelligence Agency (US)
SIS  - Secret Intelligence Service (also known as MI6)
MI5 - British Military Intelligence ??
MI6 - British Military Intelligence ??
BO/BHO - Barak Hussein Obama
HRC - Hillary Rodham Clinton
WJC - William (Bill) Jefferson Clinton
DJT - Donald John Trump, US President
POTUS - President Of The United States
JOHN M - John McCain, American Senator
CF - Clinton Foundation

SHORT, FACTUAL ANSWERS PLEASE, WITHOUT
TONS OF CONSPIRACY-LINKS/TIE-INS or
SOURCES SUCH AS ALEX JONES. SOURCES
NEED TO BE NORMIE-PALATABLE PLEASE

THIS IS FOR THE MEME MAGICIANS TO MAKE
FOR NORMIES.

draw.io

ANONS - PLEASE DON'T PUT ONLY PHOTOS IN
THE OPEN COLUMNS, I'M UNABLE TO MOVE
THEM TO ANOTHER, EVEN IF THEY A
RELEVANT/GOOD. PLEASE POST A DIRECT LINK
WITH AN EXPLANATION OF WHAT IT IS _WITH_
THE PHOTO. -TY SA

CONFIDENCE LEVEL WILL
NOW ONLY CAUSE THE
QUESTION NUMBER CELL TO
CHANGE COLORS (INSTEAD
OF ENTIRE ROW) FOR THE
PEOPLE PRINTING THE
SHEET OUT

2 >>147012719 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146981635/#q147012719 ID:BQ7V3bcW Sat 28 Oct 2017 16:44:28

3

HRC extradition already in motion effective yesterday with several countries in case of
cross border run. Passport approved to be flagged effective 10/30 @ 12:01am. Expect
massive riots organized in defiance and others fleeing the US to occur. US M’s will
conduct the operation while NG activated. Proof check: Locate a NG member and ask if
activated for duty 10/30 across most major cities.

4 >>147023341 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146981635/#q147023341 ID:BQ7V3bcW Sat 28 Oct 2017 18:15:48
5 Mockingbird High
6 HRC detained, not arrested (yet).
7 Where is Huma? Follow Huma.
8
9 This has nothing to do w/ Russia (yet).

10 Why does Potus surround himself w/ generals? To prevent a coup and ensure the safety of executive.
The Generals he picked are loyal to the country and well respected in the military.

11

What is military intelligence? A military discipline that uses information collection and analysis approaches to provide
guidance and direction to commanders in support of their decisions

Military Intelligence is the DIA (Defense Intelligence
Agency). It is NOT a uniformed CIA, but liaisons with
civilian agencies as needed. DIA operates in its own
specific interests, coding and decoding enemy
transmissions, assesssing enemy troop strengths,
and processing intel as it pertains to wars, and the
theaters, inc oceans, in which they are fought. Any
intel they glean regarding plans of hostiles to harm
USA is handeled by a joint operation liaisoning DIA
to PENTAGON where the determinations are made
in regards to disposition of this intel, and whom, by
law, must be informed. All applicable offices liaison
within the PENTAGON, thus the intel never
physically leaves DIA chain of custody,

Hi

12 Why go around the 3 letter agencies? Because the 3-letters have been infiltrated by bad actors who are not acting in the
interest of the US

high

13 What Supreme Court case allows for the use of MI v Congressional assembled and
approved agencies?

Hamdan v Rumsfeld
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamdan_v._Rumsfeld

Started the research.  Need someone to narrow down possibilities from this
list.  https://ghostbin.com/paste/rjeak

14 Who has ultimate authority over our branches of military w\o approval conditions unless
90+ in wartime conditions?

POTUS

15 What is the military code? Their oath to defend the Republic from ALL enemies, FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC.
God, Family, Country

Also UMCJ is Uniform Military Code of Justice

16

Where is AW being held? Why? (Anthony Weiner, husband of Huma Abedin)
Anthony Wiener is in the Federal jail.

For  sexually explicit communications with a minor
http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/06/us/weiner-reports-to-prison/
"Weiner will serve his sentence at Federal Medical Center, Devens, a
federal prison in Massachusetts. "
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/anthony-weiner-
prison_us_5a00ad6be4b0c965300174ff
Minimum Security for male sex offenders

high

17 POTUS will not go on tv to address nation.
18 POTUS must isolate himself to prevent negative optics.

19 POTUS knew removing criminal rogue elements as a first step was essential to free and
pass legislation.

20

Who has access to everything classified? Nobody, not even potus.

2nd poster:
Anyone with Q clearance,specifically current
President of the United States, The Secretary of
Defense, The Secretary of Homeland Security, all
four- and five-star generals and admirals in the U.S.
military, and all former Presidents of the United
States.  However, can't  prove it, it is rumored there
is a higher  or segmented security clearance that
relates to "disclosure".

3rd poster: There is also classification authority. This
is the person who has the ability to determine
classification of information. President is ultimate
classification authority.

2nd POSTER - WE CANNOT
INCLUDE RUMORS.

21 Do you believe HRC, Soros, Obama etc have more power than Trump? Fantasy. No. No
22 Whoever controls the office of the Presidecy controls this great land.
23 They never believed for a moment they (Democrats and Republicans) would lose control. it is a globalist  good v evil
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question # UPDATED Q QUESTIONS (CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER) ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (UNLOCKED, POST
HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
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24

This is not a R v D battle. There is no d nor r party after 11-22-63: unified
Globalist Party as a result of Rockerfeller/Rothschilds
and Nixon's Plumbers assasination of JFK. This was
done in order to launder their unbacked currency in
the War Machine. The merging of the two parties has
two dramatics: the dramatic of the latent, the truth we
cannot see expressed as the dramatic of the
manifest, the "expressing" of bipartisan mutual
contention with the other. Reagan interrupted this,
Bush nudged him away and ran a pseudostate such
as the Latin American wars which contradicted the
Boland Am. The only real thing to come of this
violation of US law was the discovery CIA invented
crack.

High, Tres High

25

Why did Soros donate all his money recently? He made a bet last year that the US stock market
would drop. He lost.                                               He
does not want his assets seized. Personal assets
can be frozen or seized if they were acquired from
commission of a crime.

2nd poster
George Soros gave $18bn to his Open Society
Foundations.

26

Why would he place all his funds in a RC? Obama Stimulus Dollars Funded George Soros
Empire.
Economist John Lott-"Obama Stimulus (2010 $787
Billion) was a massive partisan wealth transfer--the
largest in American History."  Peter Sweizer "Soros
helped craft the stimulus then invested in companies
benefiting from it."  Article states four Soros
nonprofits were funded.
http://sorosfiles.com/soros/2012/04/obama-stimulus-
dollars-funded-soros-empire.html#axzz4yEmnrHca

27

Mockingbird A bird best known for mimicking the songs of other birds often loudly and in
rapid succession.

A song of Eminem, the rapper who bashed Trump recently with Storm
freestyle.

Mockingbird was a CIA operation started in the
50"s/60's to infiltrate operatives directly into the
media or feed info to willing "useful idiots".  Was
supposedly disbanded but one look at the MSM
today will clearly indicate otherwise.

“Useful idiots “ ..   seems almost
perfect in this day and age

28 >>147104628 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147075091/#q147104628 ID:P3Lk4PKG Sun 29 Oct 2017 11:47:07
29 1 Open your eyes.
30 2 It finally came out that Rod/Bob were key players in the Uranium scandal.
31 3 Don’t you think POTUS would be tweeting about removal given clear conflict.

32
4 Why did POTUS meet Bob under the cover of FBI Dir interview? To appear to be in a inferiority position, and to

appear to be hostile towards FBI in order to continue
controlling the actual narrative.

Mid

33 5 Bob is unable to serve as Dir per the law.
34 6 Gowdy comments on Comey (history will ....)
35 7 POTUS has everything.

36

8 Not everyone is corrupt (fewer than you think). The Globalist Party consists of a legacy group,
which, via a series of hurdles, determines the regard
it will have for incoming personnel to the Fed Res,
both houses of Congress, as well as key positions
where a newbie HAS to play ball. Thus the core of
the Legacy Group knows all the secrets, and limits
access into the group only by an old member's
death, or incapacitation. Technically, the entire
composition of citizens engaged in illegal activities is
going to be roughly 400, with 30 composing the
Legacy Group.

This is not official...it is a description of the model.

37 9 Follow Huma. Huma Abedin political staffer who was vice chair of Hillary Clinton's 2016 campaign for
President of the United States

38
10 Operation Mockingbird. Operation Mockingbird was an alleged large-scale program of the United States Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) that began in the early 1950s and attempted to manipulate
news media for propaganda purposes.

39 11 Priority to clean out the bad actors to unite people behind the America First agenda.
40 12 Many in our govt worship Satan.
41 13 Not about Republicans v Democrats at this stage.

42

14 Where is HRC? Hillary appeared on a recent episode of a late night
show, but her affect was that of a shot up and
spiraling B-17, thus it is entirely concludable that she
is in New York, having surrendered to the Fed Court
in Manhattan last Monday, and there she and her
attorneys were unceremoniously informed that her
accounts are frozen, her passports seized, and that
the BPA will order TSA to intercept her should she
attempt to flee by air, and all private airports given
blotter reports to refuse HRC's attempts to hire
chartered or private aircraft. This would include ports
of call on the high seas routes. If she were to do so,
arrest would follow.

High

43

15 Why is the NG called up across 12 cities? The National Guard, historically, answers the role of
activation for foreign war, and domestic emergencies
where there is, or shall be, civil unrest. Martial Law
will be necessary to prevent idiots from exploiting
national vulnerabilities from forces within and without
whom remain hostile to the legitimate US Gov. It is
likely Potus is aware that these parasites, like Sen
John McCain, have zero love for this nation.

High

44 16 Trust in your President.
45 17 God bless, Patriots.
46 >>147106598 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147075091/#q147106598 ID:P3Lk4PKG Sun 29 Oct 2017 12:11:40
47 18 Some of us come here to drop crumbs, just crumbs.

48 19 POTUS is 100% insulated - any discussion suggesting he’s even a target is false. There is a God, and He is extremely pissed off about
the Romanovs and JFK. He shall preserve us.
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49
20 POTUS will not be addressing nation on any of these issues as people begin to be

indicted and must remain neutral for pure optical reasons. To suggest this is the plan is
false and should be common sense.

50

21 Focus on Military Intellingence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three
letter agency

MI which identifies any US citizen's involvement in a
plot involving enemies of the US being armed or
abetted directly falls under DIA processing
mandates. This is due to several reasons: 1) the
liklihood the act shall result in loss-of-life and/or harm
to US servicemembers and/or US Gov property
(installations, ships, aircraft), 2) the act could
compromise Def Dept regs mandating the
conducting of no more than six operational theaters
of war at any given time, 3) the information's source
indicates a clear violation of security clearance
protocols, and thus violates National Security.

In case 3, Homeland Sec Act, and Patriot Act, and
Military Commissions Act(s) mandate the violator(s)
loss of Constitutional Rights, and confirms the
violator as an enemy agent provacateur, now subject
to the UCMJ. (Uniformed Code of Military Justice)

High

51

22 What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be
showed?

If SC is UN Sec Council, a sitting US President
normally has the uninterruptable right to both
convene the UNSC, and request a binding
resolution. (which means until it is recalled by UNSC,
involves sanctions and military action). The POTUS
must provide proof, as Adelei Stevenson's Cuba
reveal, which was real, or Feb 5, 2003 Powell
(secdef) address with "proof" forged by VP and
Mossad. However, since no sanctions can apply, this
is POTUS'S role in the UN, so Trump need only
provide TESTIMONY, and that testimony, whether
his, or his and secdef or his current
UNAMBASSADOR's, and this constitutes application
for a Binding Resolution.

Mid

52

23 Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^ Potus is surrounded by generals to block the
transmission of leaked information requiring the
leaker to entitlement to due-process, when the filing
if those charges would be as big of a setback as the
leak... Military Junta to reclaim republic. Most
generals in a cabinet since WWII.

Mid

53 24 Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile
takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just Democrats).

54 25 Don’t fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth’s, Clinton’s etc have more power
present day than POTUS.

55 26 Operation Mockingbird
56 27 Patriots are in control. Sit back and enjoy the show.
57 >>147109593 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147075091/#q147109593 ID:P3Lk4PKG Sun 29 Oct 2017 12:47:18
58 28 Follow the money, it’s the key.

59 29 What is Pelosi’s net worth by way of one example. Why coincidentally is her memory
apparently going?

Will check back

60 30 Cover for possible future indictment to plead what?

61 31 What if John M never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if needed against
prosecution?

62 32 Why did Soros transfer his bulk public funds to a NP? Note this doesn’t include massive
slush funds that are pulled by several high ups.

63 33 Why did Soros’ son have several meetings with Canadian PM and how is that related to
Clinton’s?

64 34 Can you rely on being able to board a plane and fly away?

65

35 Why is MS13 a priority _ nobody got this. #86: the usage of gangs as assasins is straight out of
the CIA/FBI handbook. Ms-13 did Mandalay Bay,
didn't they, Q? ..MS-13 is an Isis/globalist sleeper
cell that infiltrated the country during BO admin in
massive numbers via open borders.

High

66 36 Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against
exposure?

Yes. #86 and #87 answerd. Sorry: I read things back
to front...

Hi

67 37 The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed.

68 38 Also many are thinking from one point of view, US only, this evil is embedded globally. US
is the first domino.

69 39 Have faith.
70 >>147166292 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147166292 ID:Eka5Om1K Sun 29 Oct 2017 21:48:50
71 40 Some of us come here to drop crumbs, just crumbs.
72 41 POTUS is 100% insulated - any discussion suggesting he’s even a target is false.
73 42 Follow Huma tomorrow.

74
43 POTUS will not be addressing nation on any of these issues as people begin to be

indicted and must remain neutral for pure optical reasons. To suggest this is the plan is
false and should be common sense.

75 44 Focus on Military Intelligence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three
letter agency

76

45 What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be
showed?

Apparently, through some glitch, the UN has
technically never recalled binding resolution 1500,
(the 2003 Colin Powell resolution versus Iraq) which
enacts military authority to the US Pres over what is
ostensably the entire Middle East. There is nothing
which has to be shown, in a written formal letter, for
ex, Potus simply declares that he intends to act in
the region, and UN departments will engage in
humanitarian efforts.

Hi

77 46 Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^

78 47 Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile
takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just Democrats).
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79 48 Don’t fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth’s, Clinton’s etc have more power
present day than POTUS.

80 49 Follow the money, it’s the key.

81 50 What is Pelosi’s net worth by way of one example. Why coincidentally is her memory
apparently going?

82 51 Cover for possible future indictment to plead what?

83 52 What if John M never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if needed against
prosecution?

84 53 Why did Soros transfer his bulk public funds to a NP? Note this doesn’t include massive
slush funds that are pulled by several high ups.

85 54 Why did Soros’ son have several meetings with Canadian PM and how is that related to
Clinton’s?

86

55 Why is MS13 a priority? Ms-13 acting as assasins, and secret army follows
CIA and FBI history for contracting dirty work. Their
handbook says, "never do your own kiling"(Mandalay
Bay, Fast and Furious, all most likely Ms-13)(fast and
furious worked as payment). The historic notation,
Fbi hires Mob Assasin Greg Scarpa to break the
Mississippi Burning case, (Scarpa was a NY mafiosi
whose success was directly due to his knowledge of
US secrets) and WW2 Roosevelt hires Lucky
Luciano to break strikes, and fleece NY docks of
espionage agents.

High

87

56 Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against
exposure?

Greg Scarpa, Mob Assasin known as the Grim
Reaper, was shielded by four different US
Administrations, both parties, and five FBI directors.
He died a free man, of AIDS, in the 90's. This is how
the alphabet agencies dispatch enemies. They then
shielded Scarpa by allowing him to murder his own
enemies, as well as FBI informing him of witnesses
identities, whom offered testimony condemning him,
which Scarpa then murdered, or ordered to be
murdered. This caused him to rise in the ranks to
underboss. Freeway Rick Ross, another example of
CIA using mob to conduct violations of US Law.

High

88 57 The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These people are evil.
89 58 Operation Mockingbird
90 >>147167304 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147167304 ID:Eka5Om1K Sun 29 Oct 2017 21:58:37

91

59 Why wasn’t HRC prosecuted for the emails? Put simply, Obama ultimately OK’d by using
the non govt email addy to communicate w/ Clinton. Obama also had an alias along with
each of his cabinet members. Therefore indicting HRC would lead to indicting Obama &
his cabinet etc which could never happen. Remember he lied about knowing but that
ultimately came out in the dump. Poof!

92 >>147169329 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147169329 ID:Eka5Om1K Sun 29 Oct 2017 22:18:17
93 60 Huma
94 61 Husband in jail.
95 62 HRC, Muslim Brotherhood, or child?

96 63 What would you do? Kiss your child goodbye and leave without a mother or father for
Clinton?

97 64 Where is Huma today?
98 65 Was she with HRC on her book tour?
99 66 RE: Military Intelligence / State Secrets

100 67 No FBI

101
68 POTUS installed his people within each top spot at each 3 letter agency except 1 (good

reason there as Adm R kick started this and scrubbed all POTUS nominations to verify
oath).

That agency would be Dept of Homeland Sec, still
functioning as PseudoState clearing house. Wise to
leave the foxes one chicken, concentrated their
efforts coordinations here.

Hi

102 69 Do you think they aren’t in control of those respective agencies?
103 70 What is most valuable?
104 71 Information

105
72 AG Sessions on leakers. It appears that leakers were employed strategically

by Sessions, as well as animosities between he and
POTUS used as a marked info source to identify and
confirm leakers' indentities.

High

106 73 Fire or prosecute? Neither: use once, then destroy. They probably
realized that they were compromised....

Mid

107 74 Reorg is underway and happening.
108 75 Coincidence Senate Republicans pushing for Fed Judge confirmations last week?

109

76 Why are Senate Republicans dropping out? Not by choice and were offered a choice (rest
assured they will vote pro Trump).

Sen R like Chaffetz left to avoid prosecution, and
NOT lose their med/pension packages. The
remaining Globalist Party Rinos are engaged in a
oratory Civil War; unable to let go of power. Once a
man has sat in a chair, he doesn't want to sit in the
floor, anymore. They have only confirmed the
national contempt for them by their desperate and
petty attacks on Roy Moore and Potus, over the last
few weeks.

Hi

110 >>147170576 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147170576 ID:Eka5Om1K Sun 29 Oct 2017 22:30:26
111 77 Projection
112 78 D’s can’t lose control over the black population.

113 79 At some point the great awakening will occur whereby these false local / national black
leaders are corrupt and paid off to help keep the black pop poor and in need.

114 80 D’s formed the confederate states against freeing slaves.
115 81 D’s formed the KKK.
116 82 HRC’s mentor is who?
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117

83 What happens if the truth about Haiti is released? Do D’s lose majority of the vote? Most certainly: Haitians are black, and a spike in
population demographics in the state they keep
insisting to be "theirs"(Globalists): Florida. Black
people are beginning to realize that D party is
extremely abusive of their needs, as a whole, having
focused on the black youth, targeting them for social
engineering (gay is ok) efforts via public schools,
which has been met with derision by black religious
leaders, and Gen X and Boomer level black people
whom remain Christian. D shall lose this 85% of
black people's votes were Haiti to be made clear, as
well as poss sanctify Monica Pederson, whom HRC
murdered to keep it secret, poss by ms-13 member.

Hi

118
84 Through the looking glass. "Looking Glass" is the code word for the Strategic Air

Command's control plane which is to be used in the
case of nuclear war.

119
85 They rely on the MSM to keep the narrative going but tech is entrenching on their controls.

They missed this in 2016 and desperately attempting to censor now due to CIA cash
infusions. This will fail.

120 >>147173287 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147173287 ID:Eka5Om1K Sun 29 Oct 2017 22:57:27

121

86 Remember, the FBI, and MI, have an open investigation into the CF. Why did Comey drop
this? Who was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis? How many kids disappeared? How
much money sent to CF under disguise of H relief went to H? What countries donated big
money to CF and why? How much was owed by accepting? When she lost how would this
be repaid? What did Obama do with cash just prior to leaving office? Repayment to those
who donated for favors/access? Dig!!!!!

122
87 Again, good people were forced into bed with this evil under personal and family threats.

Could you live with yourself helping to cover up such evil despicable acts if given a safe
way out? These people worship Satan _ some openly show it.

7

123 >>147175452 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147175452 ID:Eka5Om1K Sun 29 Oct 2017 23:20:11
124 88 Key:
125 89 Military Intelligence v FBI CIA NSA
126 90 No approval or congressional oversight
127 91 State Secrets upheld under SC Assuming SC = Secret Court Bush created
128 92 Who is the Commander and Chief of the military? POTUS

129

93 Under what article can the President impose MI take over investigations for the 3 letter
agencies? What conditions must present itself? Why is this so VERY important? Who
surrounds POTUS? They lost this very important power _ the one area of the govt not
corrupt and directly serves POTUS.

Under Article 2 of the US Constitution, the
Presidency is granted control of the Armed Forces.
Few SCOTUS cases limiting this in regards to
Habeus Corpus apply in the cases which are
emerging here EXCEPT that the defendants are
involved in Higb Treason. Then, Article 2§2 clause 2
of the US Const grants the President the right to
suspend habeus corpus, when it is cited in
conjunction with Military Commissions Acts which
have resulted in Miltary Detainee Acts. Once their
defences reach this point, they will be sunk.
Presumably in the first motions.

Under provisions of both the Homeland Sec Act,
Military Commissions Act(s), and The Patriot Act, the
POTUS, either via his sec, or by sending armed
troops to halt the attempts to resist launched by
pseudo state operative Elaine Duke, current Sec of
Homeland Sec, may engage in any number of
activities to halt treason by forces hostile to the
United States within the Armed Forces, or cease an
entire Dept of US Gov from its compromised
authority. These were checks and balances to the
usurption and abuse of US internal policy which, as
in the case of some Sept 11 Attackers whose visas
were not thoroughly vetted, where these bureacratic
practices could amount to "holes" in the US
statuatory armor. Also, the Pat Act gives Potus the
authority to declare any group hostile to US
"terrorists".

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j
&url=http://www.crf-usa.org/america-responds-to-
terrorism/the-patriot-
act.html&ved=0ahUKEwi5lZrC57vXAhUm6oMKHQ_
9DtUQFggsMAE&usg=AOvVaw3ZZbNiz5OhLr-
k9nNy8Yt3

At that point, under Pat Act detention is legal, and
under the Military Commissions Act of 2008, the
tribunals are now engageable.

High

130 >>147181191 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147181191 ID:Eka5Om1K Mon 30 Oct 2017 00:26:53

131 94 Military Intelligence ref above is the absolute biggest inside drop this board will ever
receive.

132 95 Now think about why Antifa plays right into the plan? Always ahead. Good guys are
winning.

Antifa = Terrorist which will allow Potus to use Pat
Act detention for Military tribunals

133 >>147181801 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147181801 ID:Eka5Om1K Mon 30 Oct 2017 00:34:36

134 97 Now think about the timing of POTUS traveling to China/SK. I’ve said too much. God
bless, Patriots

135
OCTOBER 31st IMPORTANT INFO:

This graphic shows how to read Q's posts "looking forward, backward and forwards
again" as he instructed in post

136 >>147433975 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147433975 Tue 31 Oct 2017 23:00:15
137 98 SCI[F]
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HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
High)

138

99 Military Intelligence A military discipline that uses information collection and analysis approaches to provide
guidance and direction to commanders in support of their decisions

Military Intelligence is the DIA (Defense Intelligence
Agency). It is NOT a uniformed CIA, but liaisons with
civilian agencies as needed. DIA operates in its own
specific interests, coding and decoding enemy
transmissions, assesssing enemy troop strengths,
and processing intel as it pertains to wars, and the
theaters, inc oceans, in which they are fought. Any
intel they glean regarding plans of hostiles to harm
USA is handeled by a joint operation liaisoning DIA
to PENTAGON where the determinations are made
in regards to disposition of this intel, and whom, by
law, must be informed. All applicable offices liaison
within the PENTAGON, thus the intel never
physically leaves DIA chain of custody,

139

100 What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC? State secret privilege makes it so the president can refuse to present evidence if it's
secret information that would harm national security or foreign relation interests. After
9/11 Bush expanded SSP so that evidence could be withheld and cases dismissed in
U.S. courts.

Defined as a test whereby the INT Control determines if it is necessary to
protect the Republic and/or population. Can be challenged by SCOTUS
under US v Reynolds by rule of majority of the bench.

document detailing the procedure for invoking State Secrets privilege.

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/opa/legacy/2009/09/23/state-
secret-privileges.pdf

high

140
101 What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? DOD must have clear and verified reason to believe the Republic is at Risk and must

execute their duty to protect the POTUS and Constitution. An executive order is invoked
which enables POTUS to mobilize DNI to create a war council of sorts

MI is military, other three-letter agencies are civilian. It would take an act of
Congress to suspend Posse Comitatus. Martial law would also work.

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R42659.pdf high

141
102 What must occur to allow for civilian trials? Military law can be applied to civilians, but only in special circumstances. If a nation

declares "martial law," military authority replaces civilian authority. Under martial law,
the military operates the police, courts, and legislature instead of the civilian
government.

A civilian trial must have a Judge who is willing to hear the case, an Attorney
who is willing to prosecute and a Justice Department who is wiling to enforce
a Judicial Warrant & Arrest Processing

high

142

103 Why is this relevant? If Trump declares martial law (i.e., under the pretext of Antifa problems), it will be to
circumvent the corrupt judicial system.

If all judges are corrupt, as MI / MI6 is finding in Ukraine, its impossible to
enforce change. Therefore you must go to Tribunals and either flip the
Supreme Court to enforce the proper changes to Arrest the Corrupt, or enact
Martial Law and suspend the Criminal Code which is unenforceable so that
the Military Code can take over prosecution; Military Tribunal being the
backup “Safe Mode” for countries

high

143

104 What was Flynn's background? According to Wiki: Michael Thomas Flynn (born December 1958) is a retired United
States Army Lieutenant General, who served in the Army for 33 years until 2014.
Flynn's military career included a key role in shaping U.S. counterterrorism strategy and
dismantling insurgent networks in Afghanistan and Iraq, and he was given numerous
combat arms, conventional, and special operationssenior intelligence assignments. He
was appointed by President Barack Obama as the eighteenth director of the Defense
Intelligence Agency, serving from July 2012 to his retirement from the military in August
2014. After leaving the military, he established Flynn Intel Group which has provided
intelligence services for businesses and governments, including ones in Turkey.

high

144

105 Why is this relevant? It shows Flynn is a patriot/not compromised. -General Flynn is part of a top secret group of highly skilled retired military
operatives who have been investigating human trafficking for years. His
company was cover. Flynn KNOWS.
-He was "blue-dying" the GRU political spy network in Washington DC for
Army / Navy INT. Sending a mole to light up the recruiters was the only way
the FBI / MI5 were able to capture the Cambridge 6
-POTUS conduit to uncorrupted MI
-That is why he has been targeted, slandered, fired by Obama, fired on the
advice of Pence and now still targeted so they hope he has no credibility.

high

145

106 Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? Wiretapping. Rogers didn't want to participate in Obama admin's spying scheme and
wanted make his loyalty known

Wanted a promotion ? Alternative answer, he knew
NSA Commander, Gen(ret) Keith A. was skimming
funds and using NSA archives for private gain --
From the Threads (seems more accurate): A: As a
follow-up to their T/C the day before when R called
Trump directly to inform him that he had been alerted
to, and had aborted, an unauthorized 'doomsday
plane' (a Boeing E6 - B) flight, call sign 'IRON99'.

Note: Flight and Rodgers' call/trip dates match. Press
accounts exist of the identified Boeing and its bizarre
hours long holding pattern over Denver as well as
Rodgers' discovered covert trip to NYC. Press
accounts of recommendations for Rodgers'
termination after the trip also exist.    --- ADDING:
SEE #528 or so below  "circling the Denver airport"

Is that without authorization or with our
authorization?  Who did he report to, not civilian
DNI? --- Additional: "Even beyond that, that
combination of TACAMO [IRON 99] in the air at the
same time as Air Force 1, Air Force 2 and SAM
[USAF Special Air Missions] flights got the attention
of the Russian in a big way." (
http://militaryanalysis.blogspot.com/2016/11/99-
balloons.html )

That would be GEN Keith B. Alexander (USA ret.)
former Director NSA (DIRNSA) and Commander of
USCYBERCOM prior to ADM Rogers. Alexander
also exceeded authorities during 9-11 and ordered
unconstitutional and illegal wiretapping of
civilians...believe both he and Gen Michael Hayden
(USAF ret and also former DIRNSA and CIA
Director) are on the record admitting it. I recall
reading more than one article out there where they
admitted as such publicly.

WHO IS (RET.) GEN. KEITH
A? - TY SPREADSHEET ANON

146

107 Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried? Of course he does
-During one of the Debates with Clinton she started to make accusations, Trump said, '
Be careful I know things, I know alot of things.'
- he made multiple references to HRC’s 1980 to 2012 adventures in the election
debates that made JEB & HRC flinch.

Exclusive: FBI agents raid headquarters of major U.S. body broker
11-7-17
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-bodies-fbi-exclusive/exclusive-fbi-
agents-raid-headquarters-of-major-u-s-body-broker-
idUSKBN1D72SL?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Social
https://archive.is/Mgf3v

high

147
108 Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors? Yes, Trump has turned the NSA's collection system that has been used by the deep

state as per Edward Snowden against them. A lot of collected emails and phone calls
are being reviewed and utilized on behalf of the US republic.

148

109 Was TRUMP asked to run for President? Yes By military intelligence

It is possible that MI had come to the conclusion that
if the Bush/Clinton cabal won again, they might be
forced to stage a military coup to save the country.
So they asked Trump to run as a last-ditch effort to
avoid that.

That could be very worrisome..?
( low)
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149
110 Why? HRC was known by Saudi intelligence and French intelligence to be too weak of a actor

to win on her own. Like stacking the deck of the nomination by buying out the field and
installing DWS as DNC chair, WJC wanted to ensure HRC won, by rigging the RNC.

high

150
111 By Who? -[SPECULATION] Bill Clinton as a stalking horse guaranteed to lose to Hillary

-[SPECULATION] break away Patriot groups within Special Forces and IC recruited
both Trump and himself.

WJC denies this onTV. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Drumpf_presi
dential_campaign,_2000

2nd poster:   above link is failed.

151

112 Was HRC next in line? According to those who thought they controlled the field, yes. She had the biggest favors to repay. Soft dollar commissions and political
bribes work as a cash in, “political credit” entry ledger system. She took the
cash, and promised like any NGO to ensure every favor was earmarked in
order for her to get in. Most Democracies function only on who can pay off
the most influence centers / “get out the vote” nexus actors. I suspect USA
in reality is no different then India or Germany. She was the choice of the
NWO

Donna Brazil's book clarifies this.  For MEME say
"ask Donna, she wrote the book on it"

high

152

113 Was the election suppose to be rigged? Yes. Voting machines were flipping votes; states such as Georgia were reporting
computer attacks; dead people were voting; dems were voting multiple times, etc. TPTB
wanted Trump to run as a Pied Piper, thinking he could be propped up in the primary
and tanked in the general

In a 2004 Congressional Committee on 2014 election and possible
tampering with electronic voting machines, a  programmer named Clint
Curtis testified that
in 2000 he was approached by Yang Enterprises and asked to create a
program to manipulate vote on electric voting machines to test them. The
voter count would flip the loser to the winner, but it would only work if the
vote was close. The 2000 election was very close, as was the 2004 election.
There is video of his testimony around. There were some electronic voting
irregularities in a few districts in the 2016 election, but they were found
shortly after because the election wasn't close at all. Wasn't Yang a name
that showed up during the Clinton admin in an alleged pay to play?

We know the voting machines were pre-programmed and people have
already been Arrested in California, Nevada and NY State for voting multiple
times / voter fraud that were paid for by HRC PAC’s

Proof:
-LA County Admits Number Of Registered Voters At 144%
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-08-05/california-has-11-counties-
more-registered-voters-voting-age-citizens

-US has 35 Million More Registered Voters Than Live Adults - Red Flag for
Electoral Fraud
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-08-18/us-has-35-million-more-
registered-voters-live-adults-red-flag-electoral-fraud

high

153
114 Did good people prevent the rigging? Massive efforts were employed to educate the voters to be on the lookout for flipped

votes in the electronic voting machine booths; Ddos attacks were being monitored and
countered; citizens were filming voting violations and calling the police; voting rolls were
being scrutinized, etc.

someone with a DHS IP address (216.81.81.80) had
attempted to hack into his state's election database
on November 15, 2016 at 8:43AM. - WHO???
Efforts from both sides to rig.

154

115 Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? 1) Notice to the cheaters,
2) Notice to the network of cheaters,
3) call attention to public,
4) show the public how the cheaters (who cried about his claim of the 'game being
rigged') would publicly and stridently oppose an investigation,
5) to pressure those in the network of cheaters to talk/turn others in to save their own
hides.

To restore our voting process, and highlight the problems that exist in it.
Especially the electronic voting machines, but also the usual dems getting
the dead and the illegally present in our country to vote.

To see who really tried to hack election results in 21 states.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/22/us/politics/us-tells-21-states-that-
hackers-targeted-their-voting-systems.html
"The government did not say who was behind the hacking attempts or
provide details about what had been sought. But election officials in several
states said the attempts were linked to Russia."

Was it really Russia, or were operatives in Deep State doing the hacking
under guise of Russia hacking "fingerprints" in order to FIX election for
Hillary?

high

155 116 Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? TECHNICALLY yes (he calls these truthful hyperboles in his book) but I would say for
important things or promises he's made, no

high

156
117 What is POTUS in control of? -Military,

-DNI,
-Disaster Recovery Agency / Backup Government Agency,
-Executive Authority Office,

EBS (Emergency Broadcast System) activation, Marshal Law Activation,
declare federal level disasters, activate FEMA et al, allocate additional
funding & resources

High

157

118 What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? National Guard
The US Marines.

-MI or the NSA.
-Naval Intelligence or the DoD

. mid

158

119 Why does the military play such a vital role? It's the one organization left that isn't corrupt, and it is powerful and controlled by Trump.
Military tribunals. They can bypass the corrupt judges, prosecutors & juries (who can be
bought or are zombie leftists)

-The military is under the control of POTUS, and can ACT QUICKLY without
checks and balances from other parts of the government in the short term.
The military has corruption (see Naval Intelligence)
-Military Code can allow for a Jury of Peers or lower Officers to press for the
removal of a Executive Officer if he is unfit for Command and be relieved
without need for Military Arrest or Serve of Warrant

high

159 120 Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? Having the military on your side prevents the possibility of a coup and gives power over
the other 3 letter organizations.

He surrounded himself with people he knew he could trust, loyal to the oath. high

160 121 Who guards former Presidents? Secret Service, X US Marine Honor Guard. Also, PMCs high

161
123 Why is that relevant? Secret Service has been compromised and shown to be corrupt / underfunded for past

8 years. SS has been audited 4 times and found to be in failure of Duty Certificates and
Code of Conduct with no change in behavior

high

162

124 Who guards HRC? SS SS, State Department SS. In reality ? Two PMC companies, one funded by
El Saud, at
least that’s who guards her Chippa’ ZIP.

September 16, 2016 at rally in Miami, regarding HRC SS detail, Trump said
"Take their guns away, let's see what happens to her."

high

163

125 Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? Trump could use them to declare Martial Law

1) evidence of bad actors calling for and organizing insurrection
2) links to bigger bad actors (ANTIFA is infiltrated)
3) flushes out bad actors and their networks
3a) allows to “follow the money”
4) calls people's attention to the fact that some really do hate USA and want to destroy it
ANTIFASCISTE AKTION is the actual name of the Communist Party in interwar
Germany
4a) constant indoctrination in “education” and those affiliated
5) keeps it in people's faces so they can't readily forget

It's a useful idiot and malcontent sponge to sop up radicals for monitoring
and radicalization. Old FBI SOP from their KKK infiltration days

high

164

126 Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? -Because the MB infiltrated Obama's admin, universities, social media.
-Ted Cruz tried to in 2015 but the bill didn't pass. Michele Bachman tried to in 2012 but
it didn't work because she claimed Huma was MB. Huma was defended by Pelosi,
Ellison, and McCain.

It has significant funding and support from Campus Communist radicals who
in turn get funding from Soros and GRU / PRC intelligence accounts; the two
having overlapping objectives in destabilizing US morale and education
effectiveness; Academics being useful targets due to their desire for ego and
adventure / validation

high
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165

127 What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? -They can classified as domestic terrorist group
-He can be declared an enemy of the State.
-Americans involved with Soros can be charged with crimes up to sedition and
terrorism.
-Marital Law would be declared

10 U.S.C. §§ 331-335 (President may use the militia and Armed Forces to suppress
insurrection and enforce federal

Soros get hit with Civil Asset Forfeiture, jailed, identified as a terrorist
globally.  It will take a small miracle from G&D to penetrate the 12+ shells
between Soros and his front charities / useful proxies. If that occurs, tracing
to the sourecs would freeze assets and jail him.

high

166 128 What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? Send in the National Guard Would be forced to declare martial law if State Police could not relieve the
local PD & Judicial branch

high

167

129 What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? Marine Corps Law 1834 gives President authority over Marines for any duties President
sees fit.

As outlined in 10 U.S.C. § 5063 and as originally introduced under the National Security
Act of 1947, three primary areas of responsibility for the Marine Corps are:Seizure or
defense of advanced naval bases and other land operations to support naval
campaigns;Development of tactics, technique, and equipment used by amphibious
landing forces in coordination with the Army and Air Force; and Such other duties as the
President or Department of Defense may direct.

Not just Marines, ALL military branches.

POTUS can deploy military fro 60 days and 90 days.  Bush did this after 9-
11.  That law was made because it would take too long for congress to
declare war if there was an immediate threat.
War Powers Resolution, Public Law 93-148

high

168

130 Why is this important? because its the Marine Corps responsibility to to protect the president and Us dignitaries
abroad . and technically the Marine corps doesn't really protect the president in a direct
fashion that is up to the secret service security detail. the Marine Corps does however
have the sole responsibility of transporting the president by helicopter to air force one or
camp david or anywhere else he may need to go within reach of Marine 1 source.  If
answer to #31 is correct, Trump can send in Marines without asking Congress.

POTUS can "send in" any military branch without asking congress.   The
important thing about the Marines is they
1) Have SOME of the transportation duties for POTUS
2) Guard USA diplomats around the world.

The above is 60 days to 90 days.     According to section 2 clause 1 of the
Constitution the President is "Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of
the United States" and according to Section 8 clause 11 the Congress has
the power "To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make
Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water". Historically the President
has be able to use the Marines in any way he wants. They are his personal
guard and answer to him.

high

169

131 What is Mueller's background? Military? Mueller was accepted for officer training in the
United States Marine Corps in 1968, attending
training at Parris Island, Officer Candidate School,
Army Ranger School, and Army jump school. He
enlisted in the U.S.M.C. and served in Marines from 1968-1971

high

170 132 Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? [SPECULATON] No, that would conflict with the admission WJC asked him
to run as a Strawman for HRC

171
133 Who is helping POTUS? NSA and MI and aligned persons around the world in and out of governments/ngos and

business.
<-- PLEASE GIVE SUMMARY
OF LINKED ITEMS - TY
SPREADSHEET ANON

172

134 How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead? Excellent intel from multiple sources.
[THEORY] Has to be someone from inside the cabal. They flipped, want to turn an
illegitimate business into legit business. GFIII

MI, NSA, Leaks, the Generals mafia anon here, what is GFIII? GFC (Golbal financial
Crisis??) Some bankers leaking info??? stop me if
i'm wrong here ---Godfather part 3 or................... The
goal of Grand Forks Immigrant Integration Initiative is
to promote naturalization and civic engagement
among immigrant populations in our communities, to
assess and align community resources to best serve
both the New American population and general
community, and to assist New Americans with
becoming engaged citizens..

173 135 Who is helping POTUS?
174 >>147434025 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147434025 Tue 31 Oct 2017 23:00:47

175
136 There are more good people than bad. The wizards and warlocks (inside term) will not

allow another Satanic Evil POS control our country. Realize Soros, Clintons, Obama,
Putin, etc. are all controlled by 3 families (the 4th was removed post Trump's victory).

176 137 11.3 - Podesta indicted
177 138 11.6 - Huma indicted

178

139 Manafort was placed into Trump's camp (as well as others). The corruption that will come
out is so serious that deals must be cut for people to walk away otherwise 70% of elected
politicians would be in jail (you are seeing it already begin). A deep cleaning is occurring
and the prevention and defense of pure evil is occurring on a daily basis. They never
thought they were going to lose control of the Presidency (not just D's) and thought they
had control since making past mistakes (JFK, Reagan).

179 140 Good speed, Patriots.
180 141 PS, Soros is targeted.
181 >>147437247 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147437247 ID:grTMpzrL Tue 31 Oct 2017 23:31:00

182

142 Get the popcorn, Friday & Saturday will deliver on the MAGA promise. POTUS knows he
must clean house (gov't) in order to 'free up' and demonstrate who has authority in order to
pass important legislation. This was always the priority. Remember, AG Sessions cannot
look like an impartial player that is out to get all former Obama team members as we need
him for other important work. All will come into focus and for anyone to think POTUS is not
in control is kidding themselves. Also, he's 100% insulated with zero risk of impeachment
(fact).

183 >>147440171 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147440171 ID:grTMpzrL Tue 31 Oct 2017 23:58:00

184

143 Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations? (SPECULATION) To cover his tracks; he's being sent by his handlers to personally
remind foreign entities what they should be doing and what will happen if they don't

[Theory] Obama & Valerie work with local CIA rogue elements and patsy
political operatives to promote malcontent and hinder state dept diplomacy.
Acts as a “shadow government” to create conflict ex: call in “favors” from
judges, as seen in Immigration Ban with judge from Hawaii. Money
laundering as seen with Clinton Foundation.
-If a party raises funds during elections, sets up their own foundation, they
can donate to PAC’s, NGO’s & their foundations with infinite amounts of
money.

High

185

144 Why is this relevant? Obama is usurping the President. Treason. If you believe Obama & 210.org are actively using their stolen State Dept
funding to
subvert the POTUS, this would be paramount to Treason, but nearly
impossible to
untangle using even the full power of NSA & Treasury task forces. Also ties
in with
Uranium 1.

Was Bill Clinton usurping Obama?

tantamount*
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186

45 Focus on the power of POTUS as it relates to the Marines. Marine Corp is subject to Posse Comitatus (PC) under DoD regulations. POTUS can
disregard PC via the Insurrection Act during times of disaster/unrest.

He can assign their duties as he sees fit.

Posse Comitatus Act only re: Army/AF. Marines not subject to PCA.

THERE IS CONFUSION HERE - CAN SOME ANON
CLEAR THIS UP?
ARE THE MARINES SUBJECT TO POSSE
The US Coast Guard is NOT subject to Posse
Comitatus. All branches of the military including the
US Marine Corps ARE subject to Posse Comitatus.
The reason is the US Coast Guard has NEVER been
aligned to the Department of Defense. They are NOT
a branch of the US military.

Further, Posse Comitatus does NOT apply to
National Guard forces when under Title 32 activation
by the State in which they reside. If the National
Guard is Federalized by the President, then they are
subject to Posse Comitatus.

WRONG. USCG is a part of the US Armed Forces
and POTUS can transfer all assets of the USCG to
the Navy.

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2010-
title10/pdf/USCODE-2010-title10-subtitleA-partI-
chap1-sec101.pdf

The US Coast Guard is under the Department of
Homeland Security. They are not part of the
Department of Defense.

187 146 How can MI be applied to prosecute bad actors and avoid corrupt agencies and judges? Military Tribunals. high

188
147 Why did Mueller meet POTUS 1-day prior to FBI announcement if Mueller COULD NOT

be offered director due to prev term limits rule?
THEORY: Pres. Trump was interviewing Mueller to be his special prosecutor as he
promised on the campaign trail.

Robert Mueller was a former Special Prosecutor who worked on complex
financial fraud cases with UK Intelligence’s Special Crimes / Major Crimes
Unit. He worked on tracking international money laundering, specifically
targeting the Chinese Pay to Play crimes in the 1990’s

Mueller was corrupt. POTUS offered him a deal in
exchange for information and investigations into bad
actors ?

high

189

148 Why is Pelosi begging for a new special counsel? She finally realized that she is in deep trouble because Mueller isn't "their guy" and the
inquiry is beginning to touch on areas in which she and others may be implicated in very
serious crimes.

Pelosi and Frank were 4 of the largest money laundering conduits for the
2001-2008
subprime scandal, Pelosi also has been under investigation for major green
card fraud, most of which was sponsored by major tech / DARPA backed
tech oligarchs

high

190
149 What is Pelosi’s net worth? $120M Her NW is around 20+mm USD “washed”, 80+ in

black. Most of this was as bagman for HRC’s
Chinese donors

191

150 How was this obtained given salary as career official? 22 years of corruption. Just one action: She steered over $1 Billion in subsidies to a light
rail project benefiting a Democratic donor. Pelosi's husband was a major investor in his
company.
http://freebeacon.com/politics/pelosi-subsidies-benefit-husbands-investment-in-dem-
mega-donors-company/

Insider Trading, which currently is legal for Congress
members to do.  Pelosi's spouse owns part of Dole,
when a wage legislation was entered, Dole was
made exempt. Bagman and bribe bundler, same as
Barny Frank, Schultz and Schumer
NEED A SOURCE FOR THIS PLEASE, TY - SA

high

192 151 Why is Pelosi’s memory going? A trick used to hope that they won't prosecute her or use it as a defense. non compos mentis (not mentally capable) high

193
152 Could it protect against prosecution? -Though not typically a defense by itself, amnesia or dementia is a factor courts can

consider when determining whether someone is competent to stand trial (Mental fitness)
-Yes; Mental Ability plea. You cant punish a invalid or mental insane case.

non compos mentis (not mentally capable) high

194

153 What is the Mayo Clinic? According to wiki, The Mayo Clinic is a nonprofit medical practice and medical research
group based in Rochester, Minnesota. It employs more than 4,500 physicians and
scientists and 57,100 allied health staff. The practice specializes in treating difficult
cases through tertiary care. It spends over $660 million a year on research. However,
some speculate it may participate in organ harvesting.

A VIP hospital who works on Heads of State and anyone who can pay for a
surgery which may not be legal under medical insurance / surgeon boards.
This is important when working on foreign heads of state who may be legally
not allowed to enter the USA.Add: Doc here, the Mayo clinic is revered as
the world 'center' of surgical excellence. If you are a foreign billionaire this is
where you would pay to go.

According to Wiki, Waleed Al Ibrahim who was
arrested in corruption crackdown owns a hotel next
to the Mayo Clinic.

high

195
154 Who sits on the BOD there? Barbara Bush, Dick Cheney, Cokie Roberts, Jeffery W Bolton, Eric Schmidt, Walter

Mondale, Ursula Burns (direct Obama connection), Alan Mulally (direct Obama
connection)

https://www.mayoclinic.org/about-mayo-clinic/governance/trustees high

196

155 What if John M's surgery was fake? If fake, he's setting himself up to avoid prosecution and/or testifying anywhere. Yes, without question. John is still working great on the Intelligence
Committee.
-Doc here.. I am not a neurosurgeon but his rapid recovery suggests that he
didn't actually have anything significant done. As this trick applies to Pelosi,
claim memory loss, dementia etc so they can’t testify.

high

197 156 Why would this occur? In order to preclude criminal culpability in court, i.e., Mental fitness issue high

198

157 What could this prevent potentially? Prosecution Jon would either be forced to admit the Congressional Intelligence
Committee is compromised and by extension the CIA/NSA/FBI/DNI/NRO
were also compromised since 1991 (which would have explained the large
layoffs and retribution for the success in Yugoslavia by Russian/Chinese
actors) or commit perjury.

high

199 >>147443190 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147443190 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 00:29:28

200

159 Why do D’s want to control the black pop? Keep them voting D
--As it is the perfect victim population that is very sensitive to perceived threats and very
predictable in how they will respond as long as you have some lenses to focus that
rage.
-That victim group is used as a proxy to attack normal Americans, without the DNC
doing so directly.

Communists in 1940 theorized that the Blacks were the Ukrainians of USA.
They lacked a way to infiltrate because nobody knew how Black Culture
worked. Democrats always needed a useful idiot class to be their “Bohemian
Majority” and be their Useful idiots to sway the Overton Window leftward.

high

201
160 Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need? Keep them voting D

- Aggression, depression, and disaffection can be bred into the controlled ghetto's to
culture a human explosive.

Dependency on the Government and in return they are controllable

Maslow's hierarchy of needs. If you are too busy worrying about basic
needs, you don't think long term or in terms of moral parameters.

high

202
161 Why do D’s project racism on a daily basis against R’s? Keep them voting D

- As unfortunately the cultural reaction is predictable. Rage, riots, deaths and chaos.
D's NEED victims, as it is no use simply shouting fire you must also be the one opening
the door you want them to go through

-Alinsky "Rules for Radicals" 101: Project to deflect
-Division is strategy for conquering a people. -Division can also lead to civil
war/unrest -- from that "crisis" arises the "demand" for a new world
government to "save" us.

high

203

162 Why do black elected officials do the crazy talk on behalf of D’s? So it's not a white (or a jew) D telling blacks how to vote.
- Black officials stir up and focus injustice that they themselves provide and do not
suffer. It allows events such as the NFL or BLM to occur with apparent spontaneity
allowing political pressure to prevent police and destroy authority keeping the Dems to
have access to drug trade and other trafficking routes needed by the CIA and FBI

The Black Caucus are all bribed and paid off, which was the whole reason
the Blacks were allowed into office under Rev. Al Sharpton’s Pac network,
financed by the big Tobacco DNC interests circa 1990

high

204

163 How do D’s cover the historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all
things pro black re: legislation?

They tell the lie that the parties switched. Most U.S.history textbooks in US public high schools have a liberal slant.
For example, the "Radical Republicans" of  the Reconstruction era are
painted in a subtly negative light, so as to infer "40 acres and a mule" for
slave restitution was a bad thing. Similarly most, but not all, public school
teachers are of a liberal bent and their union PACs always endorse Dems.
Public schools have thus become well-oiled propaganda machines breeding
and ensuring massive liberal mindsets.  If you want to know the political
leanings of any textbook, just  research the editors' names and you will be
APPALLED at the lack of balanced perspective and objectivity.

High.
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205
164 What happens if D’s lose the slave grip on the black pop? D's lose power forever

-The Blacks, like Latinos will gravitate back towards the libertarian / right wing (like
Ukrainians and Polish did when the USSR lost their hold over the Deep State USSR
proxies)

high

206
165 Why do D’s, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install Hollywood/media assets? Another method of propaganda that gives them easy access to a large portion of the

population.
You need control over the message at all times. Controlling the flow of all
news and entertainment in an age of media gives ultimate control.

Politics is Downstream from Culture.  Hollywood,et al creates popular culture

.

207

166 Does this fall within Operation Mockingbird? Yes Absolutely! It's become very obvious that the msm
immediately calls up ppl like Al Sharpton to crow
about greviences and accuse anyone who questions
their narrative as being a racist bigot. Every single
issue that can be twisted to condition the blk
population into thinking the "white mans system" is
out to get them is employed by these "race baiters"
the MSM puts forth. Totally coordinated!

208
167 What were the historical advantages D’s gained by having MSM and famous people

peddling narrative?
Control of propaganda and the narrative. Cult of Personality and Endorsement are circular references since the

1940’s and the “Camelot Presidency”. Without manipulating consumer
preferences and consumption habits, it’s hard to gain the populations trust
on tougher concepts like wealth destruction and tax hikes

high

209

168 Who exposed the pedo network within H wood? -Ronan Farrow
-Corey Feldman, though he did not name names until recently.
-Rose McGowan recently, Robert Downy Jr. (as Himmmm on
https://CrazyDaysandNights.net)
-Amy Berg's documentary "An Open Secret"
-Elle Magazine Article: Amy Berg Uncovered Hollywood's Worst Kept Sex Secret

Amy Berg, Director of "Open Secret" (2014) Oscar nominated for Deliver Us
From Evil about an Irish priest pedophile for which she was Oscar
nominated. Producers with the original Hollywood pedophile idea for the film
were Gabe Hoffman (hedge fund mgr) and Michael Valentinas
(entertainment lawyer) who said "I came up with the idea hearing Corey
Feldman talk about what he'd been through," referring to Feldman's
revelations in interviews that he and others had been sexually abused as
child actors.
source: http://www.elle.com/culture/movies-tv/news/a19842/true-detective/

Roseanne Barr might be viewed in this role. mid

210 >>147444335 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147444335 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 00:42:00

211

169 Who did POTUS meet with yesterday? Sessions, Mike Pence, Rex Tillerson, James Mattis. President Trump’s schedule for
10/30/17 11:00 AM Receive daily intelligence briefing – Oval Office 11:30 AM Meet with
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson – Oval Office 12:30 PM Lunch with Vice President Mike
Pence and Attorney General Jeff SessionsPrivate Dining Room 3:30 PM Meet with
Secretary of Defense James Mat

Ronna Romney McDaniel, Chairwoman of the RNC

212 170 Was AG Sessions there? Yes

213

171 How many MI generals were on the WH list to attend a separate meeting? 16?

We know that the United States Secret Service, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Federal Emergency Management Agency, National Park Service, and
the Department of Education were at the WH later that day.

214 172 Could those meetings have been combined? Yes.

215

173 Why were certain rooms in the WH renovated? Clear bugs and tracking devices. Because numerous leaks came out of Trump's meetings in the WH starting after
inauguration, and phone calls were leaked too. Trump spent much of August, while the
Senate was in almost-recess (not officially declared unfortunately) out of the WH,
operating from Bedminster and Trump Tower (after security work was done there) while
he was out of the WH.

Additional speculation: Renovations might enable some rooms to be
combined/joined, which would let separate groups attend a single combined
meeting without the knowledge of outsiders.

Trump said "gold behind the walls"  The place was bugged to high heaven.

high

216 174 Where was the meeting on Monday? Situation Room high

217 175 Why aren’t phones allowed in this room (one of many). CIA can turn microphones on the phones to listen in. Source: Wikileaks Smart phones can be used as bugs. Facebook and google also do this.  No
secret on that either. Also to prevent folks from using the record feature.

high

218

176 What firm was contracted to conduct the renovations? General Service Administration source "The GSA ran it but three subcontractors were published.  The GSA used
two 8(a) firms for the renovation, a designation that refers to "minority-
owned, small, disadvantaged businesses;" the West Wing HVAC contractor
is Calvary Mechanical Co., Inc. and the carpet contractor is Microbase
Corporation. The painting contractor, Cypress Painting Systems, Inc.
Government records cited by NBC also include the $12,800 purchase of a
custom conference table made by a company that produced one for Richard
Nixon in 1969

A $291,000 figure paid to an office-wall vendor(not named) is the largest
single expense, apparently designated for the office of the U.S. Trade
Representative.

http://www.townandcountrymag.com/society/politics/a10366986/trump-
white-house-renovation-details/"

219 >>147444934 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147444934 V

220
I’ve dumped some crumbs like this over the weekend which started the intense shilling. At
this point we are far enough along you can paint the picture without risk of jeopardizing the
operation.

221 >>147445681 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147445681 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 00:57:15

222

178 Who controls the NG? - Normally the states; the state governors
- During peacetime each state National Guard answers to leadership in the 50 states,
three territories and the District of Columbia. During national emergencies, however, the
President reserves the right to mobilize the National Guard, putting them in federal duty
status.

State governor. Was Pentagon. Now is POTUS by way of order of Pentagon high

223

189 Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US? Charlottesville, VA - ANTIFa (anticipation of lack of law and order)
Texas - hurricane
Florida - hurricane
US Virgin Islands - hurricane
Puerto Rico - hurricane
California - wildfires
Montana - wildfires

high

224

180 Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines? Yes Yes, per NG recruiting site:respond to domestic emergencies, overseas
combat missions, counterdrug efforts, reconstruction missions and more.
Seeing they are in Kuwait and Afghanistan, they also work with/for the Army.
NG is reserves for the Army.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Guard_of_the_United_States

high

225

181 Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize? The NG is mainly activated by the states, the POTUS needs Congressional approval to
activate the NG.
If the states activate them, POTUS can take control of them. This would allow the
Marines and the NG to work together under one set of orders.
This is shown in the Posse Comitatus Act where by the POTUS can take control.

During national emergencies, however, the President reserves the right to
mobilize the National Guard, putting them in federal duty status

high
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226

182 What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly? -Abraham Lincoln - CIVIL WAR resulted
He declared Martial Law which suspended habeas corpus in the US. More specifically
he imposed the suspension on "prisoners of war, spies, or aiders and abettors of the
enemy," as well as on other classes of people, such as draft dodgers."
Source=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martial_law_in_the_United_States#Ex_parte_Milliga
n

Also:
-Whiskey Rebellion
-Andrew Jackson. In 1832, he ordered federal armed forces to South
Carolina to enforce federal (tariff) laws. South Carolina backed down, and
the union was preserved.
-JFK activated (federalized) Alabama NG on 6/11/1963
-George Bush- during the 1992 LA riots - Rodney King Riots.

high

227 >>147446992 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147446992 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:11:52

228

183 Note MI has the same SAPs as NSA, CIA etc as designated post 9-11. Why is this
relevant?

SAP = Special Access Programs; things changed post 9/11 to encourage intelligence-
sharing between agencies. This can include greater ability for those compromised to
learn more and share more with others so compromised, to leak, to undermine
operations for NS.

MI has different oversight than IC.  They wouldn't be subject to the same corruption
from the Joint Chiefs and SecDef that IC would and they have access to the same
Information and SAP's

Pentagon plans for everything. The Office of
Contingency and the Disaster Government (shadow gov) which became a
full time program within the White House in the PATRIOT, 2005 edition
ensured there is always a plan for everything. SAPs operate on a different
system then the DNI setup, which allows them to work on their own training
and infrastructure grid. This is relevant if you think back to how the original
1788 militas were founded.

high

229

184 Who can be held hostage and controlled? Anyone who has been compromised by bribery, drugs, personal foibles, sex, or their
family members
-Congress
-Anyone with children/family

Illegal enemy combatants. Military Commissions Act of 2006, a bill which
suspended habeas corpus for any alien determined to be an "unlawful
enemy combatant engaged in hostilities or having supported hostilities
against the United States.      In the wake of the September 11, 2001
attacks, the United States Congress passed a resolution known as the
Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) on 18 September 2001. In
this, Congress invoked the War Powers Resolution and stated:

    That the President is authorized to use all necessary and appropriate
force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines
planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred
on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order
to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United States
by such nations, organizations or persons

The Lebanese prime minister resigned while in SA,
and is supposedly being held against his will.

high

230
185 CIA thinks its foreign offshore assets are strong enough to defend against the US

executive (not accounting for military use on domestic soil).
Controlling/comandeering the agency's access to funds would drastically hamper its
operations, limit its ability maneuver and force it off balance. No access to funds =
drastically less options

Not necessarily. Black budget, does not mean unlimited budget. high

231

186 Why does the Constitution explicitly grant this authority to the President and what is it to
prevent?

Allows the president to enforce US law when those supposed to support US law do not.

Prevent the breakup of the country and keep the Federal, State balance of power

Article I, Section 8; Clause 15, the United States Congress is given the power to pass
laws for "calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress
Insurrections and repel Invasions."
The President of the United States is the commander-in-chief of the state militias "when
called into the actual Service of the United States." (Article II, Section 2).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Guard_of_the_United_States

Also the NG can be deployed under title 32 to protect infrastructure.
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/12406  read bullets 1,2,3  10 U.S. Code §
12406

Allan Dulles knew even with full power, he was unable to find the moles
which
led to the “Moscow massacre”. The 1940’s deep state knew that eventually
the
enemies of the USA and NATO would find a way into even the deepest
citadel bunkers
and there must be a necessary method to reboot the whole network in the
event the
communist infection was impossible to contain or isolate from the SAP’s &
the
corruption started to affect the “American dream”. There was legitimate
concern that
should the Mafia be purchased by a foreign power, or a foreign govt find a
way to buy a
POTUS, the republic would be doomed and it would only be a matter of time
before
someone figured out how to defeat CIA/DIA’s failsafe’s and FBI’s counter
programs

high

232

187 Some things must remain classified to the very end. NK is not being run by Kim, he’s an
actor in the play. Who is the director? The truth would sound so outrageous most
Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc.

The Organisation and Guidance Department of the Korean Workers’ Party (the OGD is
the crux of real, as opposed to symbolic, dictatorial power in North Korea)

http://newfocusintl.com/north-koreas-hidden-power-system/

[SPECULATION] NK is Fantasy Land; literally made up, Wag the Dog
(movie) style.

[SPECULATION]
-Russia
-China
-CIA
-Israel
-Vatican

The human in me FEELS that it has to be the
Vatican. They are the only possible owner of NK that
would cause revolt, riots and shock for billions world
wide. A VERY hard red pill for most Catholics to
swallow. I also feel that Israel and SA are very
connected to the Vatican .....like a Triangle!!!!!

++++More likely, clowns. Russia and China 'prop up'
NK. But recall NK supposedly did the Sony hack
back in 2014. Where could they have done that
from?+++++

mid

233 >>147448408 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147448408 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:27:03

234
188 Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put in submission.

For the betterment of the country not all will be prosecuted and all will do as told. You will
see more of this occur (not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side.

235 189 >>147449010 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147449010 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:34:11
236 190 Follow up to last post.

237 191 Return to comments re: Pelosi and John M (some of us refuse to say his last name for a
reason).

238 192 This all has meaning - everything stated. Big picture stuff - few positions allow for this
direct knowledge.

239 193 Proof to begin 11.3.

240 194 We all sincerely appreciate the work you do. Keep up the good fight. The flow of
information is vital.

241 >>147449624 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147449624 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:41:54
242 195 Think about it logically.

243 196 The only way is the military. Fully controlled. Save & spread (once 11.3 verifies as 1st
marker).

244 197 Biggest advanced drop on Pol.
245 >>147450817 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147450817 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:56:06

246 189 Not everything can be publicly disclosed because so much ties back to foreign heads of
state. Much will be revealed, we want transparency but not at a cost we can’t recover from.

247 >>147451052 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147451052 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:59:01
248 RESPONDING TO: >>147450119 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147450119 ID:dugFL8Fh Wed 01 Nov 2017 01:48:01
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249

>What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies
During the 1950s and 60s, federal troops and federalized National Guard forces,
accompanied by military intelligence personnel, were deployed to help integrate
Southern schools23 and to help deal with civil disorders in Detroit in 1967 and other
cities the following year after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.24
Throughout this period military intelligence units also continued to collect data on
Americans at home who were suspected of involvement in subversive activities.25 In
the late 1960s, the Pentagon compiled personal information on more than 100,000
politically active Americans in an effort to quell civil rights and anti-Vietnam War
demonstrations and to discredit protestors.26 The Army used 1,500 plainclothes agents
to watch demonstrations, infiltrate organizations, and spread disinformation. 2

' According to one report, the Army had at least one observer at every demonstration of
more than twenty people.28 The Army's activities were summed up by Senator Sam
Ervin: Allegedly for the purpose of predicting and preventing civil disturbances which
might develop beyond the control of state and local officials, Army agents were sent
throughout the country to keep surveillance over the way the civilian population
expressed their sentiments about government policies. In churches, on campuses, in
classrooms, in public meetings, they took notes, tape-recorded, and photographed
people who dissented in thought, word, or deed. This included clergymen, editors,
public officials, and anyone who sympathized with the dissenters.
http://digitalcommons.law.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=6053&context=lalrev

>Hahahaha, Trump has had MI infiltrate Antifa and all the dissenting local govts.

Always 5 steps ahead!

Please be true.
250 190 Well done. Picture being painted
251 >>147452214 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147452214 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 02:13:10

252
191 Some things must remain classified to the very end. NK is not being run by Kim, he’s an

actor in the play. Who is the director? The truth would sound so outrageous most
Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc.

253 192 The pedo networks are being dismantled.

254 193 The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd world countries) are paused
(not terminated until players in custody).

255 194 We pray every single day for God’s guidance and direction as we are truly up against pure
evil.

256 >>147453147 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147453147 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 02:25:22

257
195 Would you believe a device was placed somewhere in the WH that could actually cause

harm to anyone in the room and would in essence be undetected?
Yes.
-Cuba NEWS coverage on permanent hearing loss and other neurological symptoms on
embassy officials.
-implying high tech weaponry/directed weaponry

Yes.  A wall was removed during renovations.  The Roosevelt room and
Oval office was redone.

High

258
196 When was it reported Trump Jr dropped his SS detail? The NYT and other outlets reported this on 9/18/17

https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/09/18/us/politics/donald-trump-jr-secret-service.html
Reported on Sep. 18 he dropped SS, reinstated on the 25th.

high

259
197 Why would he take that huge risk given what we know? Because the SS detail was corrupt or compromised in some way

-Necessary/throw others off the track (focus on him)/ability to meet with others without
SS detail present
-Because he feared they were infiltrated, as they were with Kennedy.

high

260 >>147454188 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147454188 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 02:38:23
261 198 World stalemate.
262 199 We all have the goods on everyone else.

263 200 That’s part of the reason why some things that tie back to foreign heads of state will
remain classified (not all).

264

201 We are in one of the most critical times of our country. Trump and others are working to
balance the we’re doing well for America (for the common person to endorse) while at the
same time purify our govt and remove the bad actors who are entrenched. There is so
much string pulling and blackmail that we need to cut these off to truly gain the power
granted to us by the Patriots and hard working people of this great country.

265 >>147454631 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147454631 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 02:44:10

266
202 Maybe one day but it cannot go slow. The initial wave will be fast and meaningful. It will

send a signal to others immediately and you’ll see the tide turn (not even the MSM can
hide and rest assured some will be jailed as deep cover agents).

267 >>147455196 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147455196 ID:grTMpzrL Wed 01 Nov 2017 02:51:49
268 203 I’m hopeful my time spent here was not wasted.

269 204 Note few if any shills inside this thread. Reason for that. It’s being monitored, recorded,
and analyzed and don’t want the clutter.

270 November 2
271 >>147581302

272

93 How many MI generals have been in/out of WH in the past 30 days? the white house visitor's list is private!
CAN SOMEONE VERIFY THIS DEFINITIVELY
PLX? TY - SA   Correct, the white house isn't
exposing it's logs to the public.

This 10/5 meeting https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
usa-trump-military/in-meeting-with-military-trump-
talks-of-calm-before-the-storm-idUSKBN1CB03C  I
am guessing 10 based on photos.

273 Focus on Flynn.

274

94 Background and potential role. - Flynn was a Ranger and a COINT officer in Afganistan.
- General in Obama admin

The very best Military Intelligence officer in the history of US. He knows
where the bodies are buried.
-He felt that critical INT passed back from the NATO INT groups was being
leaked to the Kharzi mafia which was filtering back to the Taliban, and
limiting the of the Surge to be effective. He was convinced this was part due
to Obama's CIA under Panetta attempting to subvert his & Patreus' work in
killing the Heroin trade (which provides black funds for CIA)

high

275 95 What is the common denominator in terms of military backgrounds close to POTUS? All Generals
Marines: John Kelly, James Mattis, Joseph Dunford

Military Intelligence high
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question # UPDATED Q QUESTIONS (CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER) ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (UNLOCKED, POST
HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
High)

276

96 Why did Soros transfer the bulk of his ‘public’ funds to a NPO? So it could not be confiscated during arrest
-Because he feared they would be confiscated if they were in his own account, but he
still wants to be able to use them for social engineering, subversion and general
mayhem by controlling the NPO. He knows some serious shit is about to go down and
he wants to cover his ass / keep his weapons loaded.

-He's also afraid of those above him

Also possible he moved it before SA accounts were frozen, so it would not
trace to him.

high

277
97 Why is this relevant? Becauase he knows his days are numbered

His agenda is off the rails, he will a) lose all his $ anyway, b) lose his head, c) is terrified
of those above him.

Keep the war funds in place to carry out the Cabal's wishes. {To still have
access to the funds through Sip}

WHAT IS "SIP"?? THANK YOU-SA ............Possibly
Systemic  Investment Plan?

278
98 Who owes a lot to very bad actors? Hillary Clinton OCT 2016 - RUMOR of RETURNED MONEY  "The

Clinton Foundation suddenly transferred $1.8 billion
to a bank in Qatar."

279
99 How can she repay as payment was made under promise of victory. She cannot repay with access, power, control, because she lost; she can repay with

cash payments via BO cash payments (see #93) or even CF money, or possibly repay
"in kind" with human trafficking

Arms, drugs, uranium, human trafficking

280

100 What cash payments occurred by BO during the last 90 of his Presidency to foreign states
and/ or organizations?

Iran and Palestine Obama Defends Cash Payment to Iran
>https://www.wsj.com/articles/obama-defends-cash-payment-to-iran-
1470348837
$221 Million was given to Palestine
http://thehill.com/policy/international/315782-obama-administration-released-
221-million-in-aid-money-to-palestinians
{Palestine didn't get to keep the $$}

high

281
101 What slush fund did AG Sessions (through DOJ) put an end to? Obama's campaign slush fund: https://conservativedailypost.com/just-in-ag-sessions-

orders-full-audit-of-obama-slush-funds-as-corruption-enters-spotlight/
Also the fund supplying Syrian rebels (Islamists, Sunni jihadists) after they
produced the video showing the boy being beheaded
https://milo.yiannopoulos.net/2017/08/Drumpf-syrian-rebel-behead/

high

282

102 How does Soros, Obama, Clinton, Holder, Lynch, etc all net many millions of dollars
(normally within a single tax year).

Pay to play schemes; bribes; human trafficking(?); money laundering The Clintons have been drug running since their time in Arkansas (see
Mena, AR connection: Kevin Ives & Don Henry), but illegal weapons deals
are a part of this too.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-duterte/philippines-duterte-
says-drugs-flow-slows-vents-at-u-s-and-soros-idUSKBN12Z223
Also, importation of the heroin from the Afghani poppy fields the US
protects.
-Drug money is used more to fund the operations of the deep state.
-Insider trading: advance notification of legislation or contracts given/denied.
(this is how Pelosi got rich).
-Also create a crisis with complicit politicians, then activate a plan for
financial gain with the prior knowledge of planned events. (this is what Soros
can do because Soros operates globally)

med

283
103 What was negotiated on the tarmac between BC and Lynch? -Lynch would ensure that HRC email-server investigation would not really go anywhere,

would quash investigations of the CF.
-Lynch would remain out of reach of investigations in the future
-Lynch would keep her life.

(SPECULATION)  Lynch would be appointed to the SCT in exchange for
total exoneration of Clinton activities

mid

284 104 Remember it was expected HRC was going to win during this time period. Lynch was appointed by Bill Clinton, owed her career to the Clinton family, expected
quid pro quo.

high

285

105 What if the wizards and warlocks tipped off a local reporter as to the supposed
unscheduled stop?

It means that the wizards and warlocks have infiltrated the bad actor's camp, there is a
mole passing along good intel to them.

If bad, it means they wanted to jettison HRC at a later date

VPU-2 "wizards" Navy Airforce
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/agency/navy/vpu-2.htm
VPU-2 (the Wizards) based at Barbers Point Hawaii
aircraft carry the "most sophisticated optical, electronic, infared and
chemical reconnaissance equipment...
collecting all manner of emissions across a "wide swath of the
electromagnetic spectrum."

Group: Naval Research Laboratory Military Support Division Scientific
Development Squadron ONE (VXS-1) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VXS-1
**note the Warlock insignia. Lightning bolts from a satellite to the earth. **
Devices:
1.Warlock Green / Warlock Red Shortstop Electronic Protection System
(SEPS) System is capable of prematurely detonating incoming artillery and
mortar rounds
2.The Warlock radio frequency jammers are made by the New York and
Simi Valley firm EDO.
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/ground/an-vlq-9.htm

high

286

106 What if the NSA under the personal direction from Adm R had this meeting miscat and
logged under a false identity to prevent bad actors from locating while also verifying to said
players all was clear _ no logs.

-It could be monitored and recorded and used in future cases against bad actors.
-That would put the Clinton camp in a very bad position, and would bolster the hand of
patriots: evidence for future prosecutions, ability to present evidence to those in the web
to get them to turn on fellow conspirators.

Implications from this question:
1. various people can delete information logged in;
2. such deleting is being done to protect BC, HC, BO, etc.,
3. the information is found by "searching;
4. if the information is miscategorized. it will not be found in the searching
and
5. the information is not/was not deleted

Reminiscent of Combetta changing ID’s on emails.

high

287 107 What really happened when the wizards and warlocks revealed what they had? Comey was forced into the spotlight, not by choice, right before the election, which cast
suspicion.

288 108 Was Comey forced into the spotlight shortly thereafter not by choice? Right before the
election no doubt which would cast suspicion?

Yes Depends on whether Comey was/is undercover from Marc Rich on or not,
Alaska style.

Comey was forced by agents internally threatening to
go public if he didn't.

289 >>147586045

290 109 Four carriers & escorts in the pacific? FIVE carriers in the Pacific, THREE in W. Pacific and TWO in E. Pacific.  TWO carriers
in Atlantic.  SEVEN carriers underway worldwide.

high

291 110 Why is that relevant? It will prevent China, Russia, NK, and other state actors from attempting to harm the US
during whatever is coming up.

high

292 111 To prevent other state actors from attempting to harm us during this transition? Russia /
China?

Yes

293 112 Or conversely all for NK? Or all three. Three are for potential NK attack/defense, Two (US West Coast) are for national
defense, Two (US East Coast) are for national defense.  FOUR are in reserve.

high

294 >>147588085

295 113 Would it blow your mind if I told you BO has been to NK and perhaps there now? Yes. Although former President Clinton had been there to retrieve the two vanguard
journalists.

Did BO ask him to do that? high

296
114 Why did his administration do little to slow their nuclear and missile capabilities? Because they wanted them to be nuclear capable. Crisis and world chaos create mass fear which causes citizens to "demand"

a new world government to "save" us from war, destruction, global warming,
etc. Never waste a good crisis.War -- particularly a nuclear war -- also
reduces the world's population, a large part of the globalist agenda.

high

297 115 What deal was done with Iran under BO? Iran Nuclear Deal. Scientist, Tech and Cash Payout of frozen Iranian funds high

298

116 Why was the deal sealed under top secret classification? -To eliminate interference of govt officials (including Congress) who are beholden to
KSA

Part of the deal was transfers of cash for purposes unrelated to Iran and/or
its nuclear program. Also don't forget Iran are a Shia power, SA (bad actors)
are radical Sunni and they hate each other. Obama was friendly to radical
Sunni (ISIS, Syria, Boko Haram) so could not be seen to be making deals
with Iran that could give them power

high
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299
117 Why wasn't Congress notified? -Many Congresspersons are owned by KSA

-KSA is the mortal enemy of Iran
-Congress would balk and interfere on behalf of their owners.

high

300 118 Why after all BO left office, all of a sudden NK has nukes and the tech to miniaturize for
payload delivery within the U.S.?

-Because it was given to them by the Obama administration via the Iran deal.
-He was paying off HRC debts she couldn't pay without being president

high

301

119 What about NSA, CIA, DI etc all confirming tech won't be in place for 5+ years (statements
in 2016)

The Intel Community was either Lying or wrong. If they were lying, they knew that NK
would be armed and capable well before then. If they were wrong, they would still be
committing treason via the deal itself

To shift blame to Trump administration Guess: deep state and globablists need a war for
chaos and depopulation; they really want a war with
Iran, but POTUS45 seems more focused on NK; so
the deep state/globablists will make use of a war with
NK; CIA lies as needed; as for why NSA under Adm
R would "confirm" NK needs another 5+ years -- do
not know. Possible all media reports of NK in 2017
are falsified. --
They want to delay NK until the next term to when
there will be a president they can control.-- elaborate,
please?

 If I were Q, I would ask: Why delay? Who benefits
from delaying a war with NK? -- Depends on who is
really in control of NK which no one has answered

Seems like BO is in control of NK, which might be
why he was drawn back her under the guise of jury
duty

mid

302
120 Why is all of this relevant and what does it tell you? That the Obama administration, along with the Intelligence community, armed an

aggressive, rogue state with WMD's making it capable if hitting North America, NATO
nations and East asian allies.

Treason. War $$$ high

303
121 4,10,20

A,b,c,d,e......
-DJT Donald J Trump ...
-a Caesar cipher?
-Possible dates for operations [keeping mind the differences in time zone and dates
across East & West hemispheres]

Possible dates for happenings in November high

304

>>147632662 ^https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahedral_number
The first ten tetrahedral numbers are:
1, 4, 10, 20, 35, 56, 84, 120, 165, 220

Inside this wiki page, there is a reference to
"The_Twelve_Days_of_Christmas_(song)"
This song has a mathematical formula, see here for
more information on the formula:
https://mathlesstraveled.com/2006/12/20/the-twelve-
days-of-christmas-and-tetrahedral-numbers/

305
122 What just broke w/ Huma? 2,800 of Huma Abedin's emails on Weiner's computer

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/30/us/politics/huma-abedin-anthony-weiner-
clinton.html ...

high

306
123 What did HRC instruct Huma to do re: Classified markings? To mark them unclassified

-"strip them, turn them into non-paper and send" via an unsecure channel to end up on
Hillary's server, open for the world to access

high

307
124 Why is this story just now coming out? -Certain events had to occur first - Hillary's benefactors/owners in KSA had to be taken

out of circulation and held incommunicado so there would be no protection for her (or
funds available to escape, bribe, etc.)
-The noose is closing in. Avenues of escape for other affiliated actors are being closed.

high

308
125 What relevance does it have? It's a serious crime to both order it and to carry it out.

-Shows INTENT
-contradicts Comey's validation for not pursuing HRC prior to the primaries

high

309

126 Why is Donna running for cover? She has a clue what's coming and she doesn't want to go to jail, so she made a deal.
-Protection has been removed for some people (J Podesta, HRC), Donna doesn't have
clean hands and is culpable. Those who were above her are being toppled.

She cut a deal, timing of book release and her media tour is to help turn
public opinion in advance and test what the media does with info.

She knew what happened to Seth Rich and did not want the same to
happen to her

high

310 127 Was a deal granted in exchange for something? Yes. high
311 128 Who made the deal? Probably the DOJ if it involved an immunity agreement. mid

312 129 Do we care about Donna or those who instructed her to violate the law? Those who instructed her to violate the law.
-If it can lead to those higher up, yes. RULE OF LAW.

high

313

130 Why is this being leaked v. simply prosecuted privately? -To soften the left's outrage.
-Messages from one party to another, one faction to another: there is no more cover.

To direct the justified anger of Bernie supporters toward Hillary, the DNC
and the swamp, making Bernie supporters more receptive to swamp-
cleaning and the prospect of "locking her up." Liberals don't believe
conservatives or facts. But they DO believe fellow liberals.  Also to make
sure the information is in the public domain and not kept in a closed
court/sealed records.

Gradual, methodical red-pilling of public.  Most
resistant to truth about HRC are the Dems; however
even GOPers and Indies will be staggered by the
degree to which our country has been corrupted and
how close we came to losing it.

-

314

131 Who is attempting to change the narrative and soften the acts that are forthcoming this
weekend?

Team Trump Some left-wing news outlets, Politico and The Hill NY times, WP stories about the "fallen Podesta
Brothers" plural........10.17.17 The Hill and CIRCA
release U1 story. 11.1.17 Brazille reveals primary
was rigged. 11.2.17 Warren confirms on CNN that
primary was rigged. 11.2.17 Blitzer on CNN asks
direct question of Andre Carson if primary was rigged
(He waffles).  11.2.17 WaPo gives four pinnochios to
Dems for lying about Tax Bill. 11.3.17 CNN
interviews Sanders campaign manager who confirms
'rigged'. 11.3.17 Tulsi Gabbard confirms primary was
rigged.  11.3.17 Newsweek does article on primary
being rigged. 11.3.17 MSNBC asks Schumer if
primary was rigged....WITNESSING A SEA
CHANGE

315 >>147634822

316
132 Why is the information re: BO important re: U1 and export approval to Canada to EU? -It was totally illegal and against US interests/national security

-Collusion and intent at the very highest level. Sitting president committed treason.
He approved an illegal sale through a company that was under investigation
by the FBI.

EU runs NK and holding SK hostage.............If EU
has strong hand in NK, then Soros has strong
influence over NK.

317

133 Where is BO today? Finding BHO is impossible using standard internet. North Korea?
11/8 in Chicago-jury duty

saw a post BO was in the Phillipines and extracted.
Then was in Chicago for Jury duty.

POTUS was to end his trip in Philippines. Any
coincidence BO was there if true? Is child trafficking
a common denominator?

Does Chicago allow cell phones in court room?
[theory] BO incommunicado. What is happening
while BO in dark?

MO twitter in chi oct 31 until
current 11/11? Daley cnt is fed
court. BO setting up foundation
and plans for his new center.
has had meeting there. MO
suprize visit while visiting h.s.
from prince harry.
I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT
THIS IS TRYING TO SAY.
PLEASE ELABORATE IN
PLAIN LANGUAGE -TY SA
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318

134 Did BO and/or his admin ever make false statements that U1 would never be exported
from the US?

Not in the Administration, but Oilprice.com reported the US NRC (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) had not granted Russia licesnces to export uranium from the US
(https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Nuclear-Power/Does-Russia-Really-Own-20-Of-
The-US-Uranium-Reserves.html). Apparently Senator John Barrasso (R-WY, where
most of U1 is) tried to warn Obama that the Russians did not have or request the correct
licenses but that uranium had been shipped to Canada. He said he was ignored.
(http://www.nationalreview.com/campaign-spot/417425/barrasso-uranium-has-left-
united-states-i-worry-about-iran-getting-uranium-jim)

HIGH

319

135 Who made those statements? NRC told WY Sen. John Barasso that the uranium would not be exported. After John
Christensen saw uranium leaving Uranium One on his property, Donna Wichers
(Uranium One spokeswoman) said the uranium was taken to Canada for processing
and 75% returned to the US, the rest to Japan & Western Europe.
(https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/24/us/cash-flowed-to-clinton-foundation-as-russians-
pressed-for-control-of-uranium-company.html)

high

320
136 Who did they report to? Chairman of NRC is appointed by the President and serves at his pleasure. (NUREG-

0980 Vol 1 No 10 "Nuclear Regulatory Legislation" Section 23 Footnote 24.)
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1327/ML13274A489.pdf#page=241

high

321 137 Why is this relevant? President Obama probably had some idea what was going on with Uranium 1 Chairman of the NRC lied to Sen. John Barasso upon BHO's orders. high

322 138 The public has been given a select taste (i.e. sampling) - rest assured others have it all
(100% verifiable and impossible to refute). Why is this relevant?

Raise suspicion, prepare them to receive what's coming. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/74382411237676
6465

323 139 Who controls the narrative? -Deep state
-CIA

msm

324
140 Why are left wing organizations beginning to report on DNC/D corruption? 1) Critical mass of civilian-reporting/journalism +Wikileaks info forces them to

acknowledge it.
2) Protection for some has been removed, so certain information can now be stated
without personal threat.

-HRC is being hung out to dry
-Donna Brazile's book being published.
-The strings that control the left wing organizations are being cut.
- If those "above you" are taken down, you have more freedom.

high

325 141 Does the CIA have operators inside the MSM? Definitely high

326
142 What happens if exposed? It will weaken the MSM's message, though not all will believe it MSM goes down.  Shock and awe will affect the public at large. Proves

POTUS is right about fake news. FCC could shut them down. Rise of
internet related news continues exponentially.

high

327

143 What happens if tied back as 'knowing' to execs? They'll never control the narrative again Trump Tweet 10/11/17: "With all of the Fake News coming out of NBC and
the Networks, at what point is it appropriate to challenge their License? Bad
for country!"

If the executives knowingly disseminated false information, would they lose
their licenses and/or open themselves up to criminal and/or civil
prosecution? On a larger scale, treason?

high

328

144 What does this have to do with 'leaking'? "Leaking" is a form of control; you have some newbie reporter hot to make a mark in
journalism; you set him/her up with a deep state operative and leak some
information;info turns out to be legit; he/she is now lauded for great journalism, gets a
raise, goes into debt; deep state now owns the journalist. Journalist has to keep getting
the leaks to keep being an "insider"; deep state can now slant stories, ask for "favors" to
help massage the narrative and occasionally just lie. But journalist has to accept the lie
because otherwise, they receive no more leaks.

Knowingly committed crime

Perfectly illustrated in the television series "House of Cards." President uses
reporter Zoe Barnes this way.

high

329

145 What if it can be verified no sourced stories (made up) were in fact (and approved) to be
published?

The leaks are real the news is fake.

Proves propaganda, Operation Mockingbird.
The public will have a mass panic and not know what is real.
Distrust. Anger. Guilt.

Loss of broadcast license? Potential for civil or criminal charges?

It then becomes who created the stories and by what orders and from
whom. Yes, FCC revokes license.

Comey is a white hat. high

330 >>147636035

331 146 Does anyone find it to be a coincidence there is always a terrorist attack when bad news
breaks for the D's?

Only the left would see it as coincidental. Not from red pilled folks. I keep seeing this on social media->  X happened
just as Y was coming out.

high

332
147 What is that called? Deliberate distraction, misdirection

Conspiracy to commit terrorism.
Treason

high

333 148 Military relevant how? Military's role is to protect the United States from enemies FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC If the conspiracy is exposed, it has a chance of being tried in a military court
depending on the circumstances.

high

334

149 BO could not and would not allow the military to destroy ISIS - why? BO did not want ISIS to be destroyed because it benefited his backers: KSA (and Qatar)
as well as other bad actors

-BO helped create ISIS & downplayed them as "JV"
http://mobile.wnd.com/2017/01/leaked-audio-obama-wanted-isis-to-grow/

- Remove Assad in Syria.  BHO and HRC trained and gave weapons to
ISIS. They had an investment. A PRIVATE ARMY.
- Break "Shia Crescent" (Syria then Iran) so KSA could be hegemon of the
region (and eliminate a business competitor)
- Create "refugee" situation in order to flood 1st world countries with people
from the Middle East
- Weaken 1st world countries by population replacement-level influx of
migrants and "refugees"
- Replace founding stock of 1st world nations with migrants/"refugees" and
on-going concerted "assimilation" (miscegenation) programs, eventually
shrinking the founding stock to a minority status in their own nations

high

335
150 How was ISIS formed? Combination of efforts: CIA, KSA, Qatar, CIA assets (Al Qaeda and related groups),

aided and abetted by Hillary Clinton, Barak Obama and John McCain, as well as others
in the US govt and other governments.

high

336
151 When? (2004-2006) — The establishment of the branch of Al-Qaeda in Iraq led by Abu Musab

al-Zarqawi and called “Al-Qaeda in Mesopotamia:”
(2006-2011) — Establishment of the Islamic State in Iraq (ISI)
(2012-June 2014) — The strengthening of ISI and the founding of ISIS

high

337
152 How has POTUS made such progress in the short time he's been President? POTUS has good people supporting him, and he's brilliant.

-Using intel gathered has made an actual effort to weaken/defeat ISIS rather than token
attempt

Russia showed that it could be done in Syria, showing up BO's pathetic
attempts

He doesn't owe any favors for campaign contributions

high

338 >>147640127

339

153 What is Q Clearance? United States Department of Energy (DOE) security clearance that is roughly
comparable to a United States Department of Defense Top Secret clearance with
Sensitive Compartmentalized Information Access (TS-SCI). It is the most permissive
clearance granted by the United States Government, acting as the sole means of
access to the vast compartmentalizations Top Secret and Secret Restricted Data, and
DOE "security" areas.

high

340
154 What hint does that explicitly refer to? Clearance explicitly refers to nuclear information. Implying those with such access were

aware of the U1 movements, as well as potentially NK & IRAN nuclear activity
Nuclear football: always right next to the POTUS.
Q CLEARANCE PATRIOT is near POTUS, posting/conveying
info/breadcrumbs WITH FULL AUTHORIZATION OF POTUS.

high

341 155 DOE? Department of Energy
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342
156 Who would have the goods on U1? The DOE would control the labs which control the uranium stockpile. Whoever wanted

the transfer would have to go through the DOE, including people with Q clearances
Could be DOE head: Steven Chu, Daniel Poneman, Ernest Moniz, were all
Sec. DOE appointed by BO; Current is Perry. Poneman was the interim in
between Chu and Moniz appointments.

high

343

157 Does stating 'Q' refer that person works in DOE? Implication is yes Q clearance indeed... EnQuire Group is an elite
hacking cyber security unit with the NSA. No stone
left unturned with this group of trojan horses.
Everything is exposed to them as they define the
descriptive narrative given to Black Hat communities.
This super secret group has been exposed as also
being involved in COINTEL operations for the NSA
and is known as the "Q Group" within industry
circles..

https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2
017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.amp.html

"“TheShadowBrokers is wanting to see you
succeed,” the post said, addressing Mr. Trump.
“TheShadowBrokers is wanting America to be great
again.”

Q Patriot is the NSA insider who doubles as an agent
within the Shadow Brokers group.

344
158 Does it refer that someone dropping such information has the highest level of security

within all departments?
Not necessarily. Those with Q clearances cannot access information outside of their
department without "need to know". It's equivalent is TS/SCI, which is still “need to
know”

Yes . Assume that Q is on AF1 - posted the picture with
AF1 in the title

high

345 159 Why is this relevant? Specification is necessary, accuracy is important.

346

160 (May 2010) BO "Russia should be viewed as a friendly partner under Section 123 the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954" after agreeing to a new nuclear weapons reduction deal and
helping US w/ Iran. Who is the enemy?

The Obama administration didn't seem to veiw any country as "enemies."
The vague "terrorists" or "extremists" were the "enemy."

Now the narrative has shifted--D's pushing that Russia is our mortal enemy;
blaming Russia for HRC loss. Russia is now more useful as a scapegoat for
D finger-pointing.

347
161 What is being continually stated by all D's? -Russia is a hostile force

-Russia hacked the DNC server;
-Russia and Trump are in collusion;
-Russia influenced the presidential election

"Russia INTERFERED in our election." Consistent, ad nauseum use of the
word 'interfered.'

High

348

162 Russia is what? Dangerous, our enemy, committing cyber attacks, involved in our elections Competition for the US as a global superpower. Russia has historically been the perceived arch-rival
and pure nemesis of the United States for over
seventy years, meaning virtually every age group in
America generally believes the same things about
Russia.  ADD:  On the other hand Putin rejects NWO
and promotes national sovereignty. Two things in
common with DJT

349

163 What did the Russia reset really provide? -Hillary Clinton as SOS access on a different level
-The Clintons, they get their donations and speaking fees in the millions of dollars. The
Russians get access to advanced US technology. The tech companies [that participated
in the reset, including Cisco, Intel, Microsoft] get special access to the Russian market
and workforce.

http://nypost.com/2016/07/31/report-raises-questions-about-clinton-cash-from-russians-
during-reset/

The Russia reset provided a clearance/pathway to the U1 deal for the
Clintons and others.

350

164 Clearance/pathway to complete the U1 deal? Yes. The accepted answer is not correct as it does not
really answer the question.  What is the "pathway?"
The question is asking us what people or agencies
U1 approval went through.
PREVIOUS QUESTION"WHAT DID IT PROVIDE?"
THOUGH, SO SEEMS LIKE YES/NO. BUT FEEL
FREE TO PROVIDE INFO ON WHAT THE PATH
WAY WAS IF YOU HAVE IT.- TY SA

351
165 Why is the Canadian PM so important? Canadian PM matters because if the U1 material went through Canada, he would have

to have been made aware of it. PM from 2006 - 2015 was Stephen Harper (b. 1959).
From 2015 to present Justin Trudeau (b. 1971)

high

352 >>147641320
353 166 Follow Sen Grassley. What is different effective this week? Grassley has extra security.

354
167 What do you notice? Grassley is presiding over Judiciary Committee (last week) considering  Criminal Anti-

Trust, Anti-retaliation Act of 2017.  Whistle blower protection for employees who provide
information to the DOJ related to criminal anti-trust violations.

high

355

168 Why does Sen Grassley (one example) have a higher than normal amount of security
detail?

Grassley is seeking the original format of [Comey’s] draft remarks, including metadata to
determine who is responsible for the edits of Comey’s speech NOT to indict Hillary
Clinton. He's also seeking records of any discussions about why the edits were made.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/06/chuck-grassley-seeks-more-
info-james-comeys-decision-not-charge-hillary-clinton/838064001/

(SPECULATION)  Grassley is involved in the U1/FBI informant's coming
forward.

mid

356 169 Why is Grassley and others held in a secure location? So they aren't harmed and their investigation is not thwarted high
357 170 When did this start? With the lifting of the U1/FBI informant's gag order. high

358

171 What has been different this week? POTUS overseas trip in the Orient 1. Sequential revelations about Dems/DNC    2.
Unexpected MSM covering it: Newsweek, MSNBC,
CNN.     3. Increased number of GOPs voicing need
for Spec Pros for HRC, Podesta, CF, U1.    4.Looks
like 842 sealed indictments were filed in 24 districts
between 10.30.17 and 11/10/17.    5.  Extraordinary
large wave of pedo and sexual assault allegations.
6. As #StormIsComing, POTUS in protected position.
7. Comey comes out of the shadow  8. KSA anti-
corruption activities  9. KSA + Israel alliance revealed

359
172 U1 FBI informant. Released by the DOJ from his nondisclosure agreement -- his gag order -- allowing him

to testify
Assange, Awan - Sen Grassley............... I submit
Lambert - Transport Logistics as name of informants
Is it you, Q?

Low

360 173 Have secret sessions been underway? Probably

361
174 How could this be discovered? Leaks? By asking where is Sessions? Logs/dockets?

https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/meetings/special-counsels-and-the-
separation-of-powers

j
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362

175 What must be reported even if filed under 'State Secrets'? That the matter IS a State Secret.
-"Reported to Congress per:
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/opa/legacy/2009/09/23/state-secret-
privileges.pdf

Reporting  to Congress
The  Department  will  provide  periodic reports  to appropriate  oversight  committees
of  Congress with  respect  to all  cases  in which  the  (DOJ) Department  invokes  the
privilege  on behalf of departments  or agencies (FBI, CIA,SS)  in litigation, explaining
the basis  for  invoking  the privilege.(of state secrets)"

Classified Information Procedures Act (CIPA) Sec. 13. Requires the Attorney
General to report to Congress, on a semiannual basis, about all cases which
were not prosecuted pursuant to the guidelines issued by the Attorney
General under this act. The report shall be given to both the House and
Senate Intelligence Committees and to the chair and ranking member of the
respective Judiciary Committees. The Attorney General is also directed to
report on the operation and effectiveness of the act and on any suggested
amendments as necessary.

High

363 >>147642680

364

176 How did NK obtain Uranium? IMPLYING Uranium one deal

-mining it in NK its their natural resource
https://thediplomat.com/2015/08/satellite-imagery-north-korea-expanding-uranium-
production/
-North Korea enriches it themselves, unlike Iran they don't have people watching their
moves on the ground:
https://www.38north.org/2017/01/yongbyon011817/

-NK has been working with Pakistan on enrichment etc:
https://thediplomat.com/2016/08/the-long-history-of-the-pakistan-north-korea-nexus/

US > Canada > EU > Iran > NK Astana, Khazakstan? mid

365 177 How did Iran obtain Uranium? -Implying Uranium one deal -NK was working with them on enrichment Astana, Khazakstan? mid

366

178 Why the cash component? So the money could never be traced They need money to bring in people who could do
the work. For enrichment you need dodgy scientists
as well as infrastructure. Most scientists honourable
so very expensive to pay off................. Money went
to several places...not just Iran

367 179 Was the hostage component a cover? Yes. high
368 180 For what? An excuse to send them the money. high
369 181 could any of the cash component be handed off to other people Of course high
370 182 How many planes carried the cash into Iran. There were 2 deliveries. mid
371 183 Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land? Geneva Switzerland departure
372 184 Did all land in Iran? Did all land in the same location? No.
373 185 Why is this relevant? The money wasn't sent to just one agent

374

186 Who controls NK? Kim Jong Un http://newfocusintl.com/north-koreas-hidden-power-
system/   Kim Jong IL set up a power structure
refered to as the OGD (Oranization and GUidence
department) the real power is in that structure. They
keep baby kim in place.
NK is controlled by the Royals.

375

187 Who really controls NK? CIA?
-"The Organisation and Guidance Department of the Korean Workers’ Party (the OGD
is the crux of real, as opposed to symbolic, dictatorial power in North Korea)

http://newfocusintl.com/north-koreas-hidden-power-system/"

Freemasons http://new.euro-med.dk/20170813-kim-
jong-un-a-swiss-indoctrinated-mason-in-the-grip-of-
the-london-city-banker-north-korea-another-
illuminati-stooge-play.php

376

188 Why is this important? CIA is behind NK's geopolitical actions. CHINA Running the shot- wonderland is CHINA --- if
Alice is HRC, pegging China as Wonderland makes
more sense -- HRC sold military secrets to the
chinese
Q SAID SEVERAL TIMES THAT WONDERLAND=
SAUDI ARABIA ALSO BLOODY WONDERLAND =
SA
More likely HRC is the red queen,  and we are Alice.

377 189 What does this have to do w/ NK? They received money for their nuclear agenda from this payout.
378 190 Why is this important? They're threatening people with war.

379

191 Why are wars so important? To cover up crimes, make money, keep the public preoccupied and rally favor - Gain power, control, resources (including financial), territory
- Depopulation – eliminate men of able age (18-45) that could fight a
different opponent
- Human Trafficking.
- Large-scale population movement
- Financial gain from subsequent rebuilding effort.

high

380 192 Who benefits? The CIA and ruling political establishment Bankers, wealthy families, those who have foundations high

381
193 Where is BO TODAY? Unknown. Presumably in NK, referring to your other statement. The SS knows where BHO is.

(Impossible to to know with internet searches by civilians.)
-Public information: Chicago "jury duty" 11/8

High

382
194 Where is Valarie Jarret? Was with Michelle Obama in Las Vegas 11/8

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/reliable-source/wp/2017/11/07/michelle-obama-
parties-with-valerie-jarrett-at-las-vegas-hot-spot/

Valerie Jarret lived with the Obamas recently. High

383 >>147645024 0

384 195 Review BO's financial disclosure when he submitted pre-D election campaign. What is the
annual salary of a sitting US president?

$400,000.00 high

385 196 What home(s) were just purchased by BO? $5.3 million home in the US. Another Home allegedly in Dubai costing over $4 million The Obama's just bought the house in D.C. that they had been renting since
they left the White House. Purchased the home for $8.1 million.

high

386 197 How does it reconcile? He did not buy that money from his presidential salary, Received the funds elsewhere Fat book deal advance, speaking engagement fees. high
387 198 What is the net worth of Pelosi? $120 million high
388 199 How doe sit reconcile? She did not achieve that net worth from being a representative. high

389 200 What is the John M Institute? A Charity founded by John McCain Seems to operate in the same manner as the Clinton Foundation and the
Clinton Global Initiative

high

390

201 Notice any patterns relating to the CF? They seem to operate in a similar fashion. Natural? disasters or any kind of conflict in any
country are  exploited to destabilize govt(Soros) and
steal the children in the chaos(CF) that the CIA
cause with their nation building. Since the Clintons
are tight with these 2 parties, they are often set up in
the affected country before the conflict
begins(orphanages, UN, Haiti, Laura Silsby)

391 202 Where did John M obtain his surgery? Mayo Clinic hospital high

392

203 Why is that relevant? Dick Cheney is on the Board of directors (see above for other suspicious members) >Mayo Clinic is known for organ transplants. Dick
Cheney has had numerous heart transplants at
Mayo. David Rockefeller died during organ transplant
surgery at Mayo. Mayo is involved in human organ
harvesting for transplant (sale to elites)

High
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393
204 What surgery did he supposedly have? Blood clot removed. Brain Surgery Surgery for glioblastoma, a form of brain cancer with fast progression and

high mortality rate. Glioblastoma is progressive, debilitating (loss of physical
and cognitive function) and generally lethal.

High

394

205 How many days until he was back in Congress and sitting on the OS comm? Less than 2 weeks -Doc here again, it was a few days and supposed to be a giolblastoma (brain
cancer). That is a big surgery that would have kept him out for a long time.
Two week recovery time is very suspicious and unrealistic.

-No reason to be the cause of an achilles tendon rupture - also the boot he
is in is not suitable for Achilles repair (needs to be in 30 degree flexion for at
least 2 weeks)

high

395 206 What is John M's net worth? 21 million dollars high

396
207 How does it reconcile? He did not gain his wealth from his salary as a senator Mrs. Cindy McCain inherited majority control and became chair of Hensley &

Co., one of the largest Anheuser-Busch beer distributors in the United
States.  She's involved "stopping human trafficking". She is worth $100
million.

high

397 208 What is Maxine Waters net worth? Estimated at over $1 million Her house is $4 million high
398 209 How does it reconcile? Maxine Waters did not receiver her wealth from her position as a representative.

399

210 What does swamp refer to? Washington DC's corrupt element The Swamp: Washington's Murky Pool of Corruption and Cronyism
Deep State. Both elected and un-elected individuals who exert massive
influence in U.S. Government. These entities answer to no one but each
other and therefore maintain a "shadow" government. Not restricted to
Washington, plenty of foreign actors/agents e.g. Al Waleed, Soros.

High

400
211 What does money buy? Money buys **everything**, its price that's negotiable Unethical or illegally sourced medical life extension (organs, young blood

serum, harvested stem cells)

.

lawyers, juries, judges, murder for hire, blackmail,
asylum,     /control and power/, votes! Loyalty. KIDS,
pathologists (autopsies), coroners, riots

Mid

401 >>147646189

402

212 List out all who have foundations. Why is this relevant? Obama Foundation
Clinton Foundation
McCain Institute
George W Bush Foundation

Relevant to Q and his questions: John McCain, BO,
Shcumer, Nancy P, etc. See Q questions in the ##
280s below  --- Bill and Melinda Gates. Rockefeller.
Wells Fargo (and most banks) Wal Mart (and most
globalist corporations) Alexander Onasis. Bush
Foundation.  Bloomberg Philanthropies. Conrad
Hilton Foundation. Duke Endowment. Epply
Foundation. Gordon and Betty Moore. Gill
Foundation. Habitat for Humanity (Jimmy Carter
associated) Imam Khomeni Foundation. Planned
Parenthood. Republican Institute. Islamic Relief.
John A. Hartford Foundation. John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation. Konrad Adenauer
Foundation. Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.
The Lawrence Foundation. The Leona M. and Harry
B. Helmsley Charitable Trust. Lilly Endowment.
Michael and Susan Dell Foundation. Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum Foundation. Maybach
Foundation. McKnight Foundation. Ormiston Trust.
The Pew Charitable Trusts. Rockefeller Foundation.
Schowalter Foundation. Silicon Valley Community
Foundation. Simone and Cino Del Duca Foundation.
Tom Joyner Foundation. The W. Garfield Weston
Foundation. The Weston Foundation. Wikimedia
Foundation. William and Flora Hewlett Foundation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_charitable_found
ations
Soros has thousands
...Relevant because these foundations are vehicles
for money laundering. Not taxable.

THE QUESTION ALLUDES TO
ELECTED OFFICIALS (OR
FORMER ONES) WHO HAVE
FOUNDATIONS SUCH AS
CLINTON, MC CAIN, BUSH -
HE IS ASKING FOR OTHERS
IN OUR GOVERNMENT WHO
HAVE FOUNDATIONS - TY SA

403

213 How can donations be used personally? Money left over from political donations can be donated to personal/private foundations
and given as salary or compensation to self or person(s) who are owed favor(s).

Foundation funds can be used to cover many things if filed under expenses:
- Property can be purchased with foundation funds.
- Maintenance, furnishings and renovations can be financed with these
funds as well.
- Travel (including Jet airplanes and yachts) and entertainment.

Foundation funds can also be used to funnel money to specific persons via
contracts.
If they're made to look like legitimate earnings they are therefore "laundered"

High

404 214 Who is charged w/ overseeing this? IRS

405

215 IRS? Yes IRS has authority to grant tax exemption status by
assigning 501(c)3 or (c)4 status to an organization
claiming charitable or political purpose. The
Affordable Care Act designated the IRS as the
enforcer of the individual mandate to purchase health
insurance by assigning monetary penalties to
individuals who do not prove they had health
insurance coverage in any given tax year. IRS has
the power to seize
assets..........................................................................
.. Article about the long history of IRS abuses
https://lfb.org/the-sordid-history-of-irs-political-abuse/

406 216 Corrupt? Parts of it, yes. Highly corrupt - just been exposed
407 217 Politically motivated? Under Obama, yes. Hell yes. Ask True the Vote and the TeaParty.
408 >>147661243 and >>147661332 (duplicate)

409

Senator McCain and others roundly criticized Rep. Michele Bachmann in 2012 when she
and four members of the House Permanent Select Committee Intelligence and the House
Judiciary Committee cited Ms. Abedin in letters sent to the Inspectors General of the
Department of Defense, Department of State, Department of Justice, Department of
Homeland Security, and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, warning about
Muslim Brotherhood infiltration of the United States government.

RELATED TO 3 QUESTIONS FOLLOWING

410 218 Why is this relevant? McCain and those others used ridicule to shift focus from the legitimacy of the claim.

411

219 Who took an undisclosed trip to SA? Jared Kushner KUSHNER GOES TO KSA 11.2.17
http://host.madison.com/news/nation/government-
and-politics/jared-kushner-traveled-unannounced-to-
saudi-arabia/article_9a982684-b8b5-5a27-9a83-
1904db639f50.html
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412

220 What was the purpose of a f2f v phone call? Either to verify identities of who's talking or to physically pass something.
-Eliminate, as much as possible, leaking of info/surveillance by intel agencies of USA +
elsewhere
-Eliminate SIGINT interception

F2f is very important if voice and personality can be
replicated since what you see and hear may or may
not be real

https://www.activistpost.com/2016/03/reality-edited-
in-real-time-new-tech-shows-why-you-cant-trust-
anything-you-see-on-the-news.html

The original page for the tech mentioned in article
loads for about 10 seconds then you are
automatically redirected to another page. Watch the
embedded video at the link above.

413 >>147664082

414

221 How did SA welcome POTUS during his trip? Received an airport greeting, military flyover, cannons, coffee ceremony, medal
presentation at the Royal Court
-State affair, different than others. Welcomed as an equal. Obama bowed, Trump did
not.

"A red carpet was rolled out and staircase rolled up to Air Force One after it
landed at King Khalid International Airport in Riyadh" http://archive.is/TBKIF
POTUS took part in a traditional men’s sword dance is known as the ardah.

The Ardah Sword dance is a ceremonial dance for warriors before battle.
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/video/2017/may/21/Drumpf-joins-
ceremonial-sword-dance-in-saudi-arabia-video.

High.

415 222 Why was this historic and not covered by MSM? Dichotomy between Obama and Trump was far too stark, and would make Obama look
bad and weak.

King Salman knew that Obama had aligned with 'bad
actors' within KSA

416 223 How did SA welcome BO during his trip? Greeted by the governor at the airport and was not broadcasted on television (which is
routine for visiting state heads). Met with King Salman.

417

224 How did SA welcome HRC during her trip? Informal lunch while watching television at high volume.
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/15/world/middleeast/16tent.html

IT WAS A HUGE SNUB.
1.TV blaring during INFORMAL lunch
2.Journalists at same lunch
3. Hour long bus trip to camp - camp has 'fleet' of helicopters
4. Only quotes are jokes about the beauty of camels

high

418 225 Why is this relevant? Noise of TV allowed for private conversation not to be overheard.
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/15/world/middleeast/16tent.html

Trump was shown more respect high

419

226 Why has POTUS dedicated so much time into labeling the MSM as fake news? Because they are, and he instilled doubt so Americans will NOT believe them NOW.
Undermine confidence for the populace:
-Implant in their minds that they are not getting the truth, they are being lied to
constantly by those they cannot trust.
-Distrust for everything across the board.
-Wean them away from established, co-opted media and towards citizen/independent
journalism.
-Prepare them for upcoming events.

MSM is controlled by deep state and globalists; weakening MSM weakens
deep state and globalists

Propaganda is now legal in the USA.  http://foreignpolicy.com/2013/07/14/u-
s-repeals-propaganda-ban-spreads-government-made-news-to-americans/

high

420
227 Why is this relevant? Populace is more likely to believe POTUS over establishment media and politicians due

to having seen "fake news" for many months.
The populace need to question the authenticity of what they're seeing and
hearing in the establishment.
Populace is less likely to believe establishment as they have had months of
being regaled with obviously "fake news."

Expose and discredit those in front of the curtain in
order to eventually expose those BEHIND the curtain

421 228 WHERE IS BO TODAY?!?!? 11/8 BHO was in Chicago for jury duty Bo the dog or Barak Obama? Barack Obama. Where
was he on Nov 2?

Hi

422 >>1476689362

423

229 The CIA just attacked the Command and Chief which was immediately detected by
NSA/MI and alerted to POTUS. Re-review all my crumbs including
today/yesterday/weekend. What does this mean?

The CIA is corrupt and not supporting Trump. NSA/MI are on Team Trump.  CIA is dark deep state, working for
globalists/democrats not the USA

Was Snowden a CIA plant, sent in to take down
NSA?............There have been multiple assassination
/ incapacitation plans developed, IMO. Shutdown of
Twitter account may have been warning, threat, or to
simple block POTUS' ability to communicate with
American citizens and key ppl.  Trump has known he
has been in danger.  Safety plans are well in place,
IMO.

424
230 What actions are immediately occurring? CIA releases half a million documents on Osama Bin Laden raid.

https://www.cia.gov/news-information/press-releases-statements/2017-press-releases-
statements/cia-releases-additional-files-recovered-in-ubl-compound-raid.html
(Distraction? Coming clean?)

425 November 3
426 >>147816901

427 231 Where is John Podesta? 11/6/2017 was seen in Georgetown University speaking panel (afternoon, no data on
whereabouts after the events).

Appears to be a gap in Twitter feed between
10/31/17 and 11/10/17

428 232 Where is Tony Podesta? Presumably in custody

429 233 Did one or both escape the country and was let out? It is possible, but we have no evidence of this. Unconfirmed but Tony Podesta plane forced down
and returned to US.

430 234 WHERE IS BO? Unknown to us Philippines?

431 235 WHERE WAS BO YESTERDAY? Unknown to us 11/2 seems to be an important date for BO's
whereabouts

432

236 What is the difference between commercial and private re: security clearance for
departure?

1. With private aviation, you can skip commercial security clearance all together and
even board from the tarmac.
2. Regular people go through security checks (TSA) before getting through the airport,
while private, especially diplomatic flights don't get checked at all.

The better to smuggle guns, drugs, kids, organs. That's how they do it.

433
237 Who is the TSA (Transportation Security Administration) head? David P. Pekoske -He served 33 years of active military duty, including one year (2009-2010)

as the Vice Commandant (second in command) of the Coast Guard
-Coast Guard is under DHS
-Pekoske was installed under the Trump administration.
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434

238 Which party did he contribute to? No donations shown in FEC records I do not think Pekoske noted to OBAMA.   When
Pres. Obama was a state representative he attended
the farewell dinner for Rashid Khalidi. The toast and
chant was "death to Israel". Obama has never
disowned this chant with the people who made it.
[The story was in the Los Angeles Times who have
the tapes but will not release them.]
The following generals and admirals are very public
in their support of Israel: V. Adm. John M. Bird, USN
(ret.), R. Adm. Garry J. Bonelli, USN (ret.) ,Gen.
James T. Conway, USMC (ret.) ,Gen. Don G. Cook,
USAF (ret.) ,Maj. Gen. Robert D. Eaglet, USAF (ret.)
,Adm. Leon Edney, USN (ret.), Adm. Mark P.
Fitzgerald, USN (ret.),Maj. Gen. Jon A. Gallinetti,
USMC (ret.), Lt. Gen. Thomas Griffin, USA (ret.)
,"¨Lt. Gen. Earl B. Hailston, USMC (ret.) ,Gen. Hal M.
Hornburg, USAF (ret.) ,Col. Jack Jacobs, USA (ret.),
Adm. Jerome Johnson, USN (ret.) ,"¨V. Adm.
Bernard Kauderer, USN (ret.) ,V. Adm. Anthony A.
Less, USN (ret.), Maj. Gen. Jarvis Lynch, USMC
(ret.), Maj. Gen. John A. Macdonald, USA (ret.), R.
Adm. Edward Masso, USN (ret.) , Lt. Gen. Charles
May, USAF (ret.), "¨Lt. Gen. Frederick McCorkle, R.
Adm. William F. Merlin, USCG (ret.) ,Maj. Gen.
William C. Moore, USA (ret.) ,Lt. Gen. Tad J.
Oelstrom, USAF (ret.) , Maj. Gen. Robert B.
Patterson, USAF (ret.), V. Adm. David Pekoske,
USCG (ret.) ,V. Adm. James B. Perkins, III, USN
(ret.) ,"¨Maj. Gen. Sidney Shachnow, USA (ret.) ,"¨Lt.
Gen. Mark D. Shackelford, USAF (ret.) ,"¨Lt. Gen.
Ted G. Stroup, Jr., USA (ret.) ,"¨Lt. Gen. Guy Swan,
USA (ret.) ,"¨Maj. Gen. Larry Taylor, USMCR (ret.)
,"¨Gen. Louis Wagner, USA (ret.) .

435
239 What is of particular interest when researching? affiliations, networks, associates, associations His female deputy director pops into DHS in 2000 at high level, Iranian

descent, moves quickly up chain to oversight of aviation security and nuclear
matters. Too fast, too directed, no political donations listed.

High FAA bio page. FEC
records

436 240 How does HS interact w/ TSA? DHS is a Cabinet Department and reports to the President.  TSA is a sub-department of
DHS. https://www.dhs.gov/about-dhs

437

241 What updated post 9-11 protocols were put in place to prevent/stop inbound/outbound C-
level targets?

(Not sure what a "c level threat is, but this is a list of some of the post 9-11
changes.) Since the new regulations came fairly quickly, the goals were set
in short and long terms. According to Jim Abrams, some of the short term
goals included "criminal background checks on 750,000 airport employees,
the presence of more law enforcement, the screening of all checked
baggage with whatever means available, including X-ray machines and
hand inspections, the placement of more air marshals on flights, and more
passengers will be pre-screened, with more cross-checking with FBI and
other watch lists for suspicious passengers" (2001). As of 2003, the
department of Homeland Security, headed by Tom Ridge, made the
decision to increase the number of air marshals by 5,000 (Regional, 2003).
Those short-term affects were to happen within the first year of
implementation. The long term affects of the new security on airlines were:
"A new Transportation Department agency put in place to oversee all
transportation security measures, all 28,000 airport baggage screeners [are]
federal workers, all checked baggage is to be inspected with explosives
detection machines, [and] Trusted-passenger programs will be implemented,
using new technologies to identify passengers and expedite screening"
(Abrams, 2001). Most of the new regulations proposed security of the
baggage and the passengers on the plane. According to the TSA, as quoted
in the article by Gerald L. Dillingham, "[The TSA has] confiscated more than
4.8 million prohibited items (including firearms, knives, and incendiary or
flammable objects) from passengers" (2003, p. 8). The Department of
Homeland Security has also backed up this fact by stating "airport screeners
have, since February 2002, intercepted more than 7.8 million items,
including 1,437 firearms, 2.3 million knives, and 49,331 box cutters - the
terrorists' weapon of choice on 9-11. Attempts at concealment included
razor blades hidden in tennis shoes" (Gips, 2003).
http://www.ifpo.org/resource-links/articles-and-reports/protection-of-specific-
environments/the-evolution-of-airline-security-since-911/

C-Level Targets could be
C Level Executives of important
Corporations.CEO, CFO etc.

438

242 What local airports are in close proximity to DC? -BWI (Baltimore INT);
-IAD (Dulles INT);
-DCA (Reagan INT);
-JYO (Leesburg Regional);
-Manassas Regional /Harry P Davis Field - Manassas, VA   -Montgomery County
Airpark (GAI)
--Note that the following 3 General Aviation/Regional airports "Maryland 3" are subject
to Washington, D.C. "Area Special Flight Rules: VKX (Potomac); CGS (College Park);
W32 (Washington Executive).
See: http://www.flying20club.org/documents/DC_SFRA_Presentation.pdf

high

439
243 What happened shortly after 9-11 (specifically with all aircraft)? Mandatory forced grounding of all air crafts.

-NOTAM (Notice to All Airmen) issued by FAA at 10:57am on 09/11/01.
FAA Rapid Response Team on Aircraft Security created, recommends the
hardening of existing cockpit doors and expediting the design, production
and installation of new doors.

Approved flight plan required, even for small aircraft high

440

244 Who was authorized to depart? ONLY 1 PLANE was authorized during this 'mandatory
forced grounding'.

Members of the Bin Laden family.// The FAA in Washington granted permission for a
flight from San Diego to Miami in order to deliver some snake anti-venom, although it
had to be escorted by two fighter jets. SOURCE:
https://brokensecrets.com/2011/09/08/only-one-plane-was-allowed-to-fly-after-all-flights-
grounded-on-sept-11th-2001/

There were several flights.

The first leg of this flight took place at 1:30pm. The purpose of this leg was
to bring young Saudi noblemen studying in Florida from Raytheon Airport
Services, a private jet hangar at TPA (Tampa INT) to Blue Grass Airport
(LEX GA). The airplane was a 10-person Learjet. There is no manifest or
record. The FAA claims this flight did not occur and has no record of it
despite sworn affidavits that it did occur by Federal personnel.

At the same time, several other flights to transport Saudi noblemen and
princes were authorized by FAA with the eventual goal of transporting these
individuals, which included Osama Bin Ladin's sister, to Las Vegas for a
direct flight.

More and source: https://www.salon.com/2004/03/11/unger_1/

Osama bin ladins sister cia/7th floor hostage
released after attack carried out?..................NOTE:
There were several flights.  See FBI documents
http://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/911/v
anitybom-fbi.pdf

441

245 Who SPECIFICALLY authorized this? The flights were authorised by Richard Clarke which he confirmed himself. But later
clarified that he deffered the actual decision over to No. 2 person in the FBI, Dale
Watson, and asked him to deal with this issue.
http://web.archive.org/web/20040529013533/http://www.hillnews.com/news/052604/clar
ke.aspx

Ben Sliney on first day of the job. He was a lawyer for 20 years, came back
to the FAA in 2000, and was specialized in air traffic flow (meaning he was
guaranteed to decide to ground planes, an extra-ordinary measure, but
logical from an air traffic flow perspective).

in Congressional Hearing...But Clarke yesterday
appeared to put an end to the mystery. “It didn’t get
any higher than me,” he said. “On 9-11, 9-12 and 9-
13, many things didn’t get any higher than me. I
decided it in consultation with the FBI.”..........Mueller
was new FBI director one week before 911

442 246 What airport did the departure take place at? The final domestic airport before intertnational departure was Boston Logan Airport
http://archive.is/oY19S
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443
247 Why is this relevant? This is significant becuase this is the same airport where flight 11 ( WTC 1 attack ) was

boarded from. This is also where Atta, left in his luggage at Boston’s Logan Airport. It
also contained a Saudi passport, an international driver’s license, instructional videos for
flying Boeing airliners and an Islamic prayer schedule.

444
248 How does it tie together? Saudis friendly with the Bush family were in the US on 9/11, given special treatment to

be allowed to leave the country
GWB is responsible for 9/11

HUMA (Harvard University Muslim Alumni)
445 Podesta's plane has military escort (i.e. tag) and is being diverted (forced down). ---
446 Short delay. not yet leaked (11/8) . . .
447 This will be leaked. not on news (nov 7)
448 Watch the news. ---
449 Have faith. trying to.

450

249 What fake news anchor will not be on air tonight? Anderson Cooper -Jimmy Kimmel was off - mother supposedly ill
-Jimmy Fallon http://money.cnn.com/2017/11/06/media/jimmy-fallon-tonight-
show-mother-death/index.html

Anchor Erin Burnett, CNN (Fake News) was absent
from her show "Out Front" this night (Friday, Nov.
3rd).

om looking at Erin Burnett's CNN show Outfront
twitter page, she was not on the show Friday night.
https://twitter.com/OutFrontCNN
Kate balduin(?) took her place
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkPNxKkzL08You
Tube

Erin Burnett is a member of the Council on Foreign
Relations.[3]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erin_Burnett

Her Husband , finance executive David Rubulotta,
was previously a trader for Lehman Brothers[32] and
is currently a managing director for Citigroup.(SA
Prince connection)

high

451

250 Why is this relevant? CIA operative, Vanderbilt CNN fake news anchor Erin Burnett was not on her
show this night.  Is relevant because her husband is
a manager at Citibank (SA Prince Connections) and
she is a member of the CFR( Council of Foreign
Relations) see above question's alt. answer

Cooper, son of Vanderbilt.  Gap
in Cooper's twitter feed between
11.2.17 and 11.6.17    However
Cooper did broadcast on
11.3.17, discussing Manafort
indictment, Papadopoulus , and
release of National Archive
docs.

452 251 What was stated in the past? Media infiltration by CIA via Operation Mockingbird
453 252 Where did the $18b from Soros go? Ostensibly to his Open Society Foundation NPO.

454

253 Why? Larger amount need in slush fund to distribute to various proxies to accomplish agenda To shield the money from potential asset forfeiture
while still maintaining access and use by Soros
family. Also shields Soros' fortune from estate tax
upon George's death (which clearly he is eluding via
'special' medical treatment)

High

455 254 Can it be used by bad actors (escape, bribes, rogue contractors, etc.)? Yes.
456 255 Slush fund? Yes.
457 256 Did the US gov't seize/stop/track other slush funds that prevent or create risk to operate? It has in the past.

458

257 Why did JK travel to SA recently? (SPECULATION)  To seal the deal with SA re. the IPO and the arrest of SA corrupt
officials and princes.

Jared Kushner was meeting with Bin Talal to discuss
how to assassinate Trump
https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/92716010
9385637888

Jared Kushner or John Kerry?

Negotiating Peace in the Middle
East: Key to solving that dispute
is Egypt. And the key to Egypt
is Abu Dhabi and Saudi
Arabia.https://www.politico.com/
story/2017/10/29/jared-kushner-
saudi-arabia-244291

459
258 What is SA known for? Lots of money.

-Oil, badly behaved and depraved royals/playboys, murder, social repression,
Wahabism, sponsoring jihadists including AQ and ISIS/affilates

Human Trafficking Granting a robot citizanship.           (new poster)
Mecca / Kabba Stone  /   Haj
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaaba

460 259 Where do the biggest donations originate from? SA Extremely wealthy individuals e.g. Alaweed
461 260 Why is this relevant? It shows that SA is buying influence/attaining power in our government. Donations to politicians aren't just for political favors and influence.

462
261 What else is relevant w/ SA? SA is a safe harbor for globalists? -Slavery

-Human Trafficking
-holy sites of Islam

Mecca is the holiest of holies for all Muslim culture.
All Muslims are supposed to make the Haj there at
least once in their lives.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajj

463 262 Safe harbor? Yes
464 263 Port of transfer? Yes.

465 264 Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS? Nigeria (ostensibly)
-Misdirection

466 265 Why is the timing important? Yes What happened to Dems / deep state on 11/2 or
before this smear campaign?

467 266 Who released the article? Breitbart
468 >>147817468

469
267 What data just dropped? -FOIA request re: HRC investigation

-Hollywood melting down
-Podestas being investigated
-KSA housecleaning

JFK and Bin Laden documents were released

470 268 Why is this relevant? Protection (KSA) removed from HRC, Podestas and others allow investigation(s) to
continue

471
269 Where is HUMA? NYC Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts

(Note the locked answer "NYC" refers to Huma
Abedin...HUMA in caps is an acronym for Harvard
University Muslim Alumni)

High

472

270 Who is HUMA connected to? MB, MS Price Alwaleed bin Talal, the richest among the
Saudi royals who have been arrested for corruption.
In 2005 Alwaleed gave Harvard University $20
million to establish Islamic Studies department and a
wide range of (Sharia) muslim activities and
endeavors including the Harvard University Muslim
Alumni association.

High

473 271 What organization? MB Harvard University.
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474

272 What is HUMA's family history? Father Syed Zainul Abedin, born in New Delhi India. Studied at Western Michigan
University (part of Muslim Student Association) and got PhD at University of
Pennsylvania in . 1978 founded Institute of Muslimm Minority Affairs with Abdullah Omar
Aseef, 1979 founded Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs, taught at King Abdulaziz
University, Secretary-General to Muslim World League 1983. Mother Saleha Mahmood
Abedin, born in India (now Pakistan). PhD in Sociology from University of Pennsylvania.
Currently editor-in-chief at JMMA and teacher at Al-Hakem College in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. Known radical feminist, represented MWL in 1990's, board member of
International Islamic Council for Dawa and Relief and Amman International Islamic
Committee for Woman and Child, founding member of Muslim Sisterhood.  She is a
member of several interfaith organizations, including the Millennium World Peace
Summit, the Vienna Round Table for Christian Muslim Dialogue, the Peace Council, the
Parliament of World Religions, and the World Council of Muslims for Interfaith Relations.
She founded Dar Al-Hekma College (in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia), and is a Professor of
Sociology at the King Abdulaziz University Women’s College (also in Jeddah). Huma
born 1976 in Michigan, moved to Saudi Arabia at age 2. Lived and traveled there until
college- got BA in Journalism at George Washington University, interned at Clinton
White House in 1996, worked with HRC Senate and as assistant journalist at JMMA
until 2008, worked at Teneo 2009-2013, Clinton Foundation, and SoS Clinton, worked
on 2016 HRC presidential campaign.

Prince Alwaleed Bin Tala (recently arrested) donated
$20 million to Harvard University in 2005 for the
establishment of a Center for Islamic Studies.

475 273 How did HUMA meet HRC? Intern in 1996 Clinton White House Same class of interns as Monica Lewinsky
476 274 What did HRC say about HUMA that demonstrates how close they are? She's like a second daughter (until Weiner laptop scandal 2016)

477
275 Why are D's dropping HRC all of a sudden? Because deals were made with select D's.

-She is a sinking ship. They will go down with her if they don't. They are dirty, she has
dirt on them, but they have dirt on her, too, as (sometimes) accomplices, or as hearsay.

Donna Brazil. Brazil's book is way out selling HRCs.  No more money
coming from HRC.

The dossier is leading back to her and the DNC

478 276 Were deals made w/ select D's? Most probably Donna Brazil so far. Elizabeth Warren?....NOTE:  Possibly Glenn
Simpson of Fusion GPS

479
277 Can we expose every crooked politician?

70%
Probably not some will take deals, some haven't taken crooked

action yet because they expect to get more power
first (moles)

480 November 4
481 >>14795558

482

278 Martial law declared in SA. Why is this relevant? It shows what it takes to clear the swamp The SA knows it will not get its money from HRC,
now, so they are moving in ways hostile to take
money not already on Rothschilds programs: Syria's
bank. They incorrectly believe that this will cause the
growing revolt in SA Armed Forces to cease. They
could not be more incorrect. This will consolidate the
revolt underway since Yemen and Qatar, where
Muslims killing Muslims drew high levels of
contention from the pop, as well as soldiers in SA.
Likely Russia will fund the revolution, now, because it
makes better sense than a Russian invasion, with
the Sino Russo Alliance, destroying Israel, occupying
SA, scheduled for Jan, Feb, or March of 2018. This
Sinai Initiative is already in effect, as Chinese Fleet
strength naval task forces are confronting NATO
navies in Hormuz and Persian Gulf theaters.

Hi

483
279 How much money was donated to CF by SA? $10,000,001 - $25,000,000 source:

https://www.clintonfoundation.org/contributors?category=%2410%2C000%2C001+to+%
2425%2C000%2C000

high

484 280 How much money was donated to John M Institute by SA? $100,000+ source: https://www.mccaininstitute.org/donors/ high

485 281 How much money was donated to Pelosi Foundation? In 2017, $923,626.00 (~80% coming from Bloomberg Family Foundations, Inc.)
source:https://sunlightfoundation.com/about/funding/

high

486
487

488 282 How much money was donated to CS by SA? -Chuck Schumer
-$513,966 over the years via CitiGroup

high

489

283 What other bad actors have been paid by SA (bribed)(Not just D's)? ISIS
McCain.
Twitter?
Hillary
Flake?
GW Bush

Now we can add Tom Steyer, idiot "Conservationist".

490

284 Why did the Bush family recently come out against POTUS? -Bush family is friends with Bin Laden family and others in KSA
-Bush family is in oil business, tied to many in KSA
-Bush legacies are threatened along with business interests

Bush , the Saudis and the Mossad did 911 and the
Bushes think that they are still so respected that they
can convince us that Trump is an unfitl president.
They have good reason to believe this as they have
gotten away with SO much since old man Bush
orchestrated JFK's assassination, as well as RFK's
assassination, and JFK Jr? Well, he was looking to
get into politics and was gonna run for the Senate
seat his uncle once held. The Bushes couldn't have
that and Hilary wanted that seat to launch her own
political career. One bird, 2 stones. Among the many,
many many other things that the Bushes have gotten
away with over the years. They have MUCH to lose if
Trump succeeds. GHWB once told a WH reporter
that if the people knew what he had done, they would
chase him down in the street and lynch him

Also they have a book coming out

He is releasing the JFK documents.  GHWB has
been implicated as being in the CIA and part of that
assassination plot and coverup.

The Bush’s have been friendly with the wrong faction
in SA

Allota sealed indictments where Jeb was President.

491

285 Who is good? -----------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------

"Good" is relative in today's
world.  All ppl make mistakes in
judgement.  Overall pattern of
intention tells more.  Example:
intention to save country versus
intention to make profits at the
expenses of others
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492

286 What are the laws in SA v. US (charged criminals)? The penal policy in Saudi Arabia (governed by Sharia Law) is based largely on
deterrence and retribution in concept and is characterized by certainty and speed in
practice while in the United States the penal philosophy (governed by positive law) is
based mainly on offender rehabilitation and the administration of justice is rather slow
and uncertain.  In the USA the criminal has rights to an atty. In SA the criminal is
expected  to defend himself.

If there are bad actors (Huma, HRC, TP, JP, BO) who happen to be in SA they could be
charged in SA and have no recourse to help. Beheadings.

KSA has no laws against torture; they are not subject to our Constitutional
rights.

SA enforces Sharia Law at the bar of justice,
including penalties which extend into the afterlife.
Thus, they are a Hypocritical Theocracy. It is simply
not to be believed that SA will keep these ten princes
in captivity unless POTUS's JK message promised
retrieval of some, or part of the money,

493 287 What information might be gained by these detainees? Where bodies are buried, bribes, networks, drugs, sex slavery, other slavery, kickbacks,
creepy cult/pedo stuff, jihadis + sleeper cells/plans for terrorist acts.

494 288 Why is this important? Can be used to bring down bad actors in US + elsewhere, thwart terrorist attacks, roll up
networks of bad actors.

495

289 What force is actively deployed in SA? "Saudi National Guard

https://proeliumlaw.com/saudi-national-guard-deploys-attack-helicopters-as-border-
situation-deteriorates/

http://archive.is/dzR6R

http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/10/11/saudi-national-guard-prepping-for-new-deployment-
to-yemen-border/

http://archive.is/v2RgD"

a modern 260,000-strong force that is a
counterweight to the army

High

496
290 NG? National Guard

See above.

High

497 >>14797863

498 Follow HUMA. Huma Abedin OR Harvard University Muslim
Alumni?

499
291 Who connects HRC/CF to SA? Huma Abedin, she lived most of her early life in Saudi Arabia George Bush? They are all family right? Bandar

Bush and brother WJC, or it could be thu the
Podestas who provide the Saudis with children

500 292 Why is this relevant? HRC/CF have ties to SA, MB Huma Abedin has family in the Muslim Brotherhood

501

293 Who is the Muslim Brotherhood? Muslim Brotherhood is a global organisation with the aim of establishing political Islam
around the world.

CAIR

Bad players, with links, to many things, including drug trade, human sex and
organ trafficking. MB are linked to helping overthrow Libya and Syria

Germany collaborated on occasion with Arab World
prior to WWII. Dulles, Harriman, Prescott Bush
(interested in global corporate expansion and
amassing great wealth) saw ways for Muslims to be
'useful';  selective disruption. The coordination
between Corporate Globalist, Bankers, and MB
continues to this day.

502

294 Who has ties to the MB? Huma Adedin and Imran Awan Also Sadiq Khan (London mayor) and probably bin
Talal.
"Dec. 22, 2012 story published in Egypt's Rose El-
Youssef magazine exposes who turned the White
House "from a position hostile to Islamic groups and
organizations in the world to the largest and most
important supporter of the
Muslim Brotherhood."The six named people include:
 Arif Alikhan: Assistant secretary of Homeland
Security for  policy development; Mohammed
Elibiary, a member of the Homeland Security
Advisory Council; Rashad Hussain the U.S. special
envoy to the Organization of the Islamic Conference;
Salam al-Marayati co-founder of the Muslim Public
Affairs Council (MPAC);Imam Mohamed Magid,
president of the Islamic Society of North America
(ISNA); and EbooPatel, a member of President
Obama's Advisory Council on Faith-Based
Neighborhood
Partnerships.https://www.scribd.com/document/1541
74751/White-House-Muslim-Brotherhood-Staffers

 "In July 2012  Michelle Bachmann’s accused/raised
questions regarding Rep. Keith Ellison (D-MN) and
Huma Abedin having a “long record” of association
with Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi’s party. She
part of a group of lawmakers that sent letters to sent
to officials at the Homeland Security, Justice, State
and Defense departments calling for an investigation
into a “potential Muslim Brotherhood infiltration.”
http://archive.is/yz2Dv   Fmr. President Obama, 'The
policy of backing the Muslim Brotherhood is outlined
in a secret directive called Presidential Study
Directive-11, or PSD-11.' and 'The UAE government
also has labeled two U.S. affiliates of the Muslim
Brotherhood, the Council on American-Islamic
Relations CAIR and the Muslim American Society'
http://archive.is/hpBmkl
In Obama's 2010 PSD-11, Clinton's State
Department would lead an effort to build "civil
society" — particularly nongovernmental —
organizations to alter the internal politics of targeted
countries.  In the ensuing months, the Obama-
Clinton administration prioritized promoting regime
change in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Yemen, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain and Syria above stability in the
Middle East. It engaged with the Muslim
Brotherhood, al-Qaida elements and other
syndicates...http://archive.is/KIgqe

503
295 Who is Awan? Imran Awan, lead player in the Awan Brother spy ring scandal of Congress and Debbie

Wasserman Schultz
Wexler, Weiner, DWS.  Awan 'spy ring' has
continued in Congress for 10+ years.  CIA and FBI
had to have known about it; and may have created it.

504

296 What is the Awan Group? Imran Awan, his brothers, wives, and a friend or two. All linked to Congress spy
scandal. Imran Awan links may go as far back as Anthony Weiner, when Weiner was in
Congress. It appears Awan began with Weiner, Weiner lost his seat, so Debbie was
passed the torch. Imran provided doped/hacked phones to members of
Congress(among other things too). It is likely the Awan Group is referenced in an email
from Hillary to Huma that says "Maybe one of Anothony's trusted staff could deliver
secure phone?"

ISI

505
297 Where do they have offices? Washington DC Bahrain, Malaysia, Pakistan, KSA, China, USA, UAE, Singapore, and

Cyprus. According to their own website.
Imran, Jamal, Abid, Hina et al - just the tip of the
iceberg.  International Pakistani network of
businesses
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506
298 Why is this relevant? It's DC -Awan Group has ties with Saudi Arabia, USA, China among others.

-The Awan Bros worked for Debbie Wassermann Schultz. There was a PC
scandal.

International, they could traffick through those
countries

507

299 Define cash laundering. Money laundering is the generic term used to describe the process by which criminals
disguise the original ownership and control of the proceeds of criminal conduct by
making such proceeds appear to have derived from a legitimate source.

Transforming the profits of crime/ corruption into
ostensibly legitimate assets. (Wikipedia)

>Transforming cash into physical assets such as real
eatate, cars/boats/planes, etc. Also can be
accomplished via 'donations' to 'charitable'
organizations and/or family foundations

High

508

300 What is the relationship between SA & Pakistan? SA may have ties/control over Pakistani ISI. Allies. Pakistan agreed to send combat
troops to SA in march. they're also partners in commercial and cultural aspects.

http://www.arabnews.com/node/1072611/saudi-arabia    The link above has
all this lovingly detailed as a Paki SA love affair.
Pakistan joined the Islamic Military Alliance to Fight Terrorism (IMAFT). The
IMAFT, created by Saudi Arabia in December 2015 to combat Daesh and
other terror groups, has 39 members, including Turkey and Malaysia with a
command center in Riyadh.

King Salman and Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif are key to the
strong alliance  between Paki and SA. Prince Muqrin played an active role in
Pakistani politics during his term and arranged a ten-year agreement with
Pervez Musharraf to accept Nawaz Sharif as an exile. Nawaz Sharif recently
resigned as Prime Minister of Pakistan and handed it over to his brother. SA
has close relationship with the Military, Intelligence community, political and
business class of Pakistan.

Speculations on whether Saudi Arabia acquired
nuclear weapons from Pakistan:
https://www.timesofisrael.com/saudi-arabia-
reportedly-purchased-nukes-from-pakistan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-LMwVoQbS4
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-
east/saudi-foreign-minister-refuses-to-answer-
question-on-acquiring-nuclear-weapons-from-
pakistan-a6828231.html

509 301 Why is this relevant? Awan is a Pakistani national. Huma has Pakistani heritage. Huma has ties to MB and
CF, who takes donations from SA.

Awan Group has ties in Pakistan and KSA as well.

510 302 Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't officials? To help them get elected to office. Once in office, to have control over them. Pay for
play.

511 303 What does SA obtain in exchange for payment? U.S. Support militarily and a near-monopoly on the oil market. SA presumably gets specifically what they paid for; a favorable vote in
congress, approval of an arms sale; etc.

weapons to counter Iran nukes?

512 304 Why is access important? Influence within government without middle-men

513 305 What happened when HRC lost the election of 2016? SA and MB lost their connection to U.S. HRC could not provide the various things for which she had been paid Every person involved in unmasking started
dreaming of prison cells.

514

306 How much money was provided to the CF by SA during 15/16? The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has given between $10 million and $25 million since the
foundation was created in 1999. Part of that came in 2014, although the database
doesn’t specify how much. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/38805

CLINTON FOUNDATION WEBSITE, List of
Contributors with amounts
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/contributors?categ
ory=%2410%2C000%2C001+to+%2425%2C000%2
C000

515 307 Does repayment of funds to SA occur? If so, how? -Votes in congress; approval of arms sales; etc.
-Cash and human trafficking.

516 308 Why did BO send billions in cash to Iran? For hostages to be released and as payment for the Iran deal (release of Iranian funds
frozen by US govt decades ago)

Was this before or after HRC plane crash there? -
support for nuclear engineers? money for ISIS?

517

309 Why wasn't Congress notified? -KSA owns majority of Congress and many others in govt
-Info was not provided to Congress to prevent interference by those owned by KSA
-KSA is mortal enemies with Iran, would not approve any deal under any circumstances

Congress was not notified because the actions taken
are in violation of several US Laws. It is extremely
unethical to shift monies from US Taxpayers without
a proper chain-of-custody. These charges range
from Treason, to Wire Fraud, both felonies. It is
obvious that BO was bribing Iran to keep silent, and
covering up his actions by moving without
Congressional notification.

518
310 Why was this classified under 'State Secrets'? -POTUS can see it,

-No one who does not have "need to know" can access
-to Keep details away from owned govt agents of KSA

To continue hiding Uranium One. Hi

519 311 Who has access to 'State Secrets'? POTUS Power to claim state secrets privilege extends to past
presidents. Congress. Department of Justice (FBI)

520 312 Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land? Departure - Geneva, Switzerland
521 313 Did the planes all land in the same location? No
522 314 How many planes carried the cash? There were 2 deliveries

523

315 Why is this relevant? We only heard about the one for the hostages. Media/BO claimed it was frozen funds
we returned, everyone saw it as hostage release, everyone arguing and no one looks
for a 2nd plane

It was frozen Iranian funds being released by US govt. They had been
frozen for decades by US govt.

++++Is it also important because the actual HQ for
clowns is in Switzerland?++++

It is relevant as an indicator BO knew, &/or feared,
that if he used one aircraft, it could be shot down in
any number of weapons deployments, and followed
by a cover story. Then, whatever Iran knew would be
leaked to the press. Thus, he shell-gamed loyal
American observers.

Hi

524

316 What does this have to do w/ NK? Implying some of those Iranian funds were diverted to NK as payment or to fulfill some
purpose.

https://postimg.org/image/3fdb51oaln/ Iran, Russia, and China share a
Military Alliance which is the
oldest in the Russian
Federation, dating back to
1992. (When the border was
demilitarized, and former
enemies were shaking hands,
this constitutes a tactical
alliance). It is highly likely that
these monies were viewed as
"sanction apology", and
transferred throughout the
alliance, just like Uranium 238
had been.

525 317 What does this have to do w/ SA/CF cash donations? Hillary paying her debts to KSA by delivering Iranian funds to NK, per some agreement
with KSA

526 318 What does this have to do w/ ISIS? KSA and Qatar fund ISIS Some of those un-frozen Iranian funds were diverted to ISIS on behalf of
KSA.

527 319 What does this have to do w/ slush funds? Slush funds can be used for any purpose, as necessary.

528

320 Why is SA so vitally important? -KSA is the only thing holding the US economy up by the petrodollar. It is a delicate
balance.
-KSA is mortal enemies with Iran, is not financially stable on its own (bleeding funds
rapidly towards total collapse, per ZeroHedge article) and has a restless, non-working
population it pays to do nothing.
-It is the major funder and contributor to US politicians and the CF.
-Favors owed are called in. Hillary can't fulfill her favors now, but she still owes them.

529 Follow the money.
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530

321 Who has the money? Queen Elizabeth
http://www.usagold.com/publications/queenelizabethr
eviewsgold.html (or The Vatican?)...NOTE: Russia
and China have been amassing gold.
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/why-china-and-
russia-are-buying-so-much-gold-2016-08-01

531

322 What is happening in SA today? Their governing officials were arrested for corruption.// List of Saudi royals purged by
House of Saud (source: @drzuhdijasser) 1.  Waleed Bin Talal (Billionaire owner of The
Kingdom Holding group), 2. Prince Mitaab bin Abdullah (Former Minister of the Natioanl
Guard), 3. Prince Turki bin Abdullah (former Governor of Riyadh (Capital)), 4. Prince
Turki bin Nasser, 5. Waleed Ibrahim (Owner of MBC Media Company), 6. Kahled Al-
Tuwaijri (former President of the Royal Court), 7. Adel Faqih (former labor minister and
current economy and planning Minister), 8. Omer Dabbagh (former President of the
General Investment Authority), 9. Saleh Kamel (billionaire), 10. Saud Al-Tobaishi (head
(former?) of Royal Ceremonies and Protocols), 11. Ibrahim Al-Assaf (former Finance
Minister and current State Minister), 12. Bakr Bin Ladin (owner of Bin Ladin group), 13.
Saud Al-Dawish (former CEO of Saudi Telecom Company), 14. Kahled Al-Mulhem
(former Director General at Saudi Arabian Airlines).

Counter Coup. Some of the arrested are 9/11 conspirators. Draining of the Swamp al Saud High

532
323 Why is this relevant? -It shows how a nation can rid itself of large scale, systematic corruption

-It shows that a number of corrupt individuals in KSA at high levels were also involved
with media and finance

Cutting some of the control strings https://media.8ch.net/file_store/85c56ce999de30c4f2
0b699c35251826a9a66bfdeec7343d0d256eaa75f4b
56e.png

533 324 Who was Abdullah bin Abdulaziz? The former King of SA. Died in 2015

534

325 What events transpired directly thereafter? Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud took the throne. Mohammed bin Nayef was also ousted as crown prince forced to renounce
throne for drug addiction, then Salman was given title, now king says he'll
abdicate soon Salman will be king. http://www.breitbart.com/national-
security/2017/07/19/reports-confirm-saudi-crown-prince-held-prisoner-
forced-renounce-throne/ Salman was evacuated from Mandalay Bay

535 326 How was POTUS greeted compared to other former US President's when in SA? -Way better. Barack got snubbed and bowed. Trump got a big ceremony.
-Trump was greeted with full State affair, treated as an equal

Trump was also at a ceremony celebrating the opening of the Global Center
for Combating Extremist Ideology

High

536 327 Why is this relevant? -Because the Iran deal was not well received in SA
-Iran is the mortal enemy of KSA

537

328 What is the meaning of this tradition? POTUS participated in a Saudi traditional men’s sword dance known as the ardah, a
ceremonial dance to publicly display the fighting strength of a tribe and boost morale
before an armed engagement.

The Ardha used to be performed before warriors would meet their enemies in battle.

It also signifies the start of notable celebratory occasions, such as like religious
holidays, weddings, and national and cultural events.  http://archive.is/TBKIF
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ardah

538 329 What coincidentally was the last Tweet sent out by POTUS? “Would very much appreciate Saudi Arabia doing their IPO of Aramco with the New
York Stock Exchange. Important to the United States!”

high

539 330 Why is this relevant? Keeping the Petrodollar in return as deal for support of arrest of corrupt bad actors in
KSA

540 331 Was that an instruction of some kind? Yes
541 332 To who? The SA government

542 333 Why is this relevant? POTUS had advance knowledge of forthcoming actions in KSA This would be a return of the favour for …? A potential coup that the US
helped undermine? The harsher stance on Iran?

543 334 Where was POTUS when that Tweet was sent? In Hawai. 12 hours later he tweeted to be landing shortly in Japan. It takes a good 8
hours to fly.

544
335 Why is that relevant? Obama was raised and has a home in Hawaii Supposedly, this is the location of Obama's birth certificate. If real, the birth

certificate disproves lingering theories that Obama was foreign-born. If fake,
the certificate proves that Obama was never legally eligible to be president.

Depending on the time in Hawaii when he sent the
tweet it could have had something to do with stock
markets opening/ closing.....and also currency
markets.

545 336 What attack took place in SA as operations were undertaken? Flying objects. Ballistic missile attack

546

337 What US operators are currently in SA? SoS Tillerson was in SA and met with the King on Oktober 22nd. Jared Kushner was
there till Oktober 28th and was accompanied by deputy national security adviser Dina
Powell and Middle East envoy Jason Greenblatt. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin,
was there two weeks ago and led a delegation to Riyadh to focus on combating terrorist
financing.

Mil and R2 PMC Trump et al went to KSA in May 2017. Also Israel.
The alliance between Israel and KSA had already
been formed. Jared and Ivanka were part of the trip
and were warmly welcomed.  Very symbolic...as was
the type of welcome offered to Trump.

547

338 Why is this relevant? Terrorist finances and people involved are being rolled up in Saudi Arabia R2 PMC fought the battle in Iraq had AlQueda "beat", AQ retreated to Syria.
Owner of BW had major falling with local gov over an incident and was
forced out. Isis was born in Syria around this time and came back with a
vengeance. Now it's OUR turn to come back with a vengeance which is why
we are winning.

548 >>147986661

549 339 What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)? Would very much appreciate Saudi Arabia doing their IPO of Aramco with the New York
Stock Exchange. Important to the United States! 5:49 AM - 4 N

550 340 To who was it addressed? Saudi Arabia

551

341 When was POTUS' Twitter taken down? Friday 11/3/17 11/8 internet slow, can't get twitter to bring up
hastags related to this. Qanon warned us about this.

Soon after Q posted that the President would be
tweeting something very important before he left on
his trip.

(((They)))were trying to install tracking software

552

341 Why is this relevant? One of the Saudi Princes arrested has 5% stake in Twitter Alaweed is major Twitter stakeholder and major CF
donor. It was he, not a "rogue employee" who
deleted POTUS account right before being arrested
in Mohammed bin Salman's unprecedented actions
in arresting corrupt princes in what amounts to
draining the Swamp al Saud

High

553 343 What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)? Giving speech in Japan?
554 344 Who was it addressed to specifically? Saudi King? Prince? Saudi Arabia itself?
555 345 When was POTUS' Twitter taken down? Has this ever happened before? 11/3, has not happened before Not to anybody.

556

346 Why now? A lot of Happenings Swamp Rats about to get rounded up, Podesta Pedo Ring in
Saudi?

To prevent the tweet heard round the world.
>A figurative 'beheading' of POTUS by the actors
who are about to be exposed for global corruption,
pedophelia, etc
Because (((they))) wanted to track him so they could
have him taken out

557 347 Coincidence? No There are no coincidences
558 348 How many times did the attack occur (secondary clean up)? Once. First account, then followers, both restored
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559 349 What is the purpose of tracking? To hunt and find something To locate where someone is Geolocation is the technical term
560 350 What is the purpose of disruption? Cause Chaos and Disorder remove twitter acct as a media source

561

351 Why did POTUS have military guards (uniform) while in HI? -A Show of Strength and Leadership as Commander in Chief.
-POTUS met with Admiral Harris and military brass at US Pacific Command (PACOM)
in Aiea, Hawaii. A likely key discussion topic is North Korea's nuclear threat.
PACOM covers more of the globe of any of the other geographic combatant commands
and shares borders with all of the other five geographic combatant commands.
President and First Lady offered a solemn floral tribute at Pearl Harbor.
-In AUG 2017 The Hawaii Army National Guard said it had been notified by the
Department of Defense about possible deployments in spring 2018.
http://archive.is/HKr7o

SS believed compromised. Not trusted to protect POTUS. Minimize chance
of 'internal' assassination attempts'. Signal to others / warning to SS -
awareness of compromised SS? Military not corrupt

Martial Law already declared and still a State
Secret?

Sure as hell not there to hold an umbrella!

562 352 Why is this relevant? Military can be trusted, only agency which has legal authority over 3-letters Because based on other signals, it indicates a state of war is imminent.

563

353 Do military guards (uniform) typically assist the USSS? No During wartime the USSS needs the assistance of the MI to be effective.
"Protecting the president of the United States is a mission that should be
carried out and presided over by only the most highly qualified individuals.
And right now, when we are fighting an enemy that is both capable and
determined to attack the homeland, including the White House, those
individuals should include the men and women of the U.S. military, working
in coordination with the Secret Service." Sept 2014 http://archive.is/KfdxF

564
354 Why is this relevant? Something unusual is going on Trump needs extra security; the SS cannot totally be trusted Trump has extra security. See Thomas Wictor's

posts on Twitter
Read Thomas Victor if you want to know what JIDF
wants you to think.

565

355 What flying object was recently shot down? Ballistic Missle from Yemen to hit Riyad in Saudi Arabia Houthi rebels in Yemen, who have been fighting Saudi-backed forces there
for several years, claimed responsibility for firing the ballistic missile on
Saturday. The missile traveled more than 500 miles before Saudi Arabia
intercepted it.

The official Saudi Press Agency charged that debris from the missile proved
that it was made in Iran and smuggled into Yemen. American officials have
previously alleged that Iran has armed the Houthi rebels.
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/11/07/saudi-arabia-calls-missile-launch-
act-war-by-iran-vows-retaliation.html

Something aimed at AF1?

566
356 Why is this relevant? 1) Threat thwarted, display of military power/equipment/prowess.

2) USA sells KSA tons of weapons. $$$.
3) Shows that KSA is protected by the US.
4) Shows that US has sufficient intel to know attack is coming and counter it

https://proeliumlaw.com/saudi-national-guard-deploys-attack-helicopters-as-
border-situation-deteriorates/

BO's debt repayment to SA princes maintained his
status as POTPS (president of the PseudoState)

Hi

567
357 How precise is geo tracking (non-public c-level pro)? Inches ALL SATELLITE LOCATION IS EXTREMELY

UNRELIABLE, sometimes miles off of the target.
This is reason #1 for huge and inexcusable civilian
casualties in US actions, lately.

Hi

568

358 Why is this relevant? -Trump is hunting something/someone?
-We know exactly where the missile originated and where it was targeted.

Also someone is (or is capable of) hunting Trump via his Twitter
-CIA

<- bingo hunting Drumpf - he needs to be under
Military protection and stop NK
The reason that it is relevant, y'all, is it proves
Yemen did NOT shoot ANY missles which were shot
down by ANYBODY! It gives "fake war" architects the
"room for error" to forge "radar contact proof" of a
missle launch. The missle could be launched 5 miles
from Yemen, inside SA, could then be tracked
incorrectly, and exploded by "abort", and this serve
as "proof" of the cover story blaming Yemen. The
"war" is faked! The US missle defense is detterent
psychologically, these units were and have been
total failures in US actions abroad.

Hi

569 >>147987614

570

Q=Alice
You'll soon understand the meaning behind Alice "&" Wonderland
Everything has meaning.
God bless
Q

ALICE: Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01HOM8AV2/ref=rdr_
kindle_ext_tmb
http://www.thelivingmoon.com/42stargate/03files/Proj
ect_Looking_Glass_LANL.html
http://openminds.tv/pdf/PROJECT_AQUARIUS_DOC
UMENT.pdf

571 November 5
572 >>148016618

573

By the time POTUS returns from his trip the world will be a different place.
Godfather III
Alice & Wonderland
Alice {Lewis Carroll}=
The Bloody Wonderland =

Abortion, stem cell research, fetal body parts being
sold.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01HOM8AV2/ref=rdr_
kindle_ext_tmb
http://www.thelivingmoon.com/42stargate/03files/Proj
ect_Looking_Glass_LANL.html
http://openminds.tv/pdf/PROJECT_AQUARIUS_DOC
UMENT.pdf

The Bloody Wonderland is
Saudi Arabia.    https://journal-
neo.org/2016/09/03/saudi-
arabia-the-bloody-wonderland/

574 >>148025825

575 359 Why is MS13 a priority? They're a military wing for the swamp. They run drugs, guns and slaves with no
attention from the fake news.

May be utilized to move those on the run to Mexico
and South America via existent rat lines.

576

360 Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against
exposure?

They are undocumented and protected by shadow gov't. Able to move swiftly, take out
any witnesses, confiscate any video footage that may have captured the crimes.

Muslims arriving in South America, come through
Central America into Mexico, cross USA border.
Some take Hispanic surnames.  Others are
genuinely South / Central American but have violent
criminal backgrounds. Open Southern US border
allows threat to infiltrate easily.Serves the purposes
of globalists/NWO

577

361 Why wasn’t HRC prosecuted for the emails? Fmr FBI Director James Comey stated the intent of setting up her private servers was
not means to indict. Based on intent. Which is against the law either way.

Obama was in the email chains. Implies approval as POTUS is ultimate
declassifier. If Obama directed private servers or Valerie Jarret did with
Obama approval, no reasonable prosecutor would indict. Intent was POTUS.
Only impeachable if Congress acts on it.

The emails expose the racketeering (under R.I.C.O.
Act) involving HRC, CF, BO and foreign agents in the
Uranium One deal, along with the deliberate
obfuscation of the deal's details by the FBI when it
bound its informant in the non-disclosure agreement
that explicitly barred the individual from speaking to
members of Congress. DOJ would have been
prosecuting itself

High

578 >>148027165

579

362 Who funds MS13? there are ties to Pakistani ISI (Inter Intelligence Service, the Pakistani CIA) Sinaloa Cartel. The leader of this cartel was extradited to the US on January
19th, the day before Trump took office (I think this may be about drug
money/CIA versus Pakistan).

Globalists....NOTE: add Mexico (possibly Central
American govts.), CIA drug running programs,
Obama's Refugee resettlement programs, DACA,
NGOs funded by Soros.

Cia drug deals.
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question # UPDATED Q QUESTIONS (CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER) ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (UNLOCKED, POST
HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
High)

580 363 Why did BO instruct HS & BP to release MS13 captures at the border? don't stop the drug runners MS13 are hired assassins, they bring in drugs, they create chaos in society. Catch and Release' allows then to come back
another day

581 364 What agency has direct ties to (2) major drug cartels? Pakistani ISI CIA, USAF transporting DEA High

582
364 Why is AG Sessions / POTUS prioritizing the removal of MS13? MS13 brings in the heroin, commits crime (including assassinations) Yes! Also probably guns for Fast and Furious type

programs and kids, they are a military wing for deep
state / swamp

583
366 Why is AG Sessions / POTUS prioritizing building the wall? -To keep out illegals, many of whom are MS13, drug smugglers, murderers, assassins,

and terrorists
-heroin/drugs destroy society, and it's profits go bad players

Principle of National Sovereignty, but largely national
security to reduce risk and diminish the power of bad
actors in DHS, FBI, CIA, STATE

584

367 Immigration? Not exactly The wall is very symbolic,sends messages
-Assertion of sovereignty
-Refusal to submit to globalism
-Illegals are expensive
-America first

Not immigration, EXPORTATION of children from the
US

High

585
368 Drugs? Yes Drugs, trafficked humans, plus Weapons of mass

destruction, components of WMDs e.g. uranium,
guns e.g. Fast & Furious, profits to deep state

High

586
369 Who do you hire for a hit? -Someone who is a professional

-Someone who is expendable
-MS13

587 370 Who can be eliminated after the job is complete? MS13 The hitman/men and/or the patsies.

588 371 Who was found dead (2) shortly after his (Seth Rich) murder? Rafael Aguilar and Carmelo Marmolejo-Calixto, found in Myrtle Beach, SC, next day
after Seth Rich's death

589 372 What affiliation did they have? MS13
590 >>148029633

591 373 FBI/MI currently have open investigation into the CF. Why didn't Comey drop this? Weiner's laptop/New Clinton emails was enough to not shut the case down, but McCabe
blocked further investigation.

Bigger fish.

592

374 Who was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis? How many kids disappeared? James Comey.
Unsure amount of children went missing. Some taken from hospital.

Estimated: 100,000 died in quake, 124,000 lost 1
parent, 7,000 lost both... Thousands missing? Term:
"restoveks" children sold into slavery b/c of poverty
or vulnerable from disaster. Sources:
https://wearelumos.org/content/five-years-after-
earthquake-haiti%E2%80%99s-children-need-
families-not-orphanages
http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/articl
e/0,28804,1953379_1953494_1957160,00.html

593

375 How much money was sent to CF under disguise of Haiti relief and actually went to Haiti? estimated $30,000,000+ From a Townhall Article: "Those billions intended to rebuild the ruined nation
instead disappeared into fantasy houses and roads that were never built,
jobs that were never created, a national revival that never happened, and
often  private bank accounts never traceable. And a company with Tony
Rodham, Hillary’s brother, on the board, somehow scored a lucrative 25-
year gold mining deal."
(https://townhall.com/columnists/joyoverbeck/2016/09/03/hillary-cares-about-
you-ask-the-haitians-she-ripped-off-n2213504)

10,000,000 per Charles Ortel

594

376 What countries donated big money to CF? Australia, Saudi Arabia, Norway, Netherlands, Canada At least four foreign countries gave to the foundation in 2013—Norway, Italy,
Australia and the Netherlands—a fact that has garnered little attention. The
number of governments contributing in 2014 appears to have doubled from
the previous year. Since its founding, the foundation has raised at least $48
million from overseas governments, according to a Journal tally. United Arab
Emirates, a first-time donor, gave between $1 million and $5 million in 2014,
and the German government—which also hadn’t previously
given—contributed between $100,000 and $250,000. A previous donor, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, has given between $10 million and $25 million
since the foundation was created in 1999. Part of that came in 2014,
although the database doesn’t specify how much. The Australian
government has given between $5 million and $10 million, at least part of
which came in 2014. It also gave in 2013, when its donations fell in the same
range. Qatar’s government committee preparing for the 2022 soccer World
Cup gave between $250,000 and $500,000 in 2014. Qatar’s government
had previously donated between $1 million and $5 million. Oman, which had
made a donation previously, gave an undisclosed amount in 2014. Over
time, Oman has given the foundation between $1 million and $5 million.
Prior to last year, its donations fell in the same range.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/38805

595

377 SA? The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, has given between $10 million and $25 million since the
foundation was created in 1999. Part of that came in 2014, although the database
doesn’t specify how much. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/38805

Prince Alawaleed bin Talal gave the CF $25 million
HIMSELF. If not twice that. He's the 14th richest
person in the world. He has also been arrested by
Mohammed bin Salman's authority for corruption. He
also founded HUMA at Harvard University along with
an entire Islamic Studies Department there in his
own name. Alwaleed is Sharia Muslim.

High

596

378 Why is this relevant? -Large amounts of funds were given by KSA to CF,
-CF was involved with Haiti earthquake situation
- CF involved in "girls & women's" programs there,
-children went "missing" from Haiti
-Huma A kept HRC abreast of Laura Silsby's situation in Haiti (arrested for human
trafficking of Haitian children)
-Presents indication the CF was involved with human trafficking using KSA money,
possibly intended delivery of children to KSA

But also to buy access to White House once HRC
elected

597 >>148031295

598 379 Las Vegas. What hotel did the 'reported' gunfire occur from? MGM Mandalay Bay Police scanner reported shots at Mandalay Bay, Aria,
Tropicanna, Lexor, Bellagio.

high

599
380 What floors specifically? 32nd floor Police scanner audio documents cop saying shooter

was firing from the middle of the hotel. He estimates
the 15th floor.

high

600
381 Who owns the top floors? Top Floors are a completely separate hotel with separate entrance.

It's The Four Seasons and is owned by
Saudi Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal AND Bill Gates

high

601

382 Why is that relevant? He donated money to the CF. The top floor gets the helicopter landing pad access Alwaleed is richest among all Saudi princes who
have been arrested in SA for corruption. He gave
$25 million plus of his own money to the Clinton
Foundation. He gave $20 million to Harvard
University in 2005 to found HUMA and the Islamic
Studies Department at Hrvard.

High

602 383 What was the shooter's name? Stephen Paddock The patsy's name was provided by MSM as Stephen
Paddock ("Crown", "Caged Field")

603 384 What was his net worth? estimated $2 million
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High)

604
385 How do you identify a spook? Almost zero online profiles/information about said person. Only one or two choppy,

blurry pictures may be available.
Brother dropping breadcrumbs. Weird "13" tattoo on
his neck, then no tattoo on death pics.  By their
contacts.

605
386 What can historical data collection reveal? -Everything about anybody or any place. It's an archive of information.

-All foreign travel. All bank transactions. All flight plans.
-Patterns of behaviour that can be used to predict future actions.

6+ High

606 387 Was there any eye witnesses? Yes .
607 388 Who? Jesus Campos
608 389 Was he registered as a security guard? No

609 390 Why is MS13 important? They're a military wing for the swamp. They run drugs, guns and slaves with no
attention from the fake news.

Again, look at Sinaloa Cartel as well. MS-13 is the Murder Inc of the Pseudo State Hi

610
391 What doesn't add up? Campos wasn't a guard. MS13 member, likely Why was he allowed to leave the country? Did he

drive with a gunshot wound to his leg? TV interview
switch-up

611
392 Was there only one shooter? No. Multiple shooters. [theory] multiple witnesses at the concert reported multiple

shooters, acoustic analysis on youtube claims at
least 2 shooters

Multiple shooters. Aircraft
involvement likely.

612

393 Why was JFK released? To show the public how presidential assassinations are planned by multiple groups To show how the CIA has used it's manual for overthrowing countries who
won't straight up give us all their shit that we want. Also how the CIA then
turned those tactics on JFK because he was making changes they didn't
like. That the CIA has no compunction whatsoever in killing Americans or a
president or ANYONE who gets in their way, outside or inside the US.
Maybe because not everyone involved in the assassination is dead.

The JFK Records Act passed in 1992, following the
release of the Oliver Stone movie "JFK" and a surge
in interest about the killing. The law mandated the
government release the remaining files to the public
and gave it 25 years to do so. October 26, 2017, will
mark 25 years since then-President George H.W.
Bush signed the measure into law and is the
deadline for full release.

2nd poster: To show that USSS cannot be trusted by
POTUS going all the way back to 1963

613

394 What do the JFK files infer? That the CIA has operated unchecked since after the Second World War, and that the
FBI has been their cover-up team and protector since J Edgar walked across the carpet
in his office in high heel shoes.  2 different FBI memos referencing George Bush. One of
them regarding Bush being involved with the anti-Castro Cubans surrounding the BOP
and the Kennedy assassination, and the other one placing Bush Sr. in TX on that day.

That Trump could be assassinated in the a similar fashion. Conspiracy.....ADD:  More than one shooter

2nd poster: USSS involvement in the assassination

614

395 Was there only one shooter? The official story says 1 shooter. It was more than one shooter using more than one gun
at more than one angles.

Evidence says that there were 2 teams behind. One in the book depository,
one in the Dal Tech building, also one shooter on the overpass, one on the
grassy knoll and the last resort, a mob related guy in the sewer grate right
next to where the asshat limo driver almost came to a complete stop. Many
shots missed, or just wounded. That last one finally got him. There was no
way that Kennedy was making it out of there alive. There were several other
teams on site doing other things, like faking an epileptic seizure and opening
and closing an umbrella. The FBI watched from a high place and cleaned up
after. Where was GHWB that day? Where was Edward Lansdale?

The umbrella was opened after the kill shot to stop
the rain of fire.  All shooters could see the umbrella
man, as could the driver and SS.

2nd poster: Other theory is the SS in the car turned
and fired the kill shot using a specially made gun

615

396 Who was in LV during this time? [SPECULATION] President Trump was going to be in a few days. ... The Saudi Prince It has been reported that ETS Risk Management Co. was on the ground in
Vegas (a private paramilitary company out of SA that is said to work state-
side on occasion and worked Libya).  See Intellihub.

There are some reports that 30 or so FBI agents
were booked into rooms in Las Vegas before the Oct
1 shooting.
[speculation] Crown Prince Salman was in plain
clothes at the Tropicana that evening

2nd poster: He's on video under armed escort
dressed in white tshirt and shorts

616

397 What was the real mission? -To kill even more people than they did in order to
(1) suggest that Trump is unfit to manage the country;
(2) show Trump what they are capable of; and
(3) ask as a warning of worse things to come if Trump does not go along with the NWO
agenda

[THEORY] 9/11 type attack to assassinate the SA royalty present, it failed.
Some say Trump found out and thwarted the plan, then they tried to JFK
him.
[SPECULATION] To wait several days in the hotel and then assassinate
POTUS. ...

gun grabbing
[speculation] Assassination of Crown Prince Salman
who was in Las Vegas at the time, possibly staying in
a suite on the upper floors of the Mandalay Bay
(Four Seasons)

617

398 Why are survivors dying randomly? Cover tracks of the assassins Prevent witnesses from contradicting the official narrative. To keep truth buried

2nd poster: They have cell phone footage of multiple
shooters in locations not reported by the media and
may also implicate actors (i.e.: faces, vehicles etc
are visible)

618 399 What do each of these survivors have in common? Say that the official story isn't true All said there were multiple shooters. Multiple shooters at multiple locations High

619 400 Did they talk on social media? yes they most certainly did yes, at least half dozen alt-media videos have been
made

high

620

401 What did they say? -More than one shooter at ground level. Said they were being chased.
-Also shots fired at Bellagio and helicopters shooting?
-One reported she was in the kitchen of another hotel with a bunch of people holed up
there, there were shooters in there and there was blood everywhere. She mentioned
she couldn't understand why no media reported that. She posted pics on social media.

Here is what Kimberley Suchomel said: http://archive.is/cgRzy Multiple shooters and multiple locations.  Not a hoax;
people were injured and did die

high

621 402 Were they going to form a group? Yes expose the official narrative to media and public
scrutiny.

622

403 Why is this relevant? -Some think they were going to pull a 9/11 there.
-Witnesses eliminated that would not corroborate the narrative put out by the media
-You can't have too many credible, normie people contradicting the official account or
other normies get suspicious and distrustful. It negates the op (public belief is a part of
the op).

623
404 How did they die? Car crash, shot in her sleep, but believed to be an epileptic seizure (Kymberley Suchomel)

https://www.inquisitr.com/4553338/las-vegas-shooting-survivor-kymberley-
suchomel-who-claimed-multiple-shooters-involved-dies-unexpectedly/

EMR weapons
DO WE KNOW ANY WITNESSES WERE SUBJECT
TO EMR? -TY SPREADSHEET ANON

High

624 405 What CIA report was released by WK? The report showing how CIA can use cars to assassinate people. It was attempted on
Vladamir Putin

625

406 What can control a car? Hack the Uconnect system, the entertainment system that connects to the internet See: Michael Hastings case
-Carshark, control the CANbus, can affect brakes (disengage/engage),
seatbelt tensioners, airbags, instruments, etc.  Source:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/10119492
-Also OnStar was compromised until July 2015 allowing attackers to gain
entry to the vehicle, steal credit card details, control throttle and brakes, etc.
Source: https://jalopnik.com/darpa-hacks-gms-onstar-to-remote-control-a-
chevrolet-i-1684593523
-ALSO in the wikileaks release re controlling software
- All can be done using "wifi" and a smart phone.

High

626 407 How did the (2) of the survivors die? Car crash
627 408 Car crash? Yes Car hacking - assassination
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628

409 How does this connect to SA? Elements in KSA and their minions had a vested interest in ensuring that any witnesses
that did not verify/support the official story must be silenced.
With enough money at their disposal, technology was available to assist that effort.

Human trafficking?
Possible gun running back-channel to Saudi Arabia?
Drugs? [theory]

2nd poster: Taking out Crown Prince Salman would
elevate alWaleed to next in line of succession to the
throne

629

410 What just happened in SA? Arrests of Saudi Prince, helicopter crash of high ranking SA Officals The draining of the Swamp al Saud through the
mass arrests of hundreds of people including some
of the richest men in the world who are tied to
Clintons, Gates, worldwide corruption-------------------
NEW COMMENT: They are up to 208 arrests, 201
detained, and 1700 bank accounts frozen -
Reference: https://www.voanews.com/a/saudi-
arabia-detains-two-hundred-eight-corrpution-
probe/4107979.html

630
411 Who owns the top floors of the hotel? Saudi Prince al Waleed bin Talal Al-waleed bin Talal and Bill Gates own the top four

floors of Nandalay Bay which comprise the Four
Seasons Hotel.

High

631 412 What happened today in SA? Helicopter crash north of Yemen border killed Saudi Prince Mansour bin Muqrin and
other gov officials of Asir province

632
413 To who specifically? Saudi Prince Mansour bin Muqrin, governor of Asir province and son of prince Muqrin

bin Abdulaziz (Muqrin was former intel director/Crown Prince until removed by King
Salman in 2015)

Price Al-Waleed bin Talal, co-owner (with Bill Gates)
of top four floors of Mandalay Bay hotel in Las Vegas
and benefactor of the Clinton Foundation.

High

633

414 Was POTUS in LV that night? 1. He set up a meeting with Sheldon Adelson prior to the LV shooting and the met the
day after
2.  No one has reported Trump to have been in LV that night, but based on your
questions, it seems Trump was in LV and meeting with King Salman (?)

"the Vegas attack comes
roughly 5 months after criticism
of Trump for insufficient
devotion to Israel by his main
backer—who is also the chief
backer of Bibi Netanyahu
(Milekowski)–Vegas kingpin
Sheldon Adelson.(17)  Adelson
and his wife quickly met with
President Trump, allegedly to
get aid for Las Vegas, but in a
meeting that had reportedly
been arranged before the mass
shooting.  Previously, Trump
had previously been in Puerto
Rico surveying the hurricane
damage." from
https://www.veteranstoday.com/
2017/10/13/vegas-gambit/

634
415 Yes/no? 1.no

2.  YES, but have no proof (answer is based on Q's questions)-Trump had no public
events scheduled in the morning of 10/1 https://factba.se/topic/calendar

635 416 Why was he there? to have a classified meeting

636 417 Who did he have a classified meeting with? Sheldon Adelson, Prince Salman (now king of KSA) to warn of assassination attempt by
Alaweed

637

418 Did AF1 land at McCarran? "Probably not, as it was not in the news.

From 2:20pm to 8:05pm, POTUS was in NJ on 01OCT17

https://factba.se/topic/calendar"

638

419 What unmarked tail numbers flew into McCarren that night? Janet? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janet_(airline)

2nd poster: There was a Southwest Airlines flight
originally out of Tulsa that was delayed and arrived
late, around 10pm LV time

639

420 Trace AF1 that entire day. What do you notice? Two departures from NJ Jersey City @ 1830 and Morisstown  @ 1855. AF1 tail # went
back to WH arriving @ 2005 in DC. 2 - AF1 tail number unknown?
 2.  No scheduled events in the AM; Trump reported to be on the east coast in the PM
https://factba.se/topic/calendar

Could the NJ trip have been on Marine 1
throughout not AF1? 189 miles flight
distance and 70 minutes flight time puts it
right about the 160mph flight speed of SH3.
That would leave AF1 unknown location.

640 >>148032910

641

BO paid the debt priod to leaving office.
HRC is not currently in SA.
Bill wants a deal.
Playing the former President card.
Watch the cookie quickly crumble.

BO's last press long, rambling press conference is a
confession of sorts, as he knew far better than the
rest of us what was coming.

642 421 Where does Soros fit in? -Soros owns Media matters, funds many NGOs world wide. Money.
-Soros provided money to pay the debt via a slush fund/connections

Many of the crimes point back to Soros

643 >>148139234

644

422 Game Theory.
Define.

The branch of mathematics concerned with the analysis of strategies for dealing with
competitive situations where the outcome of a participant's choice of action depends
critically on the actions of other participants.

the branch of mathematics concerned with the
analysis of strategies for dealing with competitive
situations where the outcome of a participant's
choice of action depends critically on the actions of
other participants.

Things genius John Nash learned while lesser minds
locked him up in a psych ward, unable to
comprehend his thinking.  He claimed to be
communicating with IC, later validated, then cause to
put diabetic shock him.

He later won the Nobel prize for this theory, which
can only be recognized for what it is by others who
have transversed that territory.

That it applies globally should be no surprise, but he
got his lulz out of the whole mess, that’s for sure, and
left breadcrumbs still unrecognized.

High
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645

423 Why is this relevant?
Moves and countermoves.

One has to try to predict what one's opponent will do. Also react effectively Direct opponent to move in a way that they think is
optimal, by feeding them information which leads to
their strategy. But because you hold some power
over them (info or other), that move actually benefits
you, not your opponent, DJT/MI can use game
theory to fool opponents

2nd poster: From Sun Tzu - to defeat your opponent,
you must defeat his strategy.

High

646

424 Who is the enemy? Old Saudi regime? Deep CIA? Halliburton? DynCorp
etc?

Confined within one group or spread around many?
Where is the highest concentration of swamp
creatures? International bankers: usury, financial
collapses. Drug cartels. Violent extremists.

Low

647

425 False flags. Murder/crime committed and made to look like another person/entity is responsible
(using another nation's flag)

Flags representing countries that don't actually exist.
--Originally pirates kept a flag for each country, along
with that country's anti-pirate force's uniforms. When
their crow's nest spotted an enemy police ship, the
pirate ship would raise that country's flag, and the
crew would change into their uniforms, to look like
allies.

648

426 Shooter identification. Tattooed 13 on neck in official photo, posted in MSM.
But, the tattoo doesn't appear on the body at the
scene. The opening of "The Hangover" features a
shot of the Mandalay Bay as the song lyrics say "got
a number 13 tattooed on my neck." The fact that the
tattoo only appears in one of the two photos
indicates that it was not a simple copycat.

649
427 Shooter history. Had multiple houses across the country. Neighbors

said he only visited a few weeks per year, and when
he did, he would be up late playing online poker.
Antisocial.

650

428 Shooter background. That was pretty sketchy if you compare it to the video
of the guy who rented the same suite a year earlier
and the pattern on the rug very suddenly changes,
as if the animators who added the blurry splotches to
the rug only thought they had to go so far.  Don't
know what was under the splotches.

651 429 Shooter family. Brother, black chevy truck?
652 430 MS13. 13 tattoo on neck in official MSM photo

653

431 Define hostage. A hostage is a person or entity which is held by one of two belligerent parties to the
other or seized as security for the carrying out of an agreement, or as a preventive
measure against war.Mehr auf Wikipedia

Somebody restrained or forced to act against their
will either to force another party to do or not do
something or to force the hostagee to do or not do
something.  The experience generally entails a
sense of threat, perhaps for once life, or ones
reputation, which can absolutely destroy one's life in
a practical sense, the health or safety of the
hostagees children - there are so many ways to hold
somebody hostage.  There is, apparently, a
phenomenon that can occur between human
hostage takers and hostagees - their humanity will
emerge.  The hostage taker will feel empathy for the
hostagee and extend a kindness and the hostagee
will overcome the tendency to want to hate the
hostage taker as the humanity emerges and both
see that the other are often trapped by
circumstances far larger than themselves.  It is
known as Stockholm Syndrome, formally.
Sometimes hostage takers are simultaneously
hostagees, curiously.

654 432 Define leverage. The power to use your influence to get the results you want. leverage a guy to shoot someone, or you'll kill his
child

655 429 MS13. Marilou Danley was being held hostage?

656

430 Shooter.
Family.
Hostage.
Force.
Narrative.
Race.
Background.

Paddock and his family never completely escaped
relationships with deep state since the events of their
father? Deep state had leverage over family?

. MS13 is not just of Latin background/race.

. Paddock and family are MS13

. Campos was actually the hostage

Low

657

431 Why is this relevant? game theory opens the possibility that DJT had
leverage on Paddock, maybe a relative taken
hostage through connections made via recent MS13
crackdowns. This would imply that the affair, if it was
originally conceived of by bad actors as an
assassination of the KSA Crown Prince, was
anticipated by Trump, and Paddock was intended as
a front to distract assassins while their target was
hiding in plainclothes in a different hotel. Godfather
III.

658 432 Flynn.
What is Flynn's background?

military intelligence High

659 433 What was his rank? Lieutenant General
660 434 Was he involved in intel ops? Yes
661 435 What access or special priv? Unknown and most likely classified

662 436 Why is this relevant? Knowledge of past ops to include actors who
executed those ops and the techniques used

663
437 Set up.

Who wins?
664 438 Who becomes exposed? The instigator behind the attack, money flow, intent

665
439 Who knows where the bodies are buried? Flynn.

Podesta brothers.
Trump

666 440 Who has access? NSA
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667

441 What is MI? The Military Intelligence Corps is the intelligence branch of the United States Army. The
primary mission of military intelligence in the United States Army is to provide timely,
relevant, accurate, and synchronized intelligence and electronic warfare support to
tactical, operational and strategic-level commanders. The Army's intelligence
components produce intelligence both for Army use and for sharing across the national
intelligence community.Mehr auf Wikipedia

668 442 Who was part of MI during BO term? Flynn Is that Barak Obama or Bill/Obama?

669 443 Why is this relevant? He knew intentions of players behind the scenes and
were directing Obama and others

670 444 re-read complete crumb  graphic (confirmed good)
Pain the picture.

671

Disinformation exists and is necessary.
10 days.
Darkness.
War.
Good v Evil.
Roadmap of big picture is here.
Review post happenings.
Clarified.
Crumbs not only for /pol/.
The silent ones.
Others monitoring (friends and enemies).
Instructions.
Snow White.
Godfather III.

Snow white is a wholesome character who was put under a sleeping spell by a wicked
witch. American public was put under a spell by the wicked deep state with Hillary as
figurehead. American public is still asleep.

10 days of darkness means electrical grid outages

11/10- Puerto Rico's grid is 100% down after being restored to 43%.

11/10 Las Vegas Crash knocks out power for 1500 people.

11/10 Nebraska Govt Bld to shut down power to improve electrical system,
http://www.dailynebraskan.com/news/nebraska-hall-prepares-for-power-outage-for-
electrical-updates/article_815f9c56-c5c8-11e7-a765-4305f90f566b.html

Canada planned outages for a week:  http://www.saskpower.com/outages/outages-
planned-for-necessary-maintenance/

Godfather III: found this on twitter: "Father
Divine" vault.fbi.gov
https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault

Puerto Rico was an opportunity to
experiment on citizen and local Government
reactions to a denial of
power/communication/resources. This is
why we saw stockpiled warehouses not
being distributed. Or in Q jargon, what are
the dimensions of a petri dish?

Snow White is Snowden.

Operation 'Snow White' was a historic huge
scale infiltrating of the gov by Scientology:
https://youtu.be/QcwNF1nsZxo

672 >>148143472

673
445 US assets.

Location.
Who was arrested in SA?

674 446 Define.

675 447 Background?
HUMA.

676 448 Foundations?

677 449 Institutes?
Soros.

678 450 Who was killed in SA?
679 451 Who fired? Officially Iran?
680 452 Who really fired? CIA

681 453 Why would we fire?
Follow the money.

Block ops are funded by nefarious activity funneled
through SA. Funds were threatened by SA arrests.

682 454 Who pulls the strings?
Strings detached.

CIA
MI is usurping control

683

455 Open season on puppets.
Who are the puppets?

All politicians, MSM, CFR, Trilateral Commission
members, who have either been bribed, or
brownstoned (blackmailed by a control file) who have
some idea of how the system works and who know
for their own "good" what they can and can't say.  In
other words anyone in a position of power or
authority that won't dare to speak out against human
trafficking, 9/11, JFK, CIA drug running geo-
engineering etc. etc. etc. and anyone who brands
those that do speak out as conspiracy theorists.
That defines the size of the problem and why the
"redpilling" will take time.

684

456 Where are the puppets?
Global.
MSM.
Mockingbird.
Secret agents.

Global: NK
MSM: CNN
Mockingbird: Cooper, etc.
Secret agents: my cat is watching me

2nd poster: Corporations
685 457 A Cooper family background? Mother is Gloria Vanderbilt. Great grandfather was one of the richest in USA

686 458 Why is this relevant? Wealthy, old-line established Jewish family. Independently wealthy but tied to business interests which could be
exploited by bad actors

https://youtu.be/F1q80d2vUp4

687 >>148143562
688 459 Who is the Queen of England? Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor

689 460 How long in power?
With power comes corruption.

Reign began Feb 1952; coronated June 1953

690
461 What happen to Diana? She was killed nearly 20 years ago in a car "accident" in the Alma tunnel in Paris on

August 31, 1997. News reported that the driver Henri Paul was drunk and driving
recklessly in an effort to avoid the paparazzi but this was untrue.

There are numerous conspiracy theories that the
Royal family had Diana killed.  The father of the man
she was with, Dodi Fayed, accused the queen of
arranging their deaths.

691

462 What did she find out? Diana was the most watched person in history & she
hated it. It is likely that she found out about Echelon.
A few months after her death there was a report in
the London Daily Telegraph 16th December 1997
about Echelon.

"A European Commission report warns that the
United States has developed an extensive spying
network on European Citizens and we should all be
worried".  "A global electronic spy network that can
eavesdrop on every telephone, e-mail and telex
communication around the world will be officially
acknowledged for the first time in a European
Commission report to be delivered this week."

Perhaps she was trying to flee the all seeing eyes.

She was pregnant with Dodi Fayed’s baby (Muslim)
baby.

She found out the Royals all
worshipped Lucifer, pedophiles,
human trafficking, child rape
and murder.
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692 463 Why was she running? She refused to participate and they knew the world
would believe her if she exposed it

693 464 Who did  she entrust to help her flee? Dodi Fayed Dodi Fayed was the nephew of Saudi Arabia's
richest arms dealer, Adnan Khashoggi

694 465 What was the cover? f
695 466 Why is this relevant? Windsor/Saudi connection

696
467 Why now?

Old.
Connection.
News.

Saudi princes rounded up, may talk; bad
actors/connections/finances may pervade entirety of
UK govt.

697
468 Bad actor. London Mayor. Sadiq Aman Khan is a British politician. He is currently Mayor of London, a position held

since 2016. He was the Member of Parliament for Tooting from 2005 to 2016.
Wikipedia.

Defended 9-11 hijackers
Boris Johnson is current Mayor of London and
related to the Queen.

698 469 Background? Khan earned a law degree from the University of North London. He subsequently
worked as a solicitor specialising in human rights, and chaired Liberty for three years.

699 470 Affiliation? Khan Has Been Affiliated With Organizations Tied To Hamas, Al-Qaeda, Al Nusra, ISIS
And The Muslim Brotherhood.

700 471 Connection to Queen? Served on the British Privy Council in 2009, providing advice to the Queen on state
matters.

related by blood?

701 472 British MI5 agents dead.
When?

"Spy in a bag" Gareth Williams was found dead in August 2010.

702

473 How? He was poisoned first. He was then found dead in a
LOCKED bag in the bath. Mr Williams body (dead or
unconscious) was placed in a sports bag, padlocked
from the outside, and placed in his bath, filled with a
dilution of Sodium Hydroxide (rapidly increasing the
decomposition process, and preventing a cause of
death from being determined).

703
474 What was reported? It was reported that he locked himself in the bag and

when that wasn't believed they spun the narrative
that he was a Russia Spy.

704

475 What really happened? According to Abel danger.org, "So where are the
ones <emails> her staff decided not to release?
Where are ALL of Hillary’s emails actually located?

The sunny shores of the British Virgin Islands.
[Where the owner named New Rodino (Russian for
motherland) of the Pimlico flat of murdered MI-6 spy
Gareth Williams was registered]"..
     80 year old John Hopkins a retired MI5 Agent
confessed to killing Princess Diana. The operation
was ran under strict control from Buckingham
Palace. Diana knew to much!

705

476 Why is this relevant? He discovered 9/11 was taking place. He worked for
MI6 on loan from GCHQ but was also working with
the NSA. He took regular trips to to the NSA in the
states whilst living in London. His apartment that he
was killed in was owned by a company called "New
Rodina" (an inside joke in MI6 as translates to
"motherland"). New Rodina are registered in the
Virgin Islands & also have ties to the Clintons. It is
thought that the VI address is where HRC emails are
kept. He is said to have hacked Bill Clintons diary for
a friend. It suggests he had easy enough access to
Clinton data. He also worked on protecting the
banking industry from hacks. He would have had
MASSIVE insight into illegal monetary transactions
and spying. As he was training to be a spy, it is
difficult to reconcile that he would be against spying,
so therefore the information that he may have come
across (possibly voicing his concerns), must have
been pretty bad. This question is listed with Princess
Diana's, so did he discover the truth about her
death? Or maybe he discovered banking info from
the worlds elites? Or maybe his mission was over
and he needed to be eliminated as he would have
known too much? This theory is supported in a way
as his previous Landlord Jenny Elliott who owned a
flat in Cheltenham (where he lived for 10 years
before moving to the New Rodina flat in London) said
he was due to move back on 3rd September 2010.
His body was found on 23rd August 2010. This
suggests his mission was over.

706
Wealth.
Corruption.
Secret society.
Evil.

707

477 Germany.
Merkel.
Migrants.
Why are migrants so important?

The migrants are to EU what MS-13 is to U.S... Zero population growth among Germans. Muslim
birth rate is now roughly reported as 10% of
population growth.

By bringing them to Europe, agents/ASSETS can
make their way in to commit acts of terror,
strengthening the demand for war.
__________
Cause more racial strife within majority white
countries. Repeat Democrat recipe to paint right as
racist.

708

478 What are assets? Assets are things of value. In this sense they are military (type) assets.

Tools to be used to nefarious ends.

Assets have value and as such can be
traded/exchanged. The type of asset determines the
market/context in which the asset is valued.
_______
Migrants are assets. Migrant charities/foundations
that "help" migrants feeders to the eye/keystone.

High

709 {repeated 2 previous questions twice, so is really important} people, puppets, ideologies

710
479 Operations.

Satan.
Who follows?

BHO, HTC, WJC Rothschilds, Royals
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711

480 What political leaders worship Satan? HRC, WJC Adding: Podesta; satanic worship purportedly
observed @ Cern, assuming some European
political figures are connected too.

Isn't MS13 known for satanic worship?

All.those that are powerful. They seek the return of
the old gods. They are united in their hate of God,
His creation, and white people. The old gods were
gods of sodomy.

712

481 What does upside down cross represent? Devotion to satan. Inversion of any symbols that would be considered
"good" ---fallen angels
NO, YOU ARE ALL WRONG. THE UPSIDE DOWN
CROSS is THE CROSS OF SAINT PETER, AND
REPRESENTS HIS BETRAYAL TO CHRIST BEING
SOMETHING ONLY HUMANS CAN DO. It is the
cross of Peter's ascension, Peter, whom the world
would later come to know as Muhammed.

Hi

713 482 Who wears one openly? Chelsea Clinton

714 483 Why? She worships satan.

715 484 Who is she connected to? HRC, WJC .

716

485 Why is this relevant? Got CF donors to invest in his hedge fund by inviting
them to CF events (access). He shut down the fund
and returned investor money after HRC was
defeated.
**Relevancy**: No ability to pay for play.
No leverage based on hostage money. (or dirt his
Dad has on people)

Ed (dad) set the model for how to commit financial
crimes and get away with it and still have a political
career.

Citations:https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/20
16/nov/7/chelsea-clintons-husband-marc-mezvinsky-
traded-fam/
http://freebeacon.com/politics/chelsea-clintons-
husband-shut-hedge-fund-election/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Mezvinsky

717

486 Spirit cooking.
What does Spirit Cooking represent?

satan worship TAKING power from others (voluntarily or by force)

Adding:  Spirit Cooking = Blood and sex magic. It is
hard to find good data on "spirit cooking" .  It is not
the proper term for Podesta's spirit cooking dinner.

Relevancy of blood magic is it can be used for
vengeance, and to steal power, and build
relationships non-organically (spiritual slavery).

Relevancy of sex magic is that magic is strongest  at
orgasm.  Now combine sex with blood. Two most
powerful magics combined *AND* that is spirit
cooking.   Spirit cooking represents ultimate human
power forced on the universe.

Side note: Wiccans state using "dark" magic is very
bad and has repercussions to the spell caster that is
worse than the original dark spell.  Karma is a bitch.

Citation:
Ex of spirit cooking rituals
https://wearechange.org/spirit-cooking-disturbing-
podesta-email-yet-warning-graphic-content/
https://exemplore.com/wicca-witchcraft/Witchcraft-
for-Beginners-What-You-Should-Know-about-Blood-
Magic.
Sex magic-source Ohio University
http://www.esoteric.msu.edu/VolumeV/Unleashing_th
e_Beast.htm

MEMEs:  Take a screen shot from the ritual citation.
Spirit cooking = Blood + Sex magic
Why are politicians engaging in pushing negative
spirit energy into the world?

Cannibalism! In the old time religion the priests as
well as the people used to partake in the meal of
their local god which inhabited the local temple. The
god used to be fed the best the community could
provide, and yes the god was carnivorous. The
god/idol was kept underground because it was a very
expensive asset of the community. The underground
area was often in the shape of a maze which kept
the priest assigned with caring for their god from
coming in direct contact with their powerful/muscular
god as well as keeping the god from escaping. This
is the underworld. Upon death the worshiper joined
their god in the underworld. As above so bellow.

Mid

718

487 Cult.
What is a cult?

Definition of cult

1 :formal religious veneration :worship
2 :a system of religious beliefs and ritual; also :its body of adherents the cult of Apollo
3 :a religion regarded as unorthodox or spurious (see spurious 2); also :its body of
adherents the voodoo cult a satanic cult
4 :a system for the cure of disease based on dogma set forth by its promulgator health
cults
5 a :great devotion to a person, idea, object, movement, or work (such as a film or book)
criticizing how the media promotes the cult of celebrity; especially :such devotion
regarded as a literary or intellectual fad
b :the object of such devotion
c :a usually small group of people characterized by such devotion the singer's cult of
fans The film has a cult following.

719 488 Who is worshipped? Baal. Satan. Molech. Lucifer.        --- No.. not always satan, sometimes
they worship their leader i.e. Charles Manson

high

720
721
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722
723

724

489 Why is this relevant? Human sacrifice for power. Especially children. Bohemian grove is considered to be worship to
Molech. It is an event attended by elite and powerful
men in govt and industry. "Mock" sacrifices are part
of the ritual.

Citations:
https://youtu.be/FVtEvplXMLs
https://vimeo.com/27050204

725

Snow White.
Godfather III.
Speed.

Film aside, this could be a reference to
methamphetamine. Everything is significant

Adding: All 3 are movies. SW, GFII, Speed
GFIIII seeks to legitimize his crime family's interests
and remove himself from the violent underworld but
is kept back by the ambitions of the young. Charity,
run by his daughter (Chelsea running CFcharity,
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/about/chelsea-
clinton).  GFIII is WJC.  Conclusion: WJC wants a
deal

GF theory is GFIII is Trump

Speed is a movie about a cop on bus who has to
keep it at 50MPH,and  also cannot remove any
passengers. Ex-cop terrorist had one failed attempt,
then implemented the bus plan.

Speed Speculation-

Cops=presidents. Current Cop =POTUS. Ex-
cop=BHO  (Carter too removed, could be WJC/HRC
or GWB)   Conclusion POTUS trying to stop leftover
terrorists from failed assassination of Saudi prince.

More Speed Speculation

Bus = NK, Keanu = KJ-U, Terrorist = hidden puppet
master directing NK foreign affairs, NK citizens = bus
passengers

Snow White (1937 movie) Pretty princess snow white
is sent to the forest to be assassinated. This fails.
She is taken in by 7 dwarves for refuge. Evil queen
then has Snow eat an apple, causing her to go to
sleep. Dwarves don't bury her, puts Snow in glass
coffin.  Prince comes along, gets kissed, and happily
ever after, with subsequent bad end for Evil queen.

Snow white/GFII1 theory A:
https://youtu.be/v3V15Fsnj0Q

Snow White theory B:
https://youtu.be/qKBITJTZJqY

CIA DBs in servers named after the 7 dwarves. ---
WHAT WOULD SNOW WHITE BE TO THE 7
DWARVES SERVERS?
Broughton worked on Disney movie SW&7D (CIA
twitter account)
Snow white cell in Vietnam, DJT went to Vietnam.

Snow White is Snowden.  It's a nickname that he got
while at the CIA

726 >>148155609 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148155609

727

Code:
May God also grant all of us the wisdom to ask what concrete steps we can take to reduce
the violence and weaponry in our midst.

Reference: Barak Obama's tweet re: shooting incident in Texas Forms of communication have always been the
pinnacle of importance to global leaders. From cave
painting to the printing press to twitter this has not
changed. The enigma machine which led to the
creation of the computer was designed to intercept
encrypted communication and was the most
important thing on the planet at the time. Geopolitical
communication still exists in the age of mass
communication. The difference is the haystack is
exponentially larger because you're sending dick
picks and your mom needs the world to know she is
about to eat at the cheesecake factory. Amongst that
traffic the same games are being played.
The pen is and will always be mightier than the
sword.

It's a direct message to Congress asking for gun
control legislation.

728 490 Note when we just sent the go orders and when this Tweet went live.
Coincidence?

729 >>148156129 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148156129
730 Nothing is as it seems, Anon.

731 491 What occurred?
It flushed BO out.

732 492 Why is that relevant?
Analyze time stamps of my go message to BO's Tweet.

733 >>148183670
734 Important Context:

735 493 What have you learned about HUMA? Harvard University Muslim Alumni, founded 2004. Prince al Waleed [who was just
arrested, with other cronies] connected to "HUMA", Harvard University Muslim Alliance.

736
494 What organization is HUMA? Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA). Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal Islamic Studies

prgram. BO attended Harvard. 1988-1991 radical Muslim activist reportedly raised
money for BO's studies at Harvard

737
495 Which US President is affiliated w/ HUMA? Barak Obama In 2010 he appointed Rashid Hussain as Diplomatic Posts: U.S. Special

Envoy to the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation. Rashid studied at Harvard
and gave a speech at HUMA in 2012.
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738 496 Why is this relevant? It shows what his influences are and who it was that influenced him. legitimacy, relevance, inside into the US govt at the highest level
739 497 What year(s) did this occur? 2004. 2005, 2006 before he was an elected official
740 498 Who funded on behalf this President? Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal

741 499 Why is this relevant? Grooming future politico that would be beholden to him. Legitimacy, access, favors
owed to be returned later

742 500 What year(s) did this occur? 2004, 2005, 2006

743
501 What just happened in SA? -Princes rounded up, arrested, assets frozen, planes/jets grounded

-Pre-emptive counter-coup
-House-cleaning
-Rounding up and detaining bad actors involved in 9/11, human trafficking etc.

Corruption arrests of Alwaleed Bin Talal and others in the SA government

744 502 Who was arrested? -Of the 14 arrested, 7 tied to the Podesta Group's lobbying efforts.
-Prince al Waleed bin Talal

745 503 Funds frozen. -Remove access, remove OPTIONS, room to move
- as of 11/8 1,700 accounts in KSA are frozen

746

504 Why would this former President be funded pre-political days? -Long-term plan
-A conspiracy to have an inside line in the US govt at the highest level to enable agenda
to be fulfilled, facilitate agenda, and ideology spread/dominance.

-There was an intent to make him an elected official before he ran for office.
-It's easier to grow them than to convert them.
-First reported in 2008:
http://www.newsmax.com/KenTimmerman/obama-sutton-
saudi/2008/09/03/id/339914/

Repeated in 2012:
http://www.wnd.com/2012/09/saudi-billionaire-did-help-obama-into-harvard/

https://sentinelksmo.org/saudi-billionaire-busted-for-corruption-helped-
obama-get-into-harvard/

Manchurian Candidate

747

Repeat. for the covert creation of isis and greater israel
project during presidency.  also yemen.

2nd poster: To foment war between SA and Iran
where SA comes out on top

748 Important.

749

505 Why would this former President be funded pre-political days? He was funded on behalf of a foreign nation.  A manchurian candidate. could be an agent in smuggling / trafficking ops

2nd poster: He was seen as an agent that could
destabilize US superiority and take away American
Rights

750

506 Why is the relevance? -Elements in KSA had control of the US federal government and military through
President Obama
-US government operated on behalf of elements in a foreign nation: TREASON

He enacted international policy on behalf of another nation. New question: Is BO the only candidate they funded?
Who else in US politics was given Saudi cash for
their education?

2nd poster: This would make America an easier
nation to control

751 507 Was the MB affiliated to any of these organizations/people? Yes.  Huma Abedin.  Barack Obama, possibly Valerie Jarett, and others.

752
508 Fast forward. To move forward in time in relation to another fixed

coordinate in time. Also a film released in 1985
depicting the struggles of a young dance troupe in
NYC learning lessons about the real world.

753
509 Why are the events in SA so important? -Pre-emptive coup in KSA

-Coordinated effort between US & King Salman & Prince MbS
-Eliminated funds and protection from many other bad actors in and out of the US/US
govt.

Removed funds from BO HRC MB ISIS

754

510 Why was JK in SA recently? Face to face meeting with King Salman and Prince MbS to secure understanding and
agreement on:
-support for housecleaning efforts in KSA
-AARAMCO IPO via the NYSE (helping to prop up petrodollar system and save KSA's
economy)

+

755 511 Why was POTUS' last Tweet re: SA prior to the happening? AARAMCO IPO was a good thing for the US To signal MSB to start the purge High

756 512 Why was POTUS' Twitter taken down days before under cover of a rogue employee? 1) Disruption of direct communication with the people & the world.
2) CIA ability for implant a tracking script on POTUS device via the twitter client

To force him to reconnect and give away his location,
so that they could kill him?

Med

757 Refocus again.

758

513 Who was arrested in SA? Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal, owner of the Kingdon Holding Group, Kingdom
Entertainment
Prince Mitaab bin Abdulla, former Minister of the National Guard
Prince Turki bin Abdulla, Former Governor of Riyad
Prince Turki bin Nasser
Prince Waleed Ibrahim, owner of MBC Media Company
Khaled Al-Tuwaijri, former President of the Royal Court
Abdel Faqih, Former Labor Minister, current Economy & Planning Minister
Omer Dabbagh, former President of General Investment Authority
Saleh Kamel, billionaire
Saud Al-Tobaishi, (former?) head of Royal Ceremonies & Protocols
Ibrahim Al-Assaf, former Finance Minister, current State Minister
Bakr Bin Ladin, owner of Bin Ladin Group
Saud Al-Dawish, former CEO of Saudi Telecom Co.
Khaled Al-Mulhem, former Director Gen. At Saudi Arabian Airlines

Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal: Kingdom Entertainment
http://www.kingdom.com.sa/hrh-prince-alwaleed-bin-talal

`

759 514 Any ownership stakes in US co's? Yes. Yes, MGM/Mandalay Bay, Twitter, Citi, and others

760
515 Why is this relevant? Access to communications (media, incl internet and social media) to shape narrative,

hide info from public, guide the country in a particular direction suited to a particular
agenda.

Connection to Vegas shooting and influence in US interests

761 516 Twitter. Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal has large financial interest in Twitter. Yes
762 517 Las Vegas. Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal has several floors of Mandalay Bay hotel Yes
763 Recent events. Yes

764

518 Why would investment be made in a former President pre-political days? -Prince Al Waleed bin Talal is Citbank.
-Citibank assigned BHO's cabinet members.
-They were setting up a government inside the US government.
-TAKE OVER OF US GOVERNMENT
-They own him (BHO), they run the world (finance, military, media)

So he could be used by those investing in him to carry out an agenda they
would want

Better access to government, corporations, establish
an Islam-friendly attitude in the US, aid moving
sleeper cells into the US, aid gaining access to
weapons and also classified information

765 519 What year(s) did this occur? 1980s?

766 520 What faith does HUMA represent? Islam (Wahabism to be specific) Political Islam. Salafism/Wahabism as a means to acheive political victory
around the world.

Sharia Islam. High

767 521 What faith does the MB represent? Islam (Wahabism to be specific)
768 522 What faith does Huma represent? Islam (Wahabism to be specific)
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769 523 Who are the bad actors? Islamism, globalists, occult cabal, pedo network, 1%: evil people and their minions in all
sectors public and private.

770 524 Who funds majority of US 'senior' politicians? Finance, media, 1%, foreign countries through ngos, Prince al Waleed is a Big Clinton
donor, other actors in KSA

771
Fantasy land. --- NK is Fantasy Land - every video we have seen of it

is Hollywood propaganda.  The Rothchiles live there
secluded and are holding SK hostage

772

Fantasy land. --- Hollywood, Disney Land

Hypothesis: is NK a haven for pedophiles?
Like a larger epstein island? Where elites
travel to for pedophilia purposes? Does this
explain why Dennis Rodman goes there?

773 525 Was the former President of the United States groomed to be Command in Chief? Yes

774

526 Is this possible? Yes. -Politicians are owned by their donors/funders George W Bush? Multiple generations of
slave children - traumatized children who
are later controlled puppets political
leaders?

775 527 Is the US political / election system corrupt? Yes. Box 63 and before and after

776 528 Who owns poll machines? Polls: MSM; voting machines: some by Smartmatic by Mark Malloch Brown (Open
Society Institute)

Diebold Soros owns Diebold

777 529 Soros? Yes

778

530 Why is this relevant? Mark Malloch-Brown (Open Society Institue), Mandy Grunwald & Jackson Dunn all have
Clinton ties. Software is Black Box and they're not above trying to rig the voting

Shows motive to tamper with poll machines There are quite a lot of electronic voting machine
companies Diebold from the Bush cheating years
became E.S&S.
https://www.verifiedvoting.org/resources/voting-
equipment/
Machines cannot be trusted.

High

779

They never thought she would lose. Thank God she did. Or did they want her to lose so when the
economy crashed after that 9T spending
spree it would come down on Drumpf.
Never has a candidate not tried as much as
she did.  There were guaranteed to be
hearings from day 1, Benghazi wasn't over,
email wasn't over, Uranium 1 was out there,
CF was out there, it was gonna be a
guaranteed CF.  Hell DNC and Podesta
email leaks could have been intentional.

Adding: the shock of the media and HRC
not giving a concession speech sort of
indicated they had it in the bag.

Other person here: don't worry about this.
POTUS is making financial deals with global
partners. This should ensure economic
stability. The economy can only crash if
"They" want it to.

780

Fantasy land. -Hollywood/media?
-North Korea?

"The more successful South Korea becomes, the more decisively you
discredit the dark fantasy at the heart of the Kim regime." @POTUS speech
tonight. Fantasy land is NK, and the dark fantasy is NK's controlling force,
the global elite.

Or, NK is true, and the dark fantasy is the
lies it tells its own people about SK / the rest
of the world. Fantasy land, but the people
inside don't know exactly how big the
fantasy is

781

The complete picture would put 99% of Americans (the World) in a hospital. The world, and our own elites, are far more evil and degenerate than we may imagine.
Their corruption is overwhelming and they have worked against the interests of the USA
including treason.

Some sort of virus/infection to control our
rebellious nature like in the tv show: Firefly.

Other person here. Hospital doesn't have to
mean physical problems. If PG and human
sacrifice evidence was shown on global tv,
and many past presidents and world
leaders, heads of large companies (Zuck
anyone?) etc were shown to be
participating, the average person would
break down, need to be admitted to an
insane asylum. The majority, who when you
tell them this type of thing, they deny it and
call you crazy. They defend their false truths
to protect themselves because they can't
deal with it or don't want to. Hospital.

782 POTUS is our savior. Savior of the republic of the USA Galactic entities helping +++, praying for everyone
helping him. He is THE LIGHT over evil darkness.

HIGH

783

Pray. Person who believes in power of prayer with high confidence of having prayers
answered would say this. Matter is desperate.

Beliefs can work magic, don't tell anyone I
told you. Prayer, if not received by a higher
power (it might be), will definitely amplify
confidence in beliefs.

High.

784 Operators are active. --- Thank you. We believe in you. Win.
785 We are at war. --- Martial Law already declared in KSA Win peace.

786 Goodnight BO. --- BHO has people reading 4Chan. 'Goodnight Obama
--->Book title of Jerome Corsi.

787

Snow White. HILLARY CLINTON Poison Apple (company)

Snow White is NOT HRC.  Q specifically names HRC
in other places.  Snow White is Snowden.  It's a
nickname that he got while at the CIA

High
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788

Godfather III. --- "King Salman is Michael Corleone.

Crown Prince MBS is Vincent Corleone.

Altobello is Al Waleed. Some assassination stuff at Las Vegas happened
involving King/Crown Prince.

Michael names Vincent the new Don of the Corleone.

King Salman is going to step down and MBS is going to be the new King."

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/85c56ce999de30c4f2
0b699c35251826a9a66bfdeec7343d0d256eaa75f4b
56e.png

Vegas

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-07/pepe-
escobar-inside-story-saudi-night-long-knives
Different researcher here:
Different researcher from above:

I’ve been thinking about “Godfather” all day.  It’s
been used in several of Q’s posts.  Perhaps it’s not a
person.  Maybe it’s the overall situation.

The Godfather was a parent figure who did nice
favors for people and then ended up owning them.  If
Q is Drumpf, imagine that he walked into office and
discovered that he was in a Godfather-like crime
family where rich donors did favors to get politicans
elected.  For instance, the Saudi Prince helping
Barack Obama get into Harvard.  There would be a
friendship and natural desire to do favors for one’s
benefactors.  Similarly, donations to a campaign fund
or charitable trust would create a natural tendency to
do a favor of two . . . then once the first favor is done,
dirt is held over you and you sink deeper and deeper
into the control of your benefactor.

Perhaps “Godfather” is a simple as Q telling us that
many so many politicians owe favors that the whole
government has become like the Mafia.

New poster here:All 3 are movies. SW, GFII, Speed
GFIIII seeks to legitimize his crime family's interests
and remove himself from the violent underworld but
is kept back by the ambitions of the young. Charity,
run by his daughter (Chelsea running CF charity,
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/about/chelsea-
clinton).  GFIII is WJC.  Conclusion: WJC wants a
deal

Another GFIII   2nd ans stating SA
GFIII-a focus on the graphic of the puppet master
hand.
9/11 part 1 SA
LV part 2 SA
Part 3 is the purge -SA
Source: https://youtu.be/7dNhjUmOeOk

Another GFIII from utube is GFIII is Trump

Maybe the Vatican?
Specifically:
Knowing that Archbishop
Gilday, head of the Vatican
Bank, has accumulated a
massive deficit, Michael offers
the Bank $600 million in
exchange for shares in
Internazionale Immobiliare, an
international real estate
company, which would make
him its largest single
shareholder with six seats on
the company's 13-member
board. He makes a tender offer
to buy the Vatican's 25% share
in the company, which will give
him controlling interest.
Immobiliare's board quickly
approve the offer, pending
ratification by the Pope.

<<need a consensus so many
theories

789 >>148185083
790 531 Who owns /pol/? Hiroyuki Nishimura the Japanese?

791

532 Why is this platform being used? -Anonymous (mostly). Good way to leak info, gather "grassroots" support, force memes,
can test reactions to ideas and even test AI
-freeest place on the clearnet, discredited as “unsavory”, hive-mind crowd-sourced
weaponized autistic research/intel-gathering, think tank for social engineering purposes,
fight club, meme magick hq
-Weaponized autism
The reason /pol/ was selected is because we always have our nose ass deep in
situations the average person would find unnerving. We do not buy the narrative, most
of us are here because we were searching for the truth and we found it; /pol/ was
selected specifically because we already know where this goes and we have a vested
interest in seeing it through.

Focus on message, not messenger. Crowdsourcing Intelligence. There is far
less censorship there. It's also some place that is hard for norms to come to
and understand, so the information goes out to a few people, who can then
spread the information and it looks organic.  Plausible deniability of any real
information released via that channel.

Not censored

It can't be controlled by the opposition

^^This.

pol is where you go to learn things the
average person doesn't want to know.
Average people will quickly leave, because
they don't want to know. This makes it a
prime place to spread info to only the people
who want to know, and doesn't cause
problems for people who don't want to know

792

533 What recent events almost occurred re: /pol/? 4chan had major financial struggles after the change in ownership. Hiroyuki Nishimura
switched tactics and offered a pass, and now data mines the site to 3rd parties. 4chan
posters say owner Hiroyuki Nishimura and moderator Jay Irwin are data-mining the
image board for their information—raising questions about why Nishimura turned down
GotNews editor-in-chief Charles C. Johnson’s offer to purchase the site.

793 534 Why is this relevant? As a public forum advertised and designed for anonymity, data mining is a major breach
of the posters trust in the boards.

possible honeypot

794
Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings. Going to have terror attacks due to fallout in Yemen. A CHURCH IS A CONSERVATIVE

GATHERING.
list places where gun-loving, conservative
types are likely to gather. Then, stay alert if
you go to those areas.

HIGH (CHURCH)

795 Repeat. ---

796
Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings. --- Large cities: NY, LA, Chi, Hou, Phx, PA, TX,

San Diego, ..
797 More false flags imminent. --- yes

798

Elections (tues) no longer matter at this stage. --- Are we bout  to disband the DNC and GOP?

Adding: those elected are corrupt and will be
removed or converted to get with the program. Once
SHTF,seats opened by retiring/walking repubs will
have better candidates.

799

Snow White. HRC Cooper Snowden

Snow White is NOT HRC.  Q specifically refers to her
as HRC in other places, so it doesn't make sense to
call her Snow White in others.  Snow White is
Snowden.  It's a nickname that he got while at the
CIA.

high

800
Godfather III. --- New Papal Banking Scandal?? Trinity [Speculation] QAnon talked

about Drumpf taking out 1 of the
4 big families. Could the other 3
be the Godfather III?
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801

Above will have context as news unfolds. --- Please help us stay safe. NY City subway
pressure cooker found yesterday in a bag :(.
Huge tunnel doors on the Midtown Tunnel
entries and exit to and from Manhattan on
the Queen's side. Why??? Excelsior logo on
them. Please, stay safe. And let us be safe.
Thank you for all you do. And thank The
Donald from all of us. We've been waiting
for 2 years since awakened.

Other guy here. Stay alert. Difficult to predict
every possible target. Have hope our guys
can prevent them.

802

Summarize and paint the picture. US politicians are beholden to bad actors in KSA involved in drugs/prostitution/human
traficking using bribes, extortion, terrorists, gang members to enforce compliance to
agenda and return of favors owed. Specifically, but not limited to, Democrats. Control
exerted via compromised US media to shape public perception. CIA bad actors involved
and complicit (mockingbird infiltration of media, drug running/prostitution/human
trafficking/assassinations/terrorist training and ops). Military intelligence is loyal. Adm.
Mike Rogers is good guy, as are Marines. POTUS escaped assassination attempt in LV
in KSA op gone bad. KSA cleaning house of bad actors. Networks being rolled up.
Networks involve, but not limited, to Obama and Clintons, Pelosi, McCain. Iranian un-
frozen funds diverted to (possibly) NK to repay favors owed to bad actors in KSA.
POTUS on tour in Asia to coordinate global swamp draining of nest of occult pedos &
terrorist minions.

Summarize both snow white and GF3, then
paint picture. What are the major symbols in
each film?

SW: Bad witch, SW, apple, poison,
dwarves, sleep, kiss, Prince Charming,
awakening, ...?

GF3: repentance, waking up to past crimes?
, the top of a control structure repents

Mid

803 Critical. --- tensions are high, imminent happenings
804 >>148185905
805 Social media platforms. ---

806

535 Top 10 shareholders of Facebook? 1. Mark Zuckerberg – 28.2% Value: $29 Billion
2. Jim Breyer/Accel Partners – 10% Value: $10.4 Billion
3. Dustin Moskovitz – 7.6% Value: $7.9 Billion
4. Digital Sky Technologies – 5.4% Value: $5.6 Billion: (((Yuri Milner)))
5. Eduardo Saverin – 5% Value: $5.2 Billion
6. Sean Parker – 4% Value: $4.16 Billion
7. Peter Theil – 2.5% Value: $2.6 Billion
8. Microsoft – 1.6% Value: $1.66 Billion
9. Multiple Venture Capital firms – 1.5% each Value: $1.56 Billion
10. Chris Hughes – 1% Value: $1.04 Billion

Sandberg, Sheryl; Schroepfer, Michael Todd; Thiel, Peter; Cox, Christopher
K.; Athwal, Jas; Stretch, Colin; Hastings, Reed.//    Vanguard, Blackrock Inc,
FMR LLC, State Street Corp, T Rowe Price Associates, Capital World
Investors, Morgan Stanley, Northern Trust Co, Invesco Ltd, Bank of NY
Mellon Corp

807

536 Top 10 shareholders of Twitter? WILLIAMS EVAN CLARK
NOTO ANTHONY
BAIN ADAM
MESSINGER ADAM
GADDE VIJAYA
SEGAL NED D.
KORDESTANI OMID
KAIDEN ROBERT
WEIL KEVIN
Holder
Vanguard Group, Inc. (The)
Blackrock Inc.
FMR, LLC
State Street Corporation
Price (T.Rowe) Associates Inc
Capital World Investors
Morgan Stanley
Northern Trust Corporation
Invesco Ltd.
Bank Of New York Mellon Corporation
Al Waleed 30MM shares

Williams, Evan Clark; Noto, Anthony; Bain, Adam; Messinger, Adam;
Gadde, Vijaya; Segal, Ned D.; Kordestani, Omid; Kaiden, Robert; Weil,
Kevin.//    Vanguard Group, ClearBridge Investments, Blackrock Inc, Morgan
Stanley, Slate Path Capital, State Street Corp, Oppenheimer Funds,
Northern Trust Corp, First Trust Advisers, Amerigo Asset Mngmt

808

537 Top 10 shareholders of Reddit? -Reddit is not a public company
-Advance Publications Inc. is an American media company owned by the descendants
of S.I. Newhouse Sr., Donald Newhouse and S.I. Newhouse, Jr
-(((Newhouse)))

Condé Nast Publications acquired the site in October 2006. Reddit became
a direct subsidiary of Condé Nast's parent company, Advance Publications,
in September 2011.
-This family also owns a 31% stake in cable company Discovery
Communications, and 13% in Charter Communications.

High

809
538 Why is SA relevant? -SA royalty has investments in many large US corporations especially

media/entertainment.
-Control of information, flow of information, ability to activate cells/organize
revolutions/terrorist activity/social movements/memes

McAfee claimed certain things were being smuggled
across the border.

You mean the Great John McAfee?

810
MSM. --- http://barenakedislam.com/2013/03/04/saudi-

influence-peddling-and-why-fox-news-has-gone-all-
soft-on-islam/

811

539 Controlling stakes in NBC/MSNBC? Comcast

1. BLACKROCK INC. 320,890,049
2. VANGUARD GROUP INC 316,845,966
3. CAPITAL WORLD INVESTORS 244,872,316
4. STATE STREET CORP 196,109,426
5. CLEARBRIDGE INVESTMENTS, LLC 96,614,006

Owned by Comcast Corporation, Brian L. Roberts has 33% controlling
share. Comcast has 7th largest lobbying budget of any individual or org in
the US. Comcast has a lot of sway in internet service and media

http://barenakedislam.com/2013/03/04/saudi-
influence-peddling-and-why-fox-news-has-gone-all-
soft-on-islam/.  See also:
http://truepundit.com/busted-leaked-clinton-
campaign-docs-shed-light-on-msm-reporters-on-
hillary-fusion-gps-payroll/

High

812 540 Controlling stakes in ABC? Subsidiary of Disney Media, second largest after Comcast High
813 541 Controlling stakes in CBS? A trust owned and controlled by Sumner Redstone, beneficiaries are his grandchildren High

814

542 Controlling stakes in CNN? Owned by the Turner Broadcasting system which in turn is owned by Time Warner (third
largest entertainment & media co after Comcast and Disney. An acquisition of Time
Warner by AT&T is pending approval from US but has been approved by the European
Commission

Owned by the Turner Broadcasting system which in
turn is owned by Time Warner (third largest
entertainment & media co after Comcast and Disney.
An acquisition of Time Warner by AT&T is pending
approval from US but has been approved by the
European Commission.

Intimate with AT&T. Full of liberals and Muslims all
holding key tech positions. AT&T doesn't want the
CNN part. It's been assumed that AT&T would be
told to spin off CNN, so this is no surprise.  If AT&T
keeps CNN, it will cut CNN's pay but CNN is most
like going to remain fake news.  Understand that  the
govt is a HUGE cu$tomer to AT&T and has
regulatory power over them. If govt wants input to
content, govt gets what it wants. AT&T loves money
more than politics or doing the right thing. They are
not a MAGA company.

High

815 543 Investor(s) in Fox News? Prince Alwaleed bin Talal - fourth largest investor. High
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816
544 Why is this relevant? -Prince Al Waleed Bin Talal involvement – ability to shape coverage, manage

perception.
-SA invests in all platforms. Like jews, playing all sides, can have a voice in content (kill
stories about degeneracy of SA princes, etc)

Look at the bias of each of the companies. Fox
apparently is pro oil. SA has cheap oil.
Blackrock Inc BoD contains Cheryl Mills, VERY
CLOSE contact to HRC

817 545 What is Operation Mockingbird? Campaign by the CIA to infiltrate and control all the media that Americans consume.
Control the narrative, reframe our beliefs, hide things, make us lazy and trusting

818 546 Active? Yes

819
547 Who is A Cooper? Anderson Cooper is a CNN journalist an tv personality.  He is the primary anchor of

CNN. He is also a correspondent of 60 Minutes.
Vanderbilt heir. Reportedly CIA.

Don't forget his underage boyfriend. He was 16 or 17 when they started out.

Bill is A Cooper, too.

820
548 What is A Cooper's background? Cooper spent 2 summers interning at the CIA while at Yale university (well known

recruiting ground for the CIA). He majored in Political Science. With no  formal
jounralistic education, he pursued a career in journalism.

-He is a Vanderbilt.
-Part of Operation Mockingbird.

AC's Mother Gloria V. was an occultist.

821
549 Why is this relevant? If he is CIA, the following three lines all relate to drugs, which the CIA is involved in

trafficking. Cooper would therefore be an important link/figure in drug trafficking between
CNN (MSM) and CIA

They are an old money faction of the US from the time of robber barons. Not merely "drugs," but human trafficking and all that
the satanic globalist cabal is attempting to achieve.

822

Snow White. Hillary Clinton Symbols?

Anderson Cooper?------

Maybe someone is about to awaken the
sleeping giant.

Dwarves = Children? SW = HRC?

High

823

Godfather III. --- Symbols?

Vatican Banking Scandal?Michael
Corleone: "Politics and crime. They're the
same thing…"
Adding: All 3 are movies. SW, GFII, Speed
GFIIII seeks to legitimize his crime family's
interests and remove himself from the
violent underworld but is kept back by the
ambitions of the young. Charity, run by his
daughter (Chelsea running CFcharity,
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/about/chel
sea-clinton).  GFIII is WJC.  Conclusion:
WJC wants a deal

824

Speed. --- Symbols?

Methamphetamines?

Adding:  All 3 are movies. SW, GFII, Speed

Speed is a movie about a cop on bus who
has to keep it at 50MPH,and  also cannot
remove any passengers. Ex-cop terrorist
had one failed attempt, then implemented
the bus plan.

Speed Speculation-

Cops=presidents. Current Cop =POTUS.
Ex-cop=BHO  (Carter too removed, could
be WJC/HRC or GWB)   Conclusion POTUS
trying to stop leftover terrorists from failed
assassination of Saudi prince.

825 November 6
826 >>148287184

827

550 Why was the arrest of Alwaleed and others important? Major bad actor in KSA. One boss taken out, underlings denied
protection/direction/funding, also those who owed favors are off the hook if his charges
stick. Those who are on the hook are left hanging in the wind.

Draining of the Swamp al Saud

2nd poster: Prevented coup in SA by bin talal
allowing activities to continue and possible
assassination of POTUS

828

551 How is Alwaleed and BO tied to HUMA? Alwaleed’s close friend, racist and black Muslim lawyer Khalid Abdullah Tariq al-
Mansour was outed in a 2008 interview as having been involved in getting Barack
Obama into Harvard Law School. ... Muslim/Arab Spring

>Western universities[edit]
In 2005, al-Waleed gave Georgetown University the second-largest donation
in history to create the Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Center for Muslim-Christian
Understanding (ACMCU) in the university's School of Foreign Service. On 8
May 2008, al-Waleed gave £16 million to Edinburgh University to fund a
"centre for the study of Islam in the contemporary world."[59] He has also
endowed the Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Bin Abdulaziz Alsaud Center for
American Studies and Research (CASAR).[60] The Institute for
Computational Biomedicine at Weill Cornell Medical College is named for al-
Waleed.[61] The Centre of Islamic Studies at the University of Cambridge
also bears the name of Al-Waleed,[62] and the Islamic Studies Program at
Harvard University are also named for him.

HUMA is the Harvard University Muslim Alumni
association founded with Al-Waleed's $20 million
donation to Harvard in 2005.

yes!  HUMA is an acronym, not a name in this
instance, as proven by the question that follows
about financing!  Someone changed the locked
answer PLEASE

High

829 552 Why did Alwaleed finance BO pre-political days? Control, grooming, access to US govt, favors owed to be repaid later. To establish Sharia law in the US
830 553 Why did Alwaleed finance BO pre-political days? establish SA shadow government in US To establish Sharia law in the US

831

554 What is HUMA? Define. Harvard University Muslim Alumi It's not on Harvard Key or advertised on HAA at all:

https://hds.harvard.edu/links/harvard-university-
muslim-alumni

Apparently they have an alumni group within the
HAA at-large.

832 555 What book was BO caught reading? The Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria Details America's decline as a superpower.
833 556 Why was this immediately disregarded as false? Far too revealing. It had to be denied/discredited due to what it implied. He's supposed to be a "Christian"

834 557 What is ‘Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria’? Globalization and world unity are inevitable, illegal immigration and Islam are not
problems we need to face.

835
558 Why is this relevant? He's muslim, BHO didn't work for us Obama endorsed and was working for NWO

globalization through illegal immigration and Islamic
infiltration.

High
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836

559 Why would the President of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA be reading this book? Preparation, ideological agreement with main premise he expected America to fall, participated in
the fall

2nd poster: To establish Sharia law in the
US

837

560 What church did BO attend as pre-POTUS? Trinity United Church of Christ. The church's early history coincided with the American civil rights
movement, subsequent murder of Martin Luther King Jr., and the tumultuous
period that engulfed the civil rights movement after King's death due to
intense competition among actors over who would carry King's mantle.
During that tumultuous period, an influx of radical black Muslim groups had
begun to headquarter in Chicago, and Trinity sought to recontextualize
Christianity through black theology in order to counter the influence of
radical black Muslim leaders, who taught that it was impossible to be both
black and Christian. (WIKIPEDIA) Sen. Barack Obama's pastor says blacks
should not sing "God Bless America" but "God damn America." The Rev.
Jeremiah Wright, Obama's pastor for the last 20 years at the Trinity United
Church of Christ on Chicago's south side, has a long history of what even
Obama's campaign aides concede is "inflammatory rhetoric," including the
assertion that the United States brought on the 9/11 attacks with its own
"terrorism."(ABC NEWS)

838
561 Who was BO’s mentor? -Abner Mikva

-Jerimiah Wright, Pastor
- Bill Ayers,
-Frank Marshall Davis

also Saul Alinksy High

839

562 How is Alwaleed and HRC connected? Donor, owner Through mutual CFR friend Sandy Weill who repealed the depression-era
investor protection legislation known as the Glass-Steagall Act. Citigroup
raised $12.5 billion in convertible preferred stock in a private placement with
Talal, after private meetings with the Fed. With a market cap of $20.5 billion
on Friday, November 21, 2008, the U.S. taxpayer effectively owned this
company lock, stock, and barrel. Our government's bailout program was in
the hands of his crony New York Fed, where Sandy Weill had served as a
Director from 2001 through 2006, and the U.S. Treasury Department, run at
that point by Hank Paulson, formed CEO of Goldman Sachs. Treasury
Secretary Hank Paulson and New York Fed President Timothy Geithner
held a conference call with Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, FDIC Chair Sheila
Bair, and Comptroller of the Currency John Dugan (a former bank lobbyist)
to discuss Citigroup. Sanford Weill is the pen Council on Foreign Relations
member Bill Clinton used to sign the REPEAL of FDR's Banking Act. Later,
Clinton Foundation hired Kevin Thurm as its executive vice president. Thurm
served as a Citigroup executive for more than a decade.

840

563 Who was HRC’s mentor? -Robert Byrd, former KKK member.
-Saul Alinsky, author of Rules for Radicals and Communist.

Henry Kissinger 128 page FBI report (/ia801708.us.archive.org)
provides additional information regarding who
Alinsky was. Important that he influenced HRC first-
hand and BHO later. Both practiced their Alinsky
“lessons” in Chicago. The documentary “A Wolf in
Sheep’s Clothing,” available on Vimeo, shows how
he was also successful in infiltrating and using
churches. This speaks to Wikileaks/Podesta emails
about having already infiltrated/planted subversives
into the Catholic Church in USA.

High

841
564 How is Alwaleed and Bush Sr./Jr. connected? Oil, First Iraq war, Foundations, CIA Carlyle Group. Advised Al Waleed on citigroup purchase worth $500 million

back in 91. Well connected in Washington and associated with George Bush
Sr./Jr.

High

842

565 What occurred post 9-11? ONLY Saudis were able to leave country PATRIOT ACT was enacted afterwards Eli Lilly received protections from damages in
vaccines in the Patriot Act or some of the 9-11
legislation. HUGE insider trading in 2 airlines
involved, insurance companies that had to pay etc.
Source:
http://911research.wtc7.net/sept11/stockputs.html

High

843 567 What war did we enter into? "War on Terror" Iraq Afghanistan War on infants (unsafe vaccines)

844
568 What was the purpose and disclosures given re: justification? Weapons of mass destruction Taliban/ Osama(Al Qaeda) terrorism.

2nd poster: Iraq supported terrorism

845

569 Who financed 9-11? SA? Yes, along with many other wealthy Arabs
friendly to US. Publicly they support US,
privately they donate to Jihad. (Source:
SIPR)

846 570 Why, recently, are classified 9-11 pages being released? KSA financing of hijackers
847 571 What just occurred in SA? Counter-coup, house-cleaning, bad actors removed Terrorist Financiers arrested.

848
572 What FOIA docs are being publicly released (recently)? -JFK assassination

-Clinton investigation
http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/358762-fbi-turns-over-new-clinton-
investigation-documents-to-congress

849 573 Why is this relevant? Investigation ongoing. SHE IS NOT OFF THE HOOK CIA plot financed offshore
850 574 What information is contained within these c-releases? who knew what, when and who did it
851 575 Why is C Wray important with regards to these releases? FBI Director/worked under Bush already knows what is in them before sealed again??

852

576 What does money laundering mean? Flooding bad money into the system so it can be used for another purpose and be
untraceable/obfuscate its origin.

Money laundering refers to the practice of
buying tangible goods i.e. real estate, boats,
cars, and other assets in order to obfuscate
the source of the funds.

"Make dirty money clean" - make money
from illegal sources seem like it came from
legal sources / businesses

high

853 577 What is the single biggest event that can generate many nation states to payout billions? WAR Natural disasters
854 578 Who audits where the money goes? General Accounting Office

855
579 $15,000 for a toothbrush? Money laundering Black projects 2. Kickstarter? Weird art -

high value payments = money laundering

856

580 Reconcile. The US is cleaning cash Untraceable funding for black projects

2nd poster: War is highly inflationary, perhaps this
was also preventing a currency collapse of the USD
by moving inflated dollars elsewhere for overpriced
items
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857

581 Why did we attack Iraq? WMD that were not there Money laundering through the military
complex and massive profits to the military
complex.

Dethrone Saddam. Destabilize. Prepare for
invasion by other actors. Heroin fields?

Additional poster: Military Contractors had
massive gains. Also, Halliburton had many
contracts as well. Afghanistan wasn't going
anywhere. Nation needed something else to
rally around. Also, Iraq and Afghanistan
surround Iran on two sides.

858

582 Halliburton. Halliburton is owned by Dicky Cheny and was one of 2 companies that made massive
cash off 9-11 the other was united defence.

rape allegations covered up.

23. KBR
Image Source

KBR is a private military, engineering and
construction company based in Houston. It was
formed in 1998, when Halliburton subsumed Dresser
Industries and amalgamated Dresser subsidiary The
M. W. Kellogg Co with its own subsidiary Brown &
Root. KBR has worked in countries like Cuba,
Kosovo and Afghanistan. Currently, its American
workforce in Iraq numbers 14,000, and it is also said
to have the biggest U.S. government contract there –
beating out all other Iraq-based companies. In 2008,
KBR declared that it was buying Alabama’s BE&K in
a deal said to be worth $550 million. In 2011 KBR
earned $540 million. And today it employs more than
27,000 people in over 70 countries across Europe,
the Americas, Africa, Asia, Australia and the Middle
East. Over the years, the firm has, however, been
involved in its share of controversies – from
allegations of sexual assault lodged by female
employees, to paying off Nigerian officials for
government contracts

859 583 Who are they? Multinational Oil conglomerate
860 584 What do they specialize in? services & equipment for oil fields Fossil fuel extraction High

861 585 What is oil field service? fixing what's been blown all to hell fixing pipelines and pumps

862 586 Why is this relevant? -Company made massive profits from Iraq war
-Iraq has oil. KSA has oil. Qatar has oil. Iran has oil.

Kuwait was burning, someone had to cap the wells.

863 587 What ‘senior’ level political officials are affiliated w/ Halliburton? Dick Cheney, Bush
864 589 What is the primary goal? monopoly defense contracts
865 590 What is the primary mode of influence that drives corruption? Money

866

591 What does money buy? -Favor, influence .. the world
-Access, silence, acquiescence, power

Loyalty!  Ransom, bribe, human trafficking,
votes

Control

867

592 How is this connected to SA? Known to contribute to HRC campaign, CF, etc. .. Saudi King and the Princes Halliburton, along with allied government officials,
made a pact to oppress most of the Middle East's
infrastructure-country by country.  Thus, raising SA
to its current status and influence in the World.

2nd poster: Also, there's a proposed pipeline running
from SA up through Iraq to Syria or Turkey. This took
Iraq's protest out of the picture. Then only had to
deal with Syria next

868 593 How is this connected to Alwaleed? Al Qaeda, he financed the attack/Pan-Asian Triangle He directly benefits from other countrys spending
their tax payer's money on fighting his competitors.

869

594 How is this connected to LV? Prince al Waleed bin Tahal owns top five floors of Mandalay Bay Geo-Conference in Vegas at the time??
Cannot confirm yet
this is another set-up just like 9-11 to
influence the US policy and US culture.
More Billionaires with buildings, and more
false flags.

Hypothesis: bombs were meant to take out
Mandalay Bay. Does Prince Waleed have
an insurance policy on Four Seasons
(Mandalay)? Could he profit from
destruction of building?

Additional poster: Needed to take out Crown
Prince who was opposed to building
pipeline. King and Crown Prince realize SA
future not built on oil. bin Talal still believed
that and needed to be in power???

870 >>148287236

871
595 What family was permitted to leave immediately after 9-11? Saudi Arabian Royal Family and Bin Ladens:

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/05/17/mueller-9-11-fbi-head-again-catapulted-into-
new-challenge.html

872 596 Who authorized the departure? FBI: Judicial Watch: http://www.wnd.com/2007/06/42189/

873
597 Why is this relevant? Mueller was head of FBI then, place there one week before:

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/05/17/mueller-9-11-fbi-head-again-catapulted-into-
new-challenge.html

Hijackers were Saudi.

874 598 Was anyone else permitted to leave? Yes http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/05/17/mueller-9-11-fbi-head-again-catapulted-
into-new-challenge.html

875 Repeat. ---
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876

599 Was anyone else permitted to leave? "And by 4:35 PM a plane carrying Grossi, Perez, Prince Sultan's son, the
son of an unidentified Saudi military commander, and third unidentified
Saudi, was in the air and en route to Kentucky. The private Lear jet flew from
Ft. Lauderdale to Tampa, where it parked at Raytheon Airport Services,
which owns a private hangar on the outskirts of the Tampa International
airport.

(Tampa, of course, is home to General Tommy Franks and the Pentagon's
Central Command (CentCom), which now rules Afghanistan and Iraq
directly, and indirectly rules the entire oil-rich Middle East and Central Asia
through its growing network of Halliburton-supplied military bases.
Raytheon, of course, is the massive arms manufacturer that supplied many
of the high-tech weapons used in Afghanistan and Iraq. Tampa is also near
Venice FL, where Mad Cow Morning News has exposed numerous secrets
about the training of 9-11 pilots Mohamed Atta and Marwan Al-Shehhi at
shadowy local flight schools. And Tampa is in Florida, where Gov. Jeb Bush
stole the 2000 election for his brother George, and where Jeb issued
Executive Order 2001-261 to prepare the FL National Guard for a terrorist
attack on 9-7-01.)"

... It seems that in spite of the fact that Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz and his
government have been accused of funding charities linked to Al Qaeda,
James Baker's firm still feels the need to defend the Prince against those
"evil" trial lawyers representing the orphaned families of the 9-11 victims.

But perhaps what is just as shocking to me is the allegation that the son of
this SAME Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz was reportedly flown out of the
United States

... But then the jet flew to New Orleans "to pick up someone who needed a
ride to New York." So this plane made AT LEAST 5 flights on 9-13, but the
FAA told the Tampa Tribune, "it's not in our logs... it didn't occur."

From: http://archive.democrats.com/view.cfm?id=14289

high

877 600 Was it a private plane? Yes high

878
601 What can private planes carry v commercial? Private planes are not required to undergo a full customs check; passengers aboard

private aircraft vouch for goods onboard rather than have them inspected unless
customs authorities believe otherwise.

All sorts of stuff not allowed on commercial flights
http://www.pjsgroup.com/why-travel-with-us/carry-on-regulations/

$$$$$$   So many suit cases of Gold from the WTT.

Dick Chenney's heart as Collateral.

high

879 602 What airport did they arrive/depart from? LAX to Orlando Ft. Lauderdale to Tampa, Raytheon hangar at Tampa Int'l airport, then to
New Orleans, LA.

high

880 603 What was carried on a private plane to Iran? Unknown [SPECULATION] Cash, guns, anything... people without passports/fugitives,
etc.

uranium?

881

604 Why was the Bin Laden family here during 9-11? Most of Mr. bin Laden's relatives were attending high school and college.
They are among the 4,000 Saudi students in the United States. King Fahd,
the ailing Saudi ruler, sent an urgent message to his embassy here saying
there were "bin Laden children all over America" and ordered, "Take
measures to protect the innocents," the ambassador said.  From NYT via
https://www.wanttoknow.info/010930nytimes

For a celebration at Ritz-Carlton with +++Bush+++
and Singapore billionaire Leonard Glenn-Francis.
2.  They were here to witness first-hand the
destruction of the Twin Towers and to celebrate their
victory, as SA funded it.

Reason #3.    Bid Laden's Brother met with Bush Sr.
at a Carlyle Group Meeting
https://www.prisonplanet.com/041203metwithbinlade
n.html

Also, Carlyle Group has ties to Arab princes.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Carlyle_Group

"In its early years, Carlyle also advised in
transactions including a $500 million investment by
Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal, a member of the Saudi
royal family, in Citigroup in 1991.[8]
In The World According to Bush, William Karel
interviewed Frank Carlucci to discuss the presence
of Shafiq bin Laden, Osama bin Laden's estranged
brother, at Carlyle's annual investor conference while
the September 11 attacks were occurring.[18][106]"

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/09/business/dealb
ook/carlyle-in-art-financing-venture.html

https://www.bloomberg.com/gadfly/articles/2017-10-
31/carlyle-s-32-billion-credit-arm-is-potential-sore-
spot

https://www.ft.com/content/246cbfa4-4e8e-11e1-
ada2-00144feabdc0

Carlyle Group has people all over the world

https://www.carlyle.com/about-carlyle/team

And across all industries
https://www.carlyle.com/corporate-overview/carlyle-
edge

Reach One Carlyle Global Network More than 625
investment professionals on six continents with local
knowledge and relationships Our professionals work
together across funds, industries and geographies to
help colleague

Carlyle Hotel has secret tunnels and is known for its
discretion .
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlyle_Hotel

High

882
605 Coincidence? No. They feared for their lives due to the anti-Arab mood

that pervaded in the US at that time.  SA
ambassador was horrified and worried at the bin
Laden linkage to the attacks

883

606 How does SA connect to the Bin Laden family? -They are Saudi Arabian.
-Osama bin Laden's father, Mohammed bin Laden, had very close ties to the Saudi
Royal Family. He founded the Saudi Binladin Group (Saudi Binladin Group), a
construction company that made him and his family a fortune by virtue of his
relationship with Faisal of Saudi Arabia. Faisal reigned as monarch until his death in
1975, and granted Bin Laden's company exclusive rights to all construction projects
undertaken by the Saudi Arabian government.
SOURCE: https://www.quora.com/What-was-the-connection-between-Osama-bin-
Laden-Saudi-Royal-Family-Bush-family-9-11

Osama's SA citizenship was revoked in 1994 when he was caught
smuggling weapons from Yemen

Bin Laden Company owned the crane that toppled at
Mecca causing 111 deaths on Sep 11th 2015.
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884
607 Who in SA is connected specifically to the Bin Laden family? Faisal of Saudi Arabia (King) Mohammed bin Laden (father), largest construction co in SA, became a

conglomerate distributing consumer goods across the ME.
http://www.history.com/topics/osama-bin-laden
Sheik Kalid Bin Mafouz's Sister was Osama's Wife.

885 608 What did they deliver? Osama bin Laden construction supplies and/or equipment
886 609 To who? bombed countries in the ME

887
610 Why? Protection to rebuild after armies and terrorists blew

them up
888 611 What does money buy? Silence, protection Loyalty!!! Control
889 612 Why are the events in SA relevant to the above? Those involved in 9/11 being rounded up Probably a black market for these things

890
613 Who is the financial backer for human trafficking? Some wealthy Saudis The House of Saud / royals?

 http://www.gvnet.com/humantrafficking/SaudiArabia.htm
Project Monarch Victims claim it is criminal elements
within the US government (CIA, NSA and such).
Bush Sr. was a huge archetect.

891

614 Who is the ‘broker’ for underage sex? Those who make deals with the family to buy the girl for Islamic marriage (temporary,
just for sex), also kidnapping or luring minors away

Imams are typically involved to get a cut for doing the "marriage".  This is generally how
muslim men justify prostitution. Big problem in India. These temp marriages can last ffor
up to 2 months.

Podesta; wealthy SA's (think "Taken");
Clinton Foundation and other "Foundations"

Best source TLTR is ISlamic:
http://www.cifiaonline.com/prostitutionlegaliz
ed.htm
Fatwa by Shaikh Adil Al-Kalbani, the Imam
of the Grand Mosque of Makka issued on
July 16, 2010. This Fatwa was published on
www.al-arabiya.net
Iman is a nasty piece of work:
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/former-
imam-of-mecca-grand-mosque-islamic-
state-saudi-arabia/1/582733.htmlHe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adil_al-Kalbani

Conclusion:  Any Imam can be a broker, but
this Imam was/is the GRAND Imam of
Mecca.   Makes him a very probable
candidate to be a broker as well as ***Saudi
Prince Solman & Jeffry Epstein ***as
Broker/supplier

Islam, underage marriages permitted,
possibly used as front for child trafficking
(marry 10 girls, then they disappear or are
sold into the trafficking ring)

892 Think SA. --- See question 614 above.

893

615 How does FB & Instagram play a role in capture? -Broadcasts location.
-Virtual meat-market of unwitting subjects/slaves.
-Stupid people who telegraph to the world their personal details.
-Insta Models advertise escort services

Search TagYourSponsor

Its really easy to lure kids and even adults on any social media, making
them "soft targets" for kidnappers.

Location services.

Location, picture of targets, friend network
and activity shows how social they are. This
could make it easier to lure a social person
to a "party" to be kidnapped, or lure a shy
person to meet one on one.

High.

894

616 Think ‘Taken’. Movie in which young white American girl is nabbed in Paris, and put on drugs (opiods)
to sell in an auction, involving wealthy Arabs, without her consent obviously.

There was one point where the father recovers the daughters cell phone,
and he sees the kidnapper in a photo that she had taken. I think it was a
reflection in the mirror, or something. The idea being that while social media
is used, there are often clues about their location in the background of the
photos.

movie showed how the sex trade and trafficking
works using social media for buying and selling.

Madeleine McCann kidnapping and the eerily similar
photos of the Podestas.

895

617 Fantasy right? Tweens, girls, thots & roasties exposing themselves willingly online to the world.
Unknowing that they are putting themselves onto the gobal markeplace al a 'Taken'
ALSO – what have the aspiring girls/women have been shown to do to become starlets?
Whore themselves out. Fantasyland = HOLLYWOOD

It is sold as a fantasy and then they get an unpleasant surprise...the fantasy
is only for the overly rich and perverted Arabs

the insinuation is that movies are not fantasy, but
truth

Does twitter and FB sell location data to traffickers
globally?  To answer your question, NO.  It is not
necessary in this scenario for your data to be sold.
Refer to "Geotagging" provided in the question
above.

896

618 Why do select senior political officials have foundations/institutes? Help their "cause" but it's a good money laundering scheme Also a great personal pension plan to provide them with forever income and
resources for bribery and such

Foundations/Institutes are a way to both launder
huge sums of money and traffic sex slaves, drugs,
guns, etc.

Tax haven

897
619 What is money laundering? Pushing money from illegal operations into the system for legal use Measures to turn ill gotten gains into apparently legitimate gains Buying goods with 'dirty' money derived from illegal

activities in order to hide where it came from. Money
is 'cleaned' when it is transmuted into another asset
class such as real estate or vehicles.

high

898
620 What does money buy? Favors, political power, access, information, tech., people (sex slavery and politicians) Anything one could want - almost

A new identity.
silence and cooperation and the USA

control over any good, person, or concept

899

621 Why is this relevant? Bad actors in KSA who own politicians  & media here have used bribery to gain
influence, used social media to shape narrative and hunt victims for human
trafficking/sex slavery (including children).

SA royals are so incredibly rich that whatever they
want, its easy - they just buy it.  2.  The relevance is
that the foundations/institutes are the means through
which SA's and bad actors in the US launder money
in order to buy political access, power, sex slaves,
information, tech., etc.

900 622 What other people were arrested in SA? 38 current or former senior officials were arrested
901 623 What are their backgrounds? MEDIA, finance, foreign affairs (ceremonies etc.) Members of House of Saud, royalty, very wealthy

902 624 Are any connected to the Podesta Group? YES: Several of Top Saudi Officials Arrested Over Weekend Are Linked to Podesta
Group https://t.co/316rMf3Yyq (theGatewaypundit.com article)

Center for Studies and Media Affairs at Saudi Royal
Court, Mr. Salman Al-Ansari

903

625 Why is this relevant? Tony Podesta, his Podesta Group, and by extension, his brother John Podesta are on
the hook for FARA violations as well as money laundering, possibly worse stuff like
actual human trafficking, which, if the evidence pans out can be proven.  Both brothers
are heavy hitters in DC and intimately linked to Democrat party, and the Clintons +
Obama.

Podesta Group legitimized their US operations Podesta Group is a means through which bad actors
in SA have operated.
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904

626 What do you need in order to prosecute senior political officials? Irrefutable evidence, a trail that is verifiable (not hearsay or such). Their network is
important and forms a big web. Info gleaned from one suspect that can be verified
absolutely. Paper trail.

A functioning DOJ, FBI and an non interfering CIA.....  A lot of irrefutable
evidence and some public opinion on your side.

Trump's fearlessness and resolve.

You need people who will tell the truth and testify,
especially senior people in powerful positions, and
independent media (less powerful positions)

>> grand jury indictments <<

Videos; something the public will believe

905

627 How do you avoid public misconception? -DIRECT COMMUNICATION, evidence, transparency.
-Bypass the Narrative setters, expose those who have kept people in the dark in order
to cover up.
-Demonstrate how they have misrepresented themselves.
-Leak the story beforehand

Create the proper narrative first and then act.

2nd poster: Have it presented by credible law
enforcement agency and NOT anyone in political
office

906

628 How do you justify counter-political attacks to the mass public? National Security, connect them with the most vile & indefensible thing there is: child
sex abuse/exploitation
IT HAS TO BE TRUE THOUGH

Spin spin spin. Misleading headlines, hiding the facts in a lot of fluff,
capitalizing on the mass public being unaware or uninterested

Everyone believes the US Congress twiddles
thumbs. You could start there. Start by saying you're
not smarter than the listener, you just found
information and acted upon it. For the public to
believe, some proof needs to be leaked directly, but
not totally. For example, a Weinstein tape which only
shows the attempt to persuade the woman into his
room, not the huge crimes. On top of this small proof,
the smoke, if you will, you also need people,
preferably on both sides, to come forward and testify
that they have seen the actual proof, which the public
doesn't need to see directly. A small jury of civilians
could be shown the proof at trial. On top of the
political attacks, the public needs to be reassured
that there are good people willing and ready to take
powerful offices, to keep society relatively sane.

2nd poster: It must be provided to the public by
credible law enforcement to avoid political backlash

907

629 Why is information so vital? Justify why accused aren't being politically persecuted but are genuinely bad actors,
and have acted against the country itself, not just trivial corruption, personal foibles.

Without the information, we cannot know the real story and thus we may not
realize if we are misplacing our loyalty (ex. Antifa - they think they're fighting
fascists but they ARE the fascists).

Information is power.  Information forms beliefs
which form conduct.

Information creates culture, which creates art and
perceptions of possibilities - people then choose from
a possibility their culture has told them about.

908

630 Is the country divided? Divide & conquer, decades of indoctrination via cultural Marxism to fulfill an agenda,
resulting in two distinct world experiences and therefore world views.

Online but not so much in person. Ideologically separated by media &
perceptions, echo chambers. Day-to-day not much conflict among normal
citizens.

Division is accomplished through public ignorance,
'bread and circuses'  One could say that the globalist
politicians are divided from the American people, no
longer representing their best interests and barely
trying to make it look as if they try.  A hamstrung,
compromised or non functioning federal government.
Citizens have been led into a state of confusion from
the constant propaganda meant to incite various
groups of people, and to censor others.  Having
increased numbers of people who do not speak
English, and don't speak each other's languages can
isolate people from each other politically. It's not
discrimination, just pointing out the strategic
effectiveness of purposely creating a 'tower of babal'
situation in order for Elites to control all.  With a
functioning government who don't allow gangs,
would be terrorists and Open Borders extremists to
come and go when they want, it wouldn't be
detrimental to the country.

Short answer: Identity politics.  Take people
categories from 10 to 1,127.

909
631 Why does the MSM portray the country as being divided? -Control, to help along the fracturing of the nation.

-Distraction from perpetrators in Gov, Media, Corps. Destabilization
Destabilization with the objective of creating chaos and panic, following
which citizens will be more open to further loss of freedoms in the name of
'safety'.

Divide and conquer strategy.

910

632 Why is this relevant? Media, many beholden to KSA bad actors will attempt to present a narrative that any
prosecutions of US polticians/businesspersons are the result of a vicious, political
persecution program, Trump is "literally Hitler" and exploit real and manufactured
divisions with the US populace in order to minimize the damage to the accused bad
actors.

If a problem can be created, a solution can be
brought (occupation by UN forces?)

2nd poster: Sun Tzu - attack the adversaries
strategy. Negate the divide and conquer by releasing
the illegal activity following strict law enforcement
procedures that are apolitical and cannot be seen as
a political ploy. MSM has no ability to spin the
indictments

911 >>148287326

912
633 What is money flow disruption? Financial Disruption of illicit financial flows associated with transnational organised

crime and corruption
e.g. https://www.unodc.org/rpanc/en/tests/financial-disruption-of-illicit-financial-flows-
associated-with-transnational-organised-crime-and-corruption.html

Increased oversight to ensure funds are directed appropriately.  Intended to
defund nefarious groups misusing aid funds, for example

913

634 List the Billionaires. Sheldon Adelson, Larry Hillblom; Jeffrey S. Skoll, Aliko Dangote, Robert Mercer,
Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al Missned, Frank Giustra, George Soros, Lynn Rothschild,
Charles and David Koch, Sackler family, Bill and Melinda Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Jeff
Bezos, Larry Page, Sergey Brin, Carlos Slim, Rinat Akmetov, Elon Musk, Igor
Kolomoisky, Victor Pinchuk, Vladimir Potanin, Vladimir Putin, Andrey Melnichenko,
Satoshi Nakamoto,

http://archive.is/PMtNP

Warren Buffett, Amancio Ortega, Larry Ellison,
Michael Bloomberg, Christy Walton, Forrest Mars,
Phil Knight, Michael Dell, Harold Hamm, Charles
Ergen, Abigail Johnson, Raymond Dalio, Anne Cox
Chambers, James Goodnight, Rich Cohen, David
Tepper, John Menard, Jack Taylor, Micky Arison,
Kenneth Dart, Dennis Washington, Kenneth C.
Griffin, Gayle Cook, Leslie Wexner, Bruce Halle,
Thomas Frist, Whitney MacMillan, Theodore Lerner,
Anita Zucker, Brad M. Kelley, Marguerite Harbert,
John S. Middleton, Johnathan Nelson, Robert Stiller,
James C Justice, Thomas Benson, Dennis Albaugh,
Frank Vandersloot, Gary Tharaldson,
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914

635 What family history goes back pre_WW1/2? -Rothschild
-Bush
-Windsdor
-Rockefeller

Lynn Rothschild is a friend of HRC
-See WIKILEAKS email from HRC to Lynn: "Please tell me what penance I
owe you"

-Bush and Clinton families are friends

-Hillary and Jed Bush Share the same wealthy donors. Jeb Bush and Hillary
Clinton are also distant cousins.

(1) Bushes: Prescott Bush and Herbert Walker were
investigated for financing and money laundering for
the Nazis. Further, CIA/Middle East connections
spanning many decades
(2a) The Kennedy family  At least one Kennedy
family member held federal elective office in every
year between 1947 and 2011, and then from 2013
onwards, a span of time comprising more than a
quarter of the nation's existence
3)Rockefeller Family
4)Carnegie

Trump and HRC are also distant relatives.

John Lackland Plantegenet - King of England, 1199-
1216, he was the son of King Henry II, and father to
King Henry III. All POTUSes, save Martin van Buren
(pending further research) are related to this king.
However, going back 8 centuries will lead to many
people being related to the same person.

915
636 Why is this relevant? Long term project, long term goal. Established with established network/connections

both social and financial. (fingers/tentacles in virtually every pie)
Bushes and Kerry are related to many European royalty and nobility (2b) The Assassinations or whoever is behind them?

2nd poster: Establish the New World Order

916

637 Why did the Bush family recently break silence and attack POTUS? Under threat, panic & desperation showing. They were angry the "family" was broken up (Bush's
have been dumped); Their SA puppet masters told
them to.

2nd poster: Weak strategy. Last ditch effort of the
ego to influence society

917 638 Coincidence pre SA arrests? No Yes it leads to Bush orchestrating 9/11
918 639 Who audits the billions paid for war? Government Accountability Office
919 640 Who audits the billions paid for environment policy (side note)? Government Accountability Office

920
641 Where do the funds go? -Government Accountability Office was unable to provide an audit opinion on the 2010

financial statements of the U.S. government due to "widespread material internal control
weaknesses, significant uncertainties, and other limitations.
-Black projects, slush funds, payoffs/repayment

921 642 Offshore? most likely Paradise Papers. Panama Papers. Tax Havens. -
Terry Bogard

922
643 To who / which entity and/or org? Black Budget Operations, CIA

2nd poster: Blackrock?

923
644 What slush fund was recently terminated by AG Sessions? Allowing Holder/Obama era practice of letting big companies make settlements by

payments as donations to 3rd party sources (mostly leftist non-profits)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/06/07/doj-ends-holder-era-slush-fund-payouts-to-
outside-groups.html

Obama-era slush fund that allowed prosecutors to strike settlement
agreements with corporations directing them to make payouts to liberal
interest groups.

high

924

645 What is Fast & Furious? A movie about illegal street racing and heists. ... From Wiki: F&F was a "Gunwalking", or
"letting guns walk", was a tactic of the Arizona Field Office of the United States Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), which ran a series of sting
operations between 2006 and 2011 in the Tucson and Phoenix area where the ATF
"purposely allowed licensed firearms dealers to sell weapons to illegal straw buyers,
hoping to track the guns to Mexican drug cartel leaders and arrest them These
operations were done under the umbrella of Project Gunrunner, a project intended to
stem the flow of firearms into Mexico by interdicting straw purchasers and gun
traffickers within the United States

http://www.businessinsider.com/mexico-cartels-fast-furious-2012-6     ---
"Yet he [Bojórquez] takes it as a given that the ATF intentionally supplies the
Sinaloa cartel with guns. U.S. agencies have long been in bed with the
Sinaloans, he explained to me, and this scheme to move massive numbers
of weapons into the country is more of the same. He noted that it coincides
directly with the cartel wars of the late 2000s. Project Gunrunner and later
Fast and Furious were, Bojórquez is sure, a way for America to arm Chapo,
with whom it's in business."  --- F&F was just the latest in various CIA
operations in Mexico aimed at undermining the Mexican government and
putting the controllable cartels in charge. The Deep State CIA pits cartels
against each other; can do it to Sinoloa if need be; money from drugs is paid
to deep state to pay for their operations

high

925 646 What is the underlying theme? money and money laundering
926 MONEY.

927

647 Who controls the FED? http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/062415/who-controls-federal-reserve-
bank.asp

The Federal Reserve Bank was created by an act of the U.S. Congress in 1913, but the
executive and legislative branches do not control it directly. Instead, it has its own
independent board and is headed by a chairman. Congress does have the power to
oversee the Fed, and there have been many legislative pushes to audit the Fed. The
U.S. Treasury also exerts indirect control on the Fed through its operations. The actual
owners of the Fed are private member banks, which purchase shares and are paid
dividends for their ownership.

A consortium of PRIVATE banks. For a full understanding of how the Federal Reserve
works, look at episode 4 of Mike Maloney's 'Hidden
Secrets of Money' series on YouTube. It explains
what is basically systemic fraud.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFDe5kUUyT0)

928 648 How did political leaders/’talking heads’ accum assets in excess of $5mm+? Bribery, pay-to-play through their foundations Money laundering through their various foundations (McCain Institute,
Clinton Foundation, etc.) while disguising them as charitable organizations.

929 649 What was the net worth for each prior to taking office? Far less than once they took office and became "established"
930 650 Reconcile. Bribed, paid to play, favors owed Massive corruption

931 651 Why is this relevant? Because these Politicians must by necessity have procured the funds
through corrupt means.

power goes to the hands of the wealthy puppet
masters, donors and financiers

932 >>148287396

933

652 Why, by coincidence, is there a terrorist attack (or mental health c-level attack) within a
short time post negative D news?

To distract the population and push down news that's damaging to Dems. to blackmail executive. 3 letter agencies use
compromised persons who are usually military or ex-
militaty. or have worked in some gov capacity.

2nd poster: Distract and push the gun control agenda
934 653 Do you believe in coincidences? There are no coincidences in politics

935
654 They think you are stupid. Puppets w/o power. They want your guns. Why? No power left. Molon labe

the 2nd is the only thing we got to protect ourselves. Even if in vain, some of them
would get nailed.They will have guns an we will not.  We become prisoners. Tyranny.

high
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936

655 Who funds ISIS? SA & Qatar through various means, including BIS The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel, Switzerland is the
financial backbone of the CIA in Switzerland which secretly funds its black
operations around the world, ISIS included. In short, the BIS funds 60
central banks which are collectively responsible for 95% of the world’s GDP,
making it the sole progenitor of the world’s fiat money supply.  One of these
central banks is the Federal Reserve Bank of the United States which funds
the U.S. government. Consequently, monies allocated by the Obama
administration for the Syrian Rebels (i.e., ISIS) are directly wired to the
Federal Reserve from the BIS in Switzerland. The Obama administration
publically funds the Syrian Rebels (i.e., ISIS) via the U.S. Congress so that
in the aftermath of an ISIS-spawned biological pandemic which culls
hundreds of millions of people, the United States will take the blame for what
the CIA in Switzerland is ultimately responsible for.
https://truthernews.wordpress.com/2015/05/25/isis-endgame-how-and-why-
the-cia-in-switzerland-created-isis-as-cover-for-nuclear-and-biological-terror-
attacks/

high

937

656 What email published by WL connects SA/Qatar to ISIS? Point 4 of Podesta Email #24353 from HRC to JP: "While this military/para-military
operation is moving forward, we need to use our diplomatic and more traditional
intelligence assets to bring pressure on the governments of Qatar and Saudi Arabia,
which are providing clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL and other radical
Sunni groups in the region." Link: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/24353

high

938 657 Was HRC connected? Yes, it was coming from her emails.

939 658 Why is this relevant? Because it confirms that HRC took Money from SA agents who were directly providing
financial support from ISIL.

940 659 Why is controlling the narrative important? Whoever controls the narrative controls the people. Avoids the public discovering their true actions
941 660 Do most people investigate for themselves or simply follow? Most follow

942

661 Why is the MSM so hostile towards POTUS? The people that control the MSM are directly
connected to those implicated in wikileak and years
of research -- ADDING: The CIA owns everyone of
any significance in the major media.” — former CIA
Director William Colby

MSM is attempting to protect the bad actors and
include bad actors, themselves.  POTUS poses a
direct threat to the bad actors of the Deep State.

943 662 Who controls the MSM? CIA

944

663 Why, each and every day, is the MSM pushing a particular topic? To control the narrative

Endless repetition leads to familiarity. Familiarity
feels safe. Even if the original time, the story wasn't
believable, eventually, the viewer craves the safety
of the familiar story, and has a higher likelihood of
rejecting counter stories.

Shadow play. To keep people in chains. Think
Plato's "Allegory of the Cave." (The same answer
relates to the "dumbing down of education," i.e., Core
Curriculum, Title IX changes in interpretation, per
BO's " Dear Colleague" letter, 2014.) Zomies cannot
think; they follow the marching orders of their
"leader." In this specific case, to keep population
from waking up to the fact DJT focus is on what the
founding fathers set up with the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution. Drumming
"progressive" themes is Orwellian (1984 and Animal
Farm), keeps people enslaved so the puppet
masters are free to harvest organs, traffick children,
etc.-- brainwashing

945
664 Coordinated? Absolutely; 11/8/17 article names tons of media

names: http://truepundit.com/busted-leaked-clinton-
campaign-docs-shed-light-on-msm-reporters-on-
hillary-fusion-gps-payroll/

946 665 Who sets the narrative for the day? cia---

947
666 How is the narrative communicated to the MSM? Fax email talking points memo to MSM exec distro.

Certain identical key words and phrases are heard all
day from talking heads on different networks
sometimes entire scripts

High

948 667 What does the NSA/MI have (at least what you know of) that allows for data collection? High

949

Think Snowden. Snowden leaked information regarding TEMPORA in
2013 to Glenn Greenwald of the Guardian
newspaper.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tempora
[Constitution prevents spying on citizens without a
warrant, must show just cause.    Mid. Confidence-
Prism]

Facebook, Twitter

High

950
668 Why is the NSA limited re: ability to capture and unmask US persons? To protect American citizens NSA is a central location for "Five Eyes", i.e. an unlimited intelligence

sharing network between Australia, Britain, Canada and New Zealand.
Placing blocks on NSA's scope prevents NSA from interfering with work
conducted by other intelligence agencies in the US. The Law.

To allow for the operation of US spooks

2nd poster: Title 50 operations only
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951

669 Who sets the narrative? Those who will benefit from or be protected from
scrutiny if the narrative is adopted, those with the
ability to do so.

Need more specific and concrete answer to this
question. Who does actually set the narrative. Is it an
organization?
Freemasonry/Illuminati It's all set to get the public to
accept the new world order through divide and
conquer techniques by a left wing msm creating a
cognitive dissonance in the general public keeping
them constantly in an angry hateful place looking for
answers that will be supplied to them by the same
msm from the mouths of corrupt but trusted
politicians. They are the same people trying to
normalise child sexuallity and demonic worship
through pop and hollywood.

DNI & Congressional hearings where all the wrong
questions are asked.

The 6 corporations that control 90% of what the
public reads, sees, and hears I.e., the media.

Who owns those 6 corporations?

952
670 US persons? Not necessarily. Foreign shareholders of media companies can set narratives.  2.

Those who provide the funding, i.e., SA bad actors operating in coordination with the
CIA

953 671 Who can violate this rule? Other countries in the "5 eyes" (British Commonwealth) can surveil and unmask
American citizens legally.

Those who have means to do so who are not constrained by rules

954
672 Who cannot violate this rule? American intelligence, NSA to be specific Non law enforcement.  Sally Yates can't unmask Flynn on US soil having a

conversation with the Russian ambassador also on US soil.  The
surveillance would have been illegal to begin with.

955

673 Why is Adm R so important? Head of the NSA He tipped off Trump.   He would know if people were being illegally
unmasked or illegally tapped.  All legitimately obtained taps would
presumably go through his agency and all records of who requested
unmasking, as well as likely records of affidavits used to obtain FISA
warrants would be housed with NSA.  He would likely see shenanigans.

956

674 Who wanted him fired? Obama, and James Clapper and John Brennan https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/us/politics/obama-remove-nsa-leader-
michael-rogers.html

James Clapper was head of Department of Information and was pushed into
resigning after denying the NSA (Roger's department) was collecting data
on Americans.

and Ash Carter

957

675 Why? They had a month to get in there and shred the trail of all the illegal activities before
Trump had powers.  There is an FBI informant who worked as a contractor for CIA who
has publicly stated that the CIA was tapping all kinds of people including Arpaio and
Trump, going back several years.  It is littered throughout court documents going back
to (?) a divorce case in Arizona, where Arpaio got word of it first and presumably tipped
off Trump long before Rogers.  This person was an FBI informant as well but all his
information was surpressed.  There is a long trail of his existence and claims.  The NYT
tried to smear him via CIA quotes that he was a they years back but then they turned
around and hired him again, apparently mad skillz.  This guy knows where bodies are
buried.

<< Wrong Admiral: It's Admiral Rogers /NSA who met with Trump after the
election.  Obama wanted him fired:

Ashton is a nuclear physicist who was sec of defense under Obama, and
assistant sec of defense under Clitnton with no military background.

958 676 Why wasn’t Adm R replaced by POTUS when taking office? Admiral Rogers gave Trump the what's up. Loyalty to Constitution

959

677 Why is this relevant? Met with Trump in private without telling the current
administration on Nov 17, 2016 after an E-6B
"Doomsday" plane circled Denver Intl Airport for
several hours on Nov 16, 2016.

http://archive.fo/fnz5n

Possible attempt to launch Nukes diverted? Also
theorized to be the Continuity of Government
location.

http://archive.fo/R6fHW

I am leaning towards the nuclear theory.

After this meeting it was recommend that Adm R be
removed by Obama's Administration.
http://archive.fo/tVtvx    ---   ANSWER FROM THE
THREADS ---- A: As a follow-up to their T/C the day
before when R called Drumpf directly to inform him
that he had been alerted to, and had aborted, an
unauthorized 'doomsday plane' (a Boeing E6 - B)
flight, call sign 'IRON99'.

Note: Flight and Rodgers' call/trip dates match. Press
accounts exist of the identified Boeing and its bizarre
hours long holding pattern over Denver as well as
Rodgers' discovered covert trip to NYC. Press
accounts of recommendations for Rodgers'
termination after the trip also exist.

Rogers provides continuity in the narrative and
protected the logs of all kinds of things.

960

678 Who has the ultimate power to designate classification? POTUS and division chiefs so appointed in fed
register. People with TS clearance can classify as TS
or Sec, people with Secret can set confidential.
https://www.archives.gov/federal-
register/codification/executive-order/12356.html

high

961 679 Who ultimately sets classification? POTUS

962
680 Why is this relevant? Could no longer hide the truth without one of their

minions at the helm.  He can "leak" without it being a
leak.

963 >>148287473
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964

681 Why were the acts that recently occurred in SA so critically important? [Theory] The Podesta Email #39143 has a power point from his think tank "Center for
American Progress" on what will occur when the king is replaced; mostly about Salman.
A lot of interesting bits of info, but as it relates to the question, it appears that SA's
reserves are drying up; their GDP% is in decline; Deficit % of GDP is -19.5% in 2015
(down from +12 in 2012); Salman might be desperate enough to reach out to Muslim
Brotherhood - but Salman proposed an offer to open up Saudi for American investments
"in the tune of an absurd $2 trillion over coming year"
Link to that email: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/39143

Cut the head off the snake.

965

682 What US assets are in place in/near SA? King Fahd Air Base - Mecca
King Khalid Air Base - Riyadh
King Abdul Aziz Air Base - Persian Gulf ( most strategic )

Al Udeid Air Base - Persian Gulf Qatar
NSA Bahrain Navy Base in Bahrain
NRCC Bahrain Navy Base in Bahrain

Camp Baharia Marine Corps Base in Fallujah, Iraq
FOB Abu Ghraib Army Base in Abu Ghraib, Iraq
Camp Justice Army Base in Kadhimiya, Iraq
Camp Victory Army Base in Baghdad, Iraq

Six Army bases in Kuwait
Several JOTC bases scattered.

Qatar hosts the largest US military presence in the region.
Source:
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/06/05/middleeast/qatar-us-largest-base-in-
mideast/index.html

966

683 What assurances were made to protect the Kingdom? Military protection, financial protection in exchange for continuation of the use of USD
(petrodollar)

Saudi Arabia is one of America’s largest foreign creditors to the tune of
~$120 billion which stems back to a deal between Nixon and King Faisal bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud made in 1974 which the King demanded remain secret.
The U.S. would buy oil from Saudi Arabia and provide the kingdom military
aid and equipment. In return, the Saudis would plow petrodollar revenue
back into U.S. Treasuries.  Saudi Arabia also agreed that the U.S. dollar
would be used in all oil trade.  This increased demand, even as the U.S.
Dollar went to a totally fiat system.

967

684 Who shot down the missile from Yemen? Saudi Arabia. Q said "we" shot it down (i.e., the USA)

Also, on top of all the other arms contracts that SA has with the US, they just
agreed to buy THAAD for 15 billion.

- https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-saudi-missiles/u-s-approves-
possible-15-billion-sale-of-thaad-missiles-to-saudi-arabia-idUSKBN1CB2IN

Battery of US Patriot missiles - SA depends on US
security. However: recent purchase of S-400
http://www.businessinsider.com/r-saudi-arabia-
agrees-to-buy-russian-s-400-air-defense-system-
arabiya-tv-2017-10?IR=T

968
685 POTUS declassify_speech_Jap_11_5 Japan is a treasured partner and crucial ally of the United States.

https://www.c-span.org/video/?436961-1/president-trump-speech-us-troops-japan
POTUS speech on Texas shooting: cadence off, abnormal pauses at
various points. It seemed that he wanted to say something but
couldn't/didn't.

969 686 Was it really from Yemen? Para-political actors from across the region fight in
Yemen: Iran, Israel, US...

970 687 How do we know?
971 688 Why is this relevant?
972 689 Who are the puppets? The Politicians FBI, CIA, SS
973 690 Who are the puppet masters? Mega Families, Bush, Morgan, Rothschild Those who donate to the Foundations

974 691 Who pulls the strings? Those who have the money;
-those funding the Foundations

975
692 What provides power? MONEY! -BLACKMAIL/INTELLIGENCE

-MEDIA
Control of the narrative and flow of information. Social Media is a parallel.
-MILITARY/LAW ENFORCEMENT

Political Control

976
693 What if US elections can be rigged? Then the people's vote is worthless; the elite choose the leaders under the false pretext

of the majority doing so. ---- When voting is compromised so is democracy. It is the end
of the democratic process which leads to one group controlling everything.

977
694 How are JFK, Reagan, and Trump different from the rest? -They all challenged the CIA

-They all had their own independent wealth
-They all were from families that were not in the political dynasty

None of them were actually beholden to, or compromised by the CIA, the
Bush family, or the Mossad

978 695 Why did JFK surround himself w/ family much like POTUS? He could trust his family, not others. Loyalty

979

696 What if it was bought and paid for? bought what? the election or the assassination of
JFK?  I'd say both. 2.  If the JFK assassination was
bought and paid for, it means there is a "deep state"
that will stop at nothing to both protect itself and
achieve its ends.

980
698 How would this be possible? By controlling the party, the media and the methods of voting. The JFK assassination would be possible through a

powerful, ruthless, and entrenched deep state
network.

981

698 Why are there no voting ID laws in place? Historically, democrats have argued that Voter ID laws are discriminatory towards racial
and ethnic minorities, low income citizens, and the elderly.

Establishment power relies on importing illegals to vote for more gov't Allow voter fraud by busing in voters, allowing for
multiple voting, allowing the dead to vote, and
allowing illegals to vote.   Lefts say it discriminates
against the poor or those who don't drive, but there
are state IDs and the poor can get IDs for "free",so
lefts argument is BS.

982

699 What do you need an ID for? List. Compare. Laugh. Bank account, purchase/consume alcohol, driving, enter federal buildings. Alcohol, Tobacco, Rx drug purchases, library books,
rental cars, welfare, banking, fly on a plane, go to
another country, to secure legal employment, use
services of a notary public, to get phone/internet
service, get a loan, buy a gun, get a concealed carry
license, get a hunting/fishing license, and
professional license (from doctor to beautician),
register for college, enlist in the military,get movie
tickets if ordered on line, get unemployment benefits,
take the bar exam, take the professional engineer's
exam, apply for EBT cards, apply for social security
/medicade benefits,rent anything, buy a house, get a
mortgage,adopt a pet, hold a rally/protest, to donate
blood, high school

for everything!!!

983 700 What is the argument for not allowing voter ID laws to be enacted? The left says it's racist and discriminatory Racism, poor people don't have ID High
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984

701 Why are immigrants important? (MB)(Votes)(Attacks) -Supplant the original founding stock of USA,
-create more Ds, more people dependent upon government,
-dilute the culture of USA,
-commit crimes, bring in drugs, (to justify more laws),
-commit assassinations (handy expendable assets for bad actors)
-lower wages,
-create exploitable social divide between population groups.

Immigrants seem to vote on the liberal side of things due to lefts rhetoric and
support of open borders, multiculturalism, and diversity.

RACISM! Immigrants seem to vote on the liberal side
of things due to lefts rhetoric and support of open
borders, multiculturalism, and diversity. Yes, the
immigrants support the party (usually the left) that
invited them; otherwise they are in danger of being
sent home. But

At the 3% to 5% level over a period of decades, you
can dissolve the nation state slowly by entrenching a
globablist-leaning elite. (7% growth over 10 years
doubles the original population.) The newcomers are
permanent vote-slaves for the party/group that
invited them preventing/impeding the "natives" from
voting to send the new-comers back.Their children
will be vote-slaves too. If the newcomers are poor,
then they get social services, something the left
parties promote and this furthers the immigrant's
loyalty to the party that invited them.Plus, they
become a drain on the economy which furthers the
goal of dissolving the nation state.Chaos, social and
economic unrest promote the globablist agenda.
Crisis leads to "demand" for new world government.

Further, in the case of the MB, many immigrants are
men of fighting age; immigration thus brings to the
new land a potential army prepared to support the
globalist elite in overthrowing or subverting the
existing government.For reasons identified,
Immigrant populations are fertile grounds for finding
radicalized individuals willing to engage in terror
attacks, which in turn, either pacify the "natives" or
cause civil war. Either is good for the globablists.

Divide, war

High

985

702 Why are illegals important? (MS13)(Votes)(187) Dem votes, MS13, terrorists, as well as cheap labor for corps and destruction of US
culture and increase in chaos

MS13 cheap hitmen, expendable after tango down
(Seth Rich)

187 police code for murder?

2nd poster: Use the Electoral College system against
us. By placing immigrants in traditionally Red States,
they  can turn Red Counties Blue.

986

703 Why is open border important? -To allow the illegals into the US
-Can't import massive numbers of third-worlders legitimately/legally without popular
revolt.
-Open borders ensures that there is NO vetting whatsoever of who gets in, no tracking,
no ability to control the state of the nation and its direction.
-It also allows for new D “voters” and more voter fraud, pushes down wages and
alienates the (founding stock) public ever more from govt – lowering confidence in govt
and society with withdrawal from the social space allows foreigners to take more control
of culture and exert more influence.

Flow of drugs, human trafficking, cheap, easily
exploited labor. Demoralization of the native
populace. Breakdown of national culture and
sovereignty.  Stress social programs.  Reduce quality
of life in the nation.  Make everyone but the elite
poor.

2nd poster: Globalization

987

704 What did BO say on the campaign trail last year to illegals within the US? -BO stated that it was not illegal for illegals to vote
-They SHOULD vote, they are entitled to vote, they are part of America (paraphrase)_

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-WX5S0-Pbk

-He stated that the voter rolls and the citizenship rolls are not cross checked.
Essentially giving the wink and nod for illegals to go ahead and vote - that no
one will check up on it.

988

705 What did BO encourage? Voting by illegals In barely veiled terms, he assured the illegal
immigrants that no one would do anything if they
voted, and he declared that when a person is in the
voting booth, they are a citizen.  Hard to think of a
more persuasive thing to say to get illegal immigrants
to vote. -- Added 11/11: Here is the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfgEvgVC6Qs

989 706 Was this illegal? Yes electoral fraud high
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990

707 Who owns sizeable stakes in voter machine co’s? Michael R. "Mike" McCarthy (Chuck Hagel) George
Soros --(different researcher here for following info)
There are 3 voting machine companies Dominion
Voting Systems Corporation (Canadian registered
but VENEZUELAN owned or controled!!!)
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/brad-
friedman/exclusive-on-heels-of-die_b_620084.html ,
Election Systems & Software (Nebraska), and Hart
Intercivic (Texas).
https://votingmachines.procon.org/view.answers.php
?questionID=000263 . The only company of these
three that has anything filed with the SEC is Election
Systems.  The "Notice of Sale of Securities" filed Apr
05, 2007 shows many "Beneficial Owners," but the
first two listed link directly to Warren Buffet's
"Bershire Hathaway." First is "World Investments,
Inc" which is the venture capital arm of "Omaha
World-Herald Company"
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/s
napshot.asp?privcapId=96801 . Omaha World-
Herald Company "operates as a subsidiary of
Berkshire Hathawy"
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/
snapshot.asp?privcapId=1074441 . The second
"Beneficial Owner" of Election Systems is MGI
Holdings, an Omaha Company which is a subsidiary
of the McCarty Group LLC which is a subsidiary of
the McCarthy Capital Corporation. (Note previous
researcher named McCarthy as an owner.  I agree,
but McCarthy Capital Corporation has a billion
dollars in assets under management and is went
private in 2013.  This sounds like the hand of Warren
Buffet -- all inferences)  Anyway, Mc Carthy Capital
LLC lists Election Systems as one of its investments.
http://www.mccarthycapital.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/McCarthy-Capital_Deal-
Brochure_20151.pdf . Also John Gottschalk (head of
Boy Scouts) is a director of McCarthy Capital LLC
http://www.mccarthycapital.com/mccarthy-group-llc/ .
He is also listed on the SEC filing as a "beneficial
owner."  More on his ties to Buffet below.  John
Gottschalk, one of the directors of Election Systems
(also a director of McCarthy Capital LLC is retired
CEO of the Omaha World-Herald Corporation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Gottschalk . As
shown above, that's a Buffet company.  So, for at
least one of the three voting machine companies,
Buffet is deeply related.  (Of course Buffet owns lots
of stuff.)

991

708 Who decides what voter machines are used in elections? Election commission for the State. State level  / 2. State and Local Election Boards / In 2002, Help America
Vote Act was signed, the bill was "An Act to establish a program to provide
funds to States to replace punch card voting systems, to establish the
Election Assistance Commission to assist in the administration of federal
elections and to otherwise provide assistance with the administration of
certain federal election laws and programs, to establish minimum election
administration standards for States and units of local government with
responsibility for the administration of federal elections, and for other
purposes." - wiki, introduced by Robert Ney

IT's the secretary of state for each state who controls
voting/elections.

992

709 Why are some ‘important’ counties still manually/hand counted? To sample the voting results, if the machines are too far off it will send out red flags.

Some must be allocated to be safe for Ds, ones they know they will lose otherwise if
voting was regular and legal.

Mistrust of voting machines. http://disinfo.com/2013/10/voting-machine-
manufacturer-diebold-charged-bribery-fraud-worldwide-pattern-criminal-
conduct/ , Map ->
https://ballotpedia.org/Voting_methods_and_equipment_by_state

Mistrust of voting machines.
http://disinfo.com/2013/10/voting-machine-
manufacturer-diebold-charged-bribery-fraud-
worldwide-pattern-criminal-conduct/ , Map ->
https://ballotpedia.org/Voting_methods_and_equipme
nt_by_state

No, not mistrust of voting machines... it's about
cheating. Hand-counting takes time, so the
"important" counties are reported last and reporting
last means you know how many votes are needed to
secure the victory for your candidate. And hand-
counting involves humans who can be controlled and
who can/will lie about cheating.
Also it shows that whoever wins is controlled so no
tampering necessary.

993 >>148287529

994 710 What does money buy? Access, influence, power, silence, narrative, coverage, non-coverage, drugs, sex,
slaves

"Money buys access; access buys influence."                   Electronic voting
machines                                               Votes. PEOPLE!

Control

995

711 How do you prevent tampering? Difficult. Voting machine software is not open-sourced. Media is corrupt and infiltrated.
Transparency is non-existent.

Paper ballots / ID's, having a system most people can understand, Direct
Recording Electronic (DRE) ballot systems would be too complicated for just
anyone to understand the recording processes of.

Block chain technology.  Carefully watch those who count the votes. Public
Paper trail

ID, Paper ballot, ballot dropped in a glass box visible
to the public, paper votes counted, vote counters
watched

996

712 Why are most forms of media left-wing? [POLITICALLY INCORRECT ANSWER]
-Jews bought out majority stakes in various media, through nepotism gained control,
consolidated power.
-Saudis also own major stakes in media – both semites.
-Jews traditionally favor left-wing politics because they think it makes them safer in a
host nation.
-Jews also subvert White gentile countries' culture, has to do with animosity to race as
well as to Christianity (see involvement in porn)

JQ | By Shareholders demand, as it benefits them. Same as below. CIA operatives planted. Saudi
Arabia

Progressive = corruption of values
conservative values = slower change
corruption of values = chaos, division, easier to
control

997

713 Why is H-wood left-wing? [POLITICALLY INCORRECT ANSWER]
-Jews control Hollywood – they say so themselves (See: Joel Stein in LA Times, on
Times of Israel, book: An Empire of Their Own, written by a jew)
-Jews traditionally favor left-wing politics because they think it makes them safer in a
host nation.
-Jews also subvert White gentile countries' culture, has to do with animosity to race as
well as to Christianity (see involvement in porn)

Hollywood has a deep distrust of free
markets.http://dailycaller.com/2010/08/25/why-hollywood-loves-democrats/

Jay Dyer's book (Esoteric Hollywood) and extra
research (available on YouTube) answers this
question in depth. Worth researching. Short answers:
CIA, NWO, Lucerferians. Against Christianity is true,
but this is not an entirely Jewish-related question. It
is a NWO question.- because they are told too.

Progressive beliefs = easier to insert pedophilia,
human sacrifice, child trafficking into the beliefs of
the people in H-wood, easier to form a cult by slowly
opening up to more evils

High
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998

714 Why is the narrative so important? Shape the narrative (control the story), control the beliefs and world-understanding of
the populace. Narrative control = population control. Lose control of the narrative and it
falls apart. They can only succeed in their agenda with narrative control/control of
information. Some control was lost with the advent of the Internet and development of
social media (see: Trump direct communication to the world via twitter, bypassing
“legacy” MSM).

Propaganda.

Control of the narrative is what gives the ruling class power over the
masses.

Whether religion, politics or royal families, they all need a narrative to hold
on to their power.

People think that stories are shaped by people.  In fact, it’s the other way
around… – Terry Pratchett

Fastest or most widespread MSM will control the
narrative. Competing media will not spread the
narrative as quickly or as widely. Thus, the
conformist population will rally around the MSM
narrative, even with the presence of smaller counter
narratives in indie media

999

715 Why do liberals defer to racism w/o proof? Project to deflect
-Pavlovian response to a “shut up" word. [immediate response is to stop talking, shrink
back from the accusation and not pursue line of thinking/discussion
-With narrative control, no proof is necessary
→ ALL White people are rayciss, by default, even if they don't know it.
-Weakness in actual argument – no actual evidence or facts to back up their case, so
resort to “shut up” words like “racist.”

-Assume moral high ground.
-In order to create a victim culture; knee-jerk emotional reactions instilled in
society that develops into a habit of not critically thinking or researching into
an argument.
This results in a society dependent on information solely on the authority
while letting go of any shred of individual/personal curiosity or motivation to
find the truth (because they will assume they are right to begin with)

That's their biggest insult because that's the the thing
they hate most about themselves. They have been
brainwashed their entire lives by school, media and
echo chambers. Echo chambers that were created
by silencing right wing or balanced opinions. If we
provide them evidence of immigrants being bad for
the country they catch themselves being led into a
trap of thinking bad things about non white people.
This is the exact opposite of what they have been
programmed to believe so they call us racist. Just as
when a woman could mix herbs to provide pain relief
instead of sucking a boiled rooster nipple would have
been called a witch in the middle ages.

1000
No proof. EVERY WHITE PERSON IS RAYCISS WHETHER THEY KNOW IT OR NOT "No proof" could mean liberals defer to racism because they would no longer

need proof in order to fulfill their needs. Could also simply be stating that
there is no proof for the suggestion above.

Trying to prove it: confederate flags/monuments;
NFL players kneeling;

Drumpf campaign colluded with Russians.

1001

716 Who is HRC’s mentor? Saul Alinsky and Robert Byrd Henry Kissinger according to Drumpf it's Byrd:  Washington
(CNN)Donald Drumpf on Saturday pushed back
against Hillary Clinton's efforts to link him to the Ku
Klux Klan. The Republican nominee retweeted a
supporter's post that the Democratic nominee "said a
KKK member was her mentor.".
Drumpf's KKK Clinton claim: Republican candidate
makes ...
www.cnn.com/2016/08/27/politics/donald-Drumpf-
hillary-clinton-kkk/index.html

High

1002 717 What party was he affiliated with? -Both Democrats
-Alinksy was Communist

1003

718 Proof. She made a public statement acknowledging Robert Byrd as her mentor

She did her Wesley College thesis on Saul Alinsky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hillary_Rodham_senior_thesis

Donald Trump on Saturday pushed back against Hillary Clinton's efforts to
link him to the Ku Klux Klan. The Republican nominee retweeted a
supporter's post that the Democratic nominee "said a KKK member was her
mentor.".
Trump's KKK Clinton claim: Republican candidate makes ...
www.cnn.com/2016/08/27/politics/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-kkk/index.html

DNC threw the elections
DNC conspired with Fusion GPS
HRC campaign conspired with Fusion GPS
HRC mishandled classified information
HRC violated agreement with Obama Administration
re Clinton Foundation donors and conflicts of interest
People in Obama Administration illegally unmasked
US Persons
It goes on and on...

(Oh and Chuck Grassley is a rare bird)
1004 719 What party formed the KKK? Democratic
1005 720 What party formed the Confederacy? Democratic
1006 721 What party abolished slavery? Republican

1007
722 Why are D’s attempting to erase history? Racial tension, placing blame for black oppression on Republicans in exchange fot

votes.
Operant conditioning (also called "instrumental conditioning") is a learning
process through which the strength of a behavior is modified by reward or
punishment. It is also a procedure that is used to bring about such learning.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operant_conditioning

who takes away history, religion and the peoples
freedom???

1008

723 Is the black pop truly free today or enslaved by the D party? slavery with the illusion of "freedom" Welfare state makes it impossible for them to accumulate wealth - SSI,
SSDI, welfare, do not allow people to accumulate a down-payment for a
house, or enjoy the pride that comes with accomplishment.

Learned helplessness.

1009 Refer back to black pop crumbs. ----- Rows 50-57: Lose voters, use black celebs and CBC
for "one black person to another"

WHAT DOES CBC MEAN?

1010 724 Why is this relevant? African Americans are a voting block the Democrats need to keep power. They lose
power.

1011 725 Why is there an attack the day after bad news is published (D)? Deliberate Distraction False flag to redirect. Give MSM a reason to ignore the bad news, keep
people trusting MSM

1012 726 Do you believe in coincidences? No
1013 November 7
1014 >>148452545 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148452545 ID:NOjYqEdl Tue 07 Nov 2017 18:34:55

1015

+++
++
+
Q

The three main families that have the most power in the world: Saud, Rothschild, Soros
+++ = Saud
++ = Rothschild
+ = Soros

Countdown:  3 - 2 -1?

+++ = Vatican (Holy Trinity) or Jerusalem (Three crosses depicting Jesus
Crucifixon) or the Roman Triumvirate? or Shakespeare three acts? Or 3
pyramids by the sphinx?

++ = UK (Union Jack Flag with two crosses, St George and St Andrews)?

+ = Switzerland(CIA) or Red Cross (Organ trafficking, Money laundering)?

GAME THEORY > I win > You Win > We all Win +++

+++ is a switch to command mode.
Hayes Command Set.
- Trump made 3 stops, KSA was a go, SK was a go, and China was a go
they all made deals.

No, the three sides of the illuminati Pyramid.+++ is
house of Saud.  ++ is Rothschilds, + is Soros.  +++
tweet marked the takedown of house of Saud, ++
and + still to come.          mic=d.c.   money=house of
windsor  religion=vatican

See latest breadcrumbs

1016 >>148455482 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148455482 ID:NOjYqEdl Tue 07 Nov 2017 18:56:17

1017

Previous was deleted. Curious.
+++
++
+
Q

1018 >>148453749 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148453749 ID:NOjYqEdl Tue 07 Nov 2017 18:43:57

1019
Photo of STORM CLOUDS The "Calm Before the Storm" Aerial photo of a break in the clouds over a large city.

adding: The photo is from DJT plane, when flying into China after leaving
SK.  It's a gift.

From AF1, Time stamp and location match.  this is
proof of Q's legitimacy
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1020 >>148457032 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148457032 ID:NOjYqEdl Tue 07 Nov 2017 19:05:59

1021

727 The graphic is your key.
Let's pause and say hello to the rogue intelligence agencies currently monitoring these
threads.
Was the money worth it?
Titanic.
Q

Can someone please link the original photo?
“The graphic is your key” may be steganography

Original post: http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/148451796#p148453749

The city is Hong Kong. http://i.4cdn.org/pol/1510149296320.jpg It has been
theorized that the Titanic was deliberately sunk to kill three powerful men on
board who were strongly opposed to the creation of the Federal Reserve
Bank:  B. Guggenheim, I. Strauss, and J. Astor.  Hence, Q's question: "Was
the money worth it?  Titanic."

Hong Kong was a British Territory.
The first Opium war left an indelible scar on China, mainland lost Hong Kong
and was forced to open up trade to foreigners. Its the beginning of the
Opium trade from Afghanistan that still continues till this day.
One reason for the war with Taliban was to restore this trade like the British
did during the Opium War.

+++ could point to Holy Trinity Church, the one Obama attended.
Could be the shape of buildings in Hong Kong as shown in the image with
co-ordinates.
+++ could be referring to the SWISS FLAG, since comey tweet.
http://i.4cdn.org/pol/1510127967945.jpg

Adding:  photo from AF1 as it flies into China.                                "A5" = IOY
(In Our Yard?- 3-2-1-something's coming down in the US?)

their going down with the ship  Titanic may have
been switched with sister ship and deliberately
wrecked to avoid financial loss.  Low-profile owners
who would have suffered the financial loss were
JPMorgan and ultimately Rothschilds? (See book
Conspiracies at Sea by J. Kent Layton.)

Mid

1022 TRIPCODE Q QUESTIONS
1023 TRIPCODE:  Q !ITPb.qbhqo
1024 November 10
1025 >>148779656 http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148777785/#q148779656

1026

Trip added.
[C]oordinated effort to misdirect.
Guide to reading the crumbs necessary to contnue.
Attached gr[A]phic is correct.
Linked graphics are incorrect and false.
Graphic is necessary and vital.
Time stamp(s) and order [is] critical.
Re-review graphic (in full) each day post news release.
Learn to distinguish between relevant/non-relevant news.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation is necessary.
Ex: US ML NG (1) False SA True

(image of compilation of Q's posts is attached to this row)
image address
http://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1510/10/1510107905656.jpg

[C] [I] [A] [is] [here], [p] [r] [a] [y]
(s) (in full) (1)

CA is here.  Trudeau.         IS THE CIA THE TRUE
HARBOR OF EVIL?? SIN FULL ONE (BO)??

[i] is begin italics, the [i] is therefore missing
(contnue, nue italicized). CIA, not CA

1027
728 Why was this necessary? One of "US ML NG" was intentionally (necessarily) false but SA was true. Martial Law

was false. Intentional and necessary to threaten martial law in order to keep Antifa
home on Nov 4.

1028

729 What questions were asked re: SA prior to SA events? Muslim brotherhood infliftration of US government, Senator McCain criticized query.
SA connection to ISIS.
Why is this relevant?
Who took an undisclosed trip to SA?
What was the purpose of a f2f v call?
Alice & Wonderland

How did SA welcome the POTUS during his trip?
Why was this historic and not covered by MSM?
How did SA welcome BO during his trip?
How did SA welcome HRC during her trip?
Why is this relevant?

What happened shortly after 9/11 (specifically with all aircraft)?
Who was authorized to depart? Only one plane was authorized during this "mandatory
forced grounding".
Who specifically authorized this?
What airport did the departure take place at?
Why is this relevant?
How does it tie together?

Why did JK travel to SA recently?
What is SA known for?
Where do the biggest donations originate from?
Why is this relevant?
What else is relevant w/ SA?
Safe Harbour?
Port of Transfer?

https://www.sourcewatch.org/in
dex.php/September_11,_2001:_
Evacuation_of_Saudi_Nationals

On the afternoon of September
13, 2001, "three Saudi men in
their early 20s flew in a Lear jet
from Tampa, Fla., to Lexington,
Ky., where they boarded a
Boeing 747 with Arabic writing
on it waiting to take them out of
the country."

WhiteHouse authorized it

Tampa Florida airport

1029

730 Why is this relevant? US actions mirror SA actions.

As per ISIS, it has been losing big time in Syria. Now it would be natural to go after its'
supporters. CIA has been working with ISIS et al at least since 2013
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/cia-begins-weapons-delivery-
to-syrian-rebels/2013/09/11/9fcf2ed8-1b0c-11e3-a628-
7e6dde8f889d_story.html?utm_term=.961f494bee8f)
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1030

Think mirror.
Look there, or [here], or there, truth is behind you.

Trying to say we should work backwards?
In a mirror the reflection is reversed.
You look forward and you can see what is behind you in a mirror.

Synthetic terrorism = smoke & mirrors... You look at the "terrorist" in front of you but the
puppet master is behind you. Look closer to the mirror or behind you and you'll see.

link to infographic
https://i.4cdn.org/pol/1510421407740.jpg

Answering questions in a number of iterations yields the bigger picture.
Forward-backward-forward

https://imgur.com/a/M8cDD
By absorbing the contextual meaning by going back and forth (Conclusion to
Topic, Topic to Body, Body to Conclusion, including "Look back" to Prior
Postings) you can form a "strength" of a "conclusion".

Some answers are not completely revealed until later postings ("low
strength" of conclusion). In these cases, you keep an abstract "base
meaning" to the answer until the later postings solidify the "abstract" into the
"concrete".

Intertwined within the messages are individual items and circumstances that
are intended to be researched and "discovered" as factual evidence.

This evidence then ties together the schematic of the "topic, body,
conclusion" pattern format to the full intended "reveal". Simply, it "paints the
whole picture"

After new questions are posed and events happen go back and check old
questions and fill holes/answer in more detail given new context/info.

Truth is behind you.

In Alice in Wonderland, Alice had to walk backward
on the garden path in order to progress forward.
Lewis Carroll was a pedophile.

In relation to satanism. Inverted systems.

Inverted Systems could be understood as the
intended construction of the upside down world,
where everything that appears one way in the
physical world may actually be the polar opposite of
how it appears.  TIME TRAVEL??

Possibly telling us to look backward to Q's first
October 28th posts regarding HRC detained, etc
(found).

1031

731 What is a map? A method of relating elements in a set to elements in another set, such a [land] to
[countries]

He is refering to maps of thought, or the diagrams requested before, to
connect dots and see big picture

Its a handkerchief with bodily fluids on it. <== not in
this case

The map is not the territory. The map is a virtual
representation of an actual place.

1032

732 Why is a map useful? To analyze and understand the set in terms of another set It provides direction

You can draw on the virtual territory: borders, shape
public opinion by using different earth projections

It is portable

1033

733 What is a legend? (In terms of maps...) a legend is the translation method, the paths taken between sets Q used acronyms throughout his posts.
A legend is a caption, a title or brief explanation appended to an article,
illustration, cartoon, or poster. A key is an explanatory list of symbols used in
a map, table, etc. Legend is more generic, while key is more specific.

HRC = Alice
Wonderland = Saudi Arabia

Legend is also a cover identity for undercover
operatives.

1034 734 Why is a legend useful? To give understanding to the map

1035

735 What is a sequence? It's a set with order to the elements
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequence

Remember 4, 10, 20

The first ten tetrahedral numbers are:

    1, 4, 10, 20, 35, 56, 84, 120, 165, 220, …

Pascals triangle

Its a sequence

DJT = 4,10,20 letters of alphabet

1036 736 Why is this relevant? A sequence can have a pattern. A sequence can provide the steps to navigate the
map

1037
737 When does a map become a guide? When you're in one set and need to be in another Maps become guides when they lead one to a destination

If the map is the questions when does it become a guide?

When it has a sequence of steps

After you choose a destination or direction of travel

1038

738 What is a keystone? 1- A keystone is the wedge-shaped stone piece at the apex of a masonry arch
2- Something on which associated things depend for support

-Human/Child trafficking (keystone holding together power/control matrix of
compromised persons worldwide)
-Pipeline
-Encryption

1-A keystone is the wedge-shaped stone piece at the
apex of a masonry arch
2-something on which associated things depend for
support
3-cheap brand of beer
4-Q seem to be discussing maps and guides:Georgia
Guide stones.
https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-
the-georgia-guidestones/
the monument has a cap stone or keystone that ties
the pillars together.  It's agenda 21 written on stone.

Adding: Technocracy is the keystone for globalism.
https://www.newshawknetwork.com/globalism-new-
world-order/technocracy-keystone-
nwo/#.WgfgvBdG4Do.twitter

The term is used figuratively to refer to the central
supporting element of a larger structure, such as a
theory or an organization, without which the whole
structure would collapse.

Adding: The keystone is a significant symbol in York
Rite freemasonry
http://symboldictionary.net/?p=2515

"The letters inscribed [on the keystone] are short for
the coded phrase: 'Hiram The Widows Son Sent to
King Solomon,' an obvious cipher, the meaning of
which is likely lost."

GEORGIA GUIDE STONES
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1039

Everything stated is relevant.
Everything.
Future provides past.
Map provides picture.
Picture provides 40,000ft. v.
40,000ft. v. is classified.

Implies Everything is the keystone to an encrypted message Q has given us. There are
multiple encryption methods that use a keyword to randomize a caesar cypher or
something similar

40,000 vertical feat is the cruising altitude of a plane

He's encrypted an image, did he upload .jpgs? How do you check for hidden
files within files? Encryption?

Skyking?

-We had a picture from 40,000 ft. view.
-The picture provides map. Find the map either hidden in image(keystone)
or otherwise.
-Map provides a location.
-Something hidden there?(keystone)
-Past provides the future.

AirForce1 is classified

the map provides a picture, not necessarily the other
way around

Steganography can reveal hidden messages in
pictures, by looking in the picture's hex code, using a
key.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steganography#Digital_
messages

Provide (v) : to make available, to supply

Future supplies (makes (time) available to) the past.
The past is made of linear times in history. The
events of the future supply the past with more time,
history.

Map supplies the picture. Literally, in China, an
actual city in the picture, the actual land makes the
picture possible, gives to the picture. The map is not
the territory, is not the land, so we probably are not
looking at the right picture. Literally, the map (of the
flight, flight paths) could draw a picture or message.
Figuratively, a map of questions could supply a
picture of answers.

Picture supplies or gives to the 40,000ft. v.

Can a message, a picture given by a map, give to
40,000ft. v.? We know that a 40,000 ft. view can give
(perspective, point of view) to a picture, but that isn't
what is said.

If you combine the final two lines into one, it reads
Picture provides 40,000ft. v. is classified.

40,000ft. v. could be a code name for a message. If
the picture provides the message, and that message
is classified, then we could use the map to find the
classified message.

Conclusion: Draw on a map, the AF1 path around
Asia. Note dates, cities landed in, and directions of
travel. Attempt to find meaning in the drawing, taking
each day as a new drawing. Example: Day 3,
combine the paths from Day 1,2, and 3 into a
drawing on the map. Find meaning in the symbol. Do
the same for each following day

No, no, no....40,000ft v means 40,000ft view......what
is the big picture? What does the map look like if you
were flying over it at 40,000ft? The map is this
spreadsheet. Make a high level diagram and then
delve deeper.

1040 739 Why is a map useful? To locate a place, person or thing in a place; distances between, movement of
people/group/things

To find hidden information? To give an overview of a large complex problem set

1041 Think direction.
Think full picture

Trump's Asia trip: 1) Hawaii, 2) Japan, 3) South Korea, 4) China, 5) Vietnam, 6)
Philippines.

South China Sea China, and Russia where both in asia

1042 740 Who controls the narrative? Fake media and their owners

1043 741 Why is this relevant? They are probably scrambling and attacks will come,
CBTS? 2. Media is the main spellcaster.

1044

742 What is a spell? A spiritual/magical tool; a command to make something happen or to gain control over
someone, suppression of willpower. (Chemical spell = scopolamine. Electronical spell =
psychotronics.)
Psychological operations.

The people are under a 'spell' The spell here could also refer to BLACKMAIL.
People are blackmailed and put under their spell.

The subconcious manipulation of the power of self-
manifestation.                         Tones that manipulate
the source code. Audible or internally spoken.
Language as a tool - Law of Attraction
(AI)

Language, words. You spell a word. Incantations are
words said to cast a spell. Saying a word makes a
spell. Spelling makes a word. A spell is a concept or
definition, which can be represented by a word. A
spell is an idea.

1045

743 Who is asleep? One who is under a spell, one who is being controlled. A large portion of people is
ignorant and happy to be so.

Snow White in an enchanted sleep (spell) after eating the poisoned apple.

Regulators of the media?(as in they are 'asleep at
the wheel')

The sheep are asleep.

The spell (idea) is cast, by incantation (by speaking
words) over the population, in order to infect their
minds with the idea. The MSM's talking head is the
wizard creating the mass ideology of the people.

Is Snow White's apple an idea? An ideology?

1046

Dissemination.
Attention on deck.
There is an active war on your mind.

Disseminating a controlled narrative. Disseminating information (both true and false).

Attention on deck: get ready, analyze the media, find the hidden spin, feel the low
energy; pay attention and keep finding answers relevant questions, draw connections
between real world events.

Active war on mind: spells of MSM; keeping people ignorant, controlling the narrative,
adding spin to confuse/misdirect/misinform/deflect; people lose sense of truth. Media
urging people to attack Trump.

If we don't have all the facts at least put up a counter
argument to the media spin. Something for the public
to think twice.Also between all of us we can Build
consensus of our counter arguments.

Its time to build our wall.                 There is a war on
for your mind.... Alex Jones
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1047

Be [p]repared.
Ope[r]ations underway.
Operators [a]ctive.
Graphic is essential.
Find the ke[y]stone.
Moves and countermoves.
They never thought she would lose.
Snow white.
Godfather III.
Iron Eagle.

California
MiddleEast
Plane
Flightpath
(P)(R)(A)(Y)

AGAIN, Diagram, flowchart needed, it has been said time and time again by Q, by MI 2
posts, by Q again here and the insistence and reference to maps importance

Consider "Snow White" to be the people of the West.
-Poisoned by MSM, Hollywood, academia, and asleep (almost dead).
-Dwarves (politicians) can't revive her.
-It takes a prince (DJT) to do that.

Also, consider Mueller as a hunter.
-Returns false goods to the evil queen, while leaving SW alone.
-Buys time for the prince to find SW and awaken.

IRON EAGLE movie series
1.Extracting a hostage
2.Teaming up with Russia to take out a rogue nation
3.Taking out a drug cartel
4.Preventing a false flag

Godfather 3 is about corruption in the Vatican Bank.
-in the opening sequence, 2nd sentence:
"The only wealth in this world is children, more than all the money and
power on Earth."

-The Godfather is called The Don. What did the Don do in Godfather III?

Checking Qs previous questions regarding SA and
port of transfer and airport confirms it.

Need to reach CBTS thread hard after autism
needed for this task.

YES, PLEASE DO THIS, -SPREADSHEET ANON

PRAISE KEK

Riddle me this.

All the talk about flight paths
and maps and news breaks out
a few hours later of an AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROLLER with a
WMD.

Scroll up in this section to read
the SA related questions about
airports

http://www.wcnc.com/news/crim
e/charlotte-faa-employee-
charged-with-possession-of-
weapon-of-mass-
destruction/490990880

Even more weird, the person
who broke the story on twitter is
a regular local reporter just like
the one that broke Bill-Lynch
tarmac meeting.

https://twitter.com/LevinsReport
s

Her cover photo shows a

STORM TRACKER
1048 November 11
1049 >>149063235 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063235 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:29:35

1050 Hard to swallow.
Important to progress.

Truth is hard to swallow

1051 744 Who are the puppet masters? Those in control of currencies

1052
House of Saud (6+++) - $4 Trillion+
Rothschild (6++) - $2 Trillion+
Soros (6+) - $1 Trillion+
Focus on above (3).

1053 Public wealth disclosures – False. Forbes lists don't include them

1054

Many governments of the world feed the ‘Eye’. 1. The eye of providence 2. City of London 3. Vatican
City

The UN is "fed" by many govt of the world.

Eye - watchers (Big Brother), puppet masters, hidden
power
Eye of Sauron - watcher, puppet master, hidden
power

The Holy See in Switzerland - BIS

1055
Think slush funds (feeder). 1st side of triangle, House of Saud, now gone

Slush fund feeders. Saud, Soros

Who is fed money by slush funds?
1056 Think war (feeder). 2nd side of triangle. Who is fed money by war?

1057

Think environmental pacts (feeder). 3rd side of triangle

This is why we engage in regime change.  Whoever
pulls the strings designs our foreign policy with the
purpose of over throwing democratically elected
governments in order to install puppets.  We can
control the puppet, thereby all resources in the
country can be extracted to multinationals.  We
usually end up overthrowing any leader who doesn't
go along:  Gahdaffi, Assad, IRAN in the 1950s, now
even Venezuela and even Putin, we backed a coup
in Brazil of Dilma... they all either tried to go back to
the gold standard or tried to get off the pertodollar.
This explains all our foreign policy... blood for oil or
guaranteeing petroleum dollar... why we are trying to
destabilize BRICS... and the ME for resource
extraction- why we are in South America and Africa
right now.  This is what the IMF does... create debtor
nations so resources can be extracted and there is
not much the host nation can do.

Who is fed money by environmental pacts?

Hi

1058
Triangle has (3) sides. House of Saud, Rothschild, Soros/    Take out any

one side and the Triangle becomes unstable and
collapses on itself.  MIC=D.C.  MONEY=HOUSE OF
WINDSOR RELIGION=VATICAN

1059

1060

Eye of Providence. Eye of Providence https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_of_Providence Eye of Providence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_of_Providence

God

All intermediary lenses of "Mind Control". Eye of
Yahweh, Eye of Jehovah, Eye of Horus and other
religious control mechanisms.

1061

Follow the bloodlines. Many politicians are interrelated with royalty/nobility worldwide.
- George W Bush & John Kerry for example
- House of Saud (royal family) are Donmeh Jews
- House of Windsor are Saxe-Wappen-Sachsen Coburg-Gotha

All trace back to Rothschild

http://themillenniumreport.com/2015/12/the-house-of-saud-its-jewish-origin-
and-installation-by-the-british-crown/
- "Windsor" --> Rothschild
https://translate.google.ca/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=http://www.geschichtei
nchronologie.com/welt/Rothschild/Knechtel_Rothschild-index-
Dt.html&prev=search

13 bloodlines of the Illuminati

red rose white rose battle of blood lines. in
wonderland CB in equilibrium. draconian lines rh-
This is a completely different rabbit hole.

John Lackland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John,_King_of_England

More on King John:
https://realitybloger.wordpress.com/2014/01/13/how-
all-presidents-are-related-to-king-john/
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1062

745 What is the keystone? The Keystone is the central principle/foundation
Technocracy is the keystone for globalism.
https://www.newshawknetwork.com/globalism-new-
world-order/technocracy-keystone-
nwo/#.WgfgvBdG4Do.twitter. ---

A keystone is the top stone of an arch. Remove it &
the whole structure crumbles.

Suggestion: keystone cud b an asset, such as gold
(china has most) or a key country such as syria or
israel. If either one falls war starts. Both russia and
nwo want a pipeline for oil, and neither can do it
without Syria (check map) ---Syria is a keystone
shape between the arch of Jordan/Israel on the west
and Iraq on the east.

Let's look at it in terms of money, triangles, and the
Eye of Providence. In this case, what is the
keystone?

The Eye appears on the $1 bill. The Eye is enclosed
by a triangle, it is a triangle. Feeding the Eye could
also mean, aside from feeding the three families of
the triangle (Saud, Roth, Soros) it could mean
feeding the dollar, the dollar's legitimacy, the dollar's
power. The Sauds / oil is apparently paid in dollars. If
the control structures, building blocks of the arch, are
the three families, then the keystone would be the
controller of the dollar supply: The Federal Reserve

GEORGIA GUIDE STONES

1063 746 Does Satan exist? High

1064
747 Does the ‘thought’ of Satan exist? Yes Yes

http://theconversation.com/brain-to-brain-interfaces-
the-science-of-telepathy-37926

1065

748 Who worships Satan? Luciferians/Satanists/Cults; 2) Long held possibility
that Barbara Bush is the biological daughter of
Aleister Crowley:
http://rense.com/general77/acrow.htm

Many of the Elite actors, musicians, politicians,
bankers and business ppl are actively worshipping
Satan. Many more passivly "Worship" Satan by
perpetrating wickedness.

1066

749 What is a cult? A self-reinforcing exploitive perversion of the social
construct of "culture" to enforce acceptance of
otherwise detrimental and abusive relationships.

Finders
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/149151586#p149
152811

1067

Epstein island. Owned by Jeffery Epstein The island of Little St James was managed by Cathy and Miles Alexander
-Ghislaine Maxwell, daughter of Mossad agent Robert Maxwell, helped
recruit the Alexanders in 1998.

Is location of a cult.

AKA Little St. James Island
https://www.google.com/maps/@18.2982483,-
64.8282013,114m/data=!3m1!1e3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqjDAf2jS3Y

1068

750 What is a temple? Place where a deity is worshipped Spiritual: a host for that which is held sacred.
Physical: a building or place of "worship".

Consecrated ground. Sacred place. "House of God".

Note: Epstein island has a temple, atop a small hill

Also where sacrifices are made

1069

751 What occurs in a temple? Worship or sacrifice to a deity Spiritual: Safe and segregated place for convergence
sacred energy.
Physical: Re-enforcement of the cultural imperative
to subjugate the individual to those who are viewed
to hold exclusive knowledge of the sacred.

Worship, traditions, customs; prayer

SACRIFICE

1070 752 Worship? Setting aside some part of creation as an exclusive offering to a deity Spiritual: yes
Physical: no (Spirit Cooking)

1071

753 Why is the temple on top of a mountain? Mountains are closest to the heavens and a place of encounter with a deity. Multiple
lower levels (tip of underground pyramid)

Higher to the clouds, strong foundation (keystone?)

Place of prominence, the temple is set above all
others. Fits Epstein's personality and also status of
power among the elite of the elite. Epstein is Priest, a
high holy, maybe their version of the pope.

To be closer to the SUN god MOLOCH.

Practical purpose- good drainage, and
defense*(Important people, security is paramount),
and PRIVACY for Epstein, guests, and victims.

SPECIFICALLY TO THE EPSTEIN ISLAND
TEMPLE? (done)

THERE ARE LEVELS BELOW?

1072

754 How many levels might exist below? Yes 2 levels. http://static.panoramio.com/photos/large/112178416.jpg Asking about Epstein's temple not some general new
age spiritual shit.
Context people!!! **See 754-converted generic fuzzy
to more specific.

Physical: Alleged 2?  Citation
https://youtu.be/jpLPyWWnQ7Y
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1615224

high
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1073

755 What is the significance of the colors, design and symbol above the dome? Egyptian.

Colors=Life,blood,strength,purity,holiness,air,water,sky,royalty, sun-worship.

Moloch.

Statue near the dome is an owl, Moloch.
https://youtu.be/jpLPyWWnQ7Y

(new poster) Gold Dome may = Sun / Solar Deity.
Moloch is a sun god. Connection to Dome of the
Rock in Jerusalem?
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Dome-of-the-Rock
Blue, White and Gold flags on google
images=EU/Nazi
Colors: Red, White and Blue, plus gold. Same as
USA flag with gold fringe colors.

Moloch = child sacrifice

high

1074
756 Why is this relevant? Temple on Epstein Island photo attached to this row

https://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1478/32/1478320628662.png
Moloach is at Bohemian grove.
Moloch/Baal rituals involve child sacrifice and sex.
Blood and Sex magic =Spirit cooking.

1075 757 Who are the puppet masters? Bloodline Families Soros, Saud, Rothschilds

1076

758 Have the puppet masters traveled to this island? Yes Visitors:
Bill Clinton (9 Feb, 19 Mar, 20 May, 13 July, 15 Sep, 4 Nov 2002)
Doug Bands
Naomi Campbell
Nicole Junkermann
Sean Koo
Pete Rathgeb
Diane Fleetwood
Kevin Spacey
Chris Tucker
Ira Magaziner
Prince Andrew
Marvin Minsky
Gerard 't Hooft
Stephen Hawking
Lawrence Krauss
Lisa Randall
Ehud Barak
Sir Evelyn de Rothschild and his daughter Hannah
Lord Mandelson and Lord Mandelson's boyfriend Reinaldo
Ghislaine Maxwell
https://www.scribd.com/document/261420719/Jeffrey-Epstein-Flight-Logs-in-
PDF-format

Yes. at least these are documented. Peter Soros,
Saudi Prince Solman. Rothschilds
https://nationalvanguard.org/2015/01/jeffrey-epstein-
more-light/

Epstein black book
https://www.nationalvanguard.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/jeffrey-epsteins-little-black-
book-redacted.pdf

Did Trump ever go to the island?  I can only find info
about him traveling on the plane - not the same
thing.

WHAT IS THE SOURCE IN
THE VANGUARD POST? I
NEED THAT ONE INSTEAD
PLX - TY SA

1077

759 When? How often? Why? WHEN:
Moloch worship "high holy" days start late April to May 1

HOW OFTEN:
Bill Clinton Alleged 26+Times.

WHY:
Blood and sex magick.

Original Temple of Baal was in Palmyra, Syria
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/01/world/middleeast/isis-militants-
severely-damage-temple-of-baal-in-palmyra.html
-These arches are being set up world wide. Supported by UNESCO.
[USA recently withdrew from UNESCO - not a coincidence]
-NB: Jewish mythology holds that once the Arch in Palmyra is destroyed,
Jews will be the rulers of Earth. This is an active belief.

February 9 is the 40th day of the year in the
Gregorian calendar
March 21 is the 80th day of the year (81st in
leap years) in the Gregorian calendar.
May 20 is the 140th day of the year (141st
in leap years) in the Gregorian calendar.
July 13 is the 194th day of the year (195th in
leap years) in the Gregorian calendar.
September 15 is the 258th day of the year
(259th in leap years) in the Gregorian
calendar.
November 4 is the 308th day of the year
(309th in leap years) in the Gregorian
calendar.

1078

“Vladimir Putin: The New World Order Worships Satan” https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/08/05/vladimir-
putin-the-new-world-order-worships-satan/

ANONS, I NEED A BETTER
SOURCE THAN VETERAN'S
TODAY PLX  I KNOW IT'S OUT
THERE
- TY SA

1079 >>149063271 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063271 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:29:58

1080

760 Why were the events in SA extraordinary? Most powerful businessmen in KSA removed from power. High Profile Senior Ministers
and Nearly a dozen Princes in an Investigation by an Anti-Corruption Committee

Those arrested were HRC, BHO, et al protection. They are no longer protected from the
justice system either here in the U.S.A. nor in KSA...
Strings are cut, now they're free falling.

Oil price artificially kept low to keep Russia and Irans profit's low and starve
them out.  Anti fracking opponents defeated so no curb to US energy output.

high

1081 761 Who was arrested? Prince Al Waleed bin Talal high

1082
762 What will bank records provide? Better perspective of the corrupted Saudi financial networks, including

undisclosed/private holdings, financiers, transactions, etc. - material otherwise
unavailable to the public.

high

1083
763 List names, family history, investment/ownership stakes, and point-to-point contacts.

EX: Alwaleed HUMA BO Citigroup US Control

1084
764 Why is this relevant? Ties to bad actors can be shut down, potentially unknown bad actors can be flushed

out, assets/funding can be seized/frozen. A bigger picture of the corrupted finance
network can be built and a better battle plan can be drawn to seize further global assets.

high

1085
House of Saud.
House of Saud US Control
Follow the money.

1086

765 What power shift recently occurred? Elements in the House of Saud and the government and business who had extensive
control, via money, of the US government and some institutions were removed.

King Salman is still on the throne, Prince Mohammed bin Salman is safely in line of
succession with a large measure of power granted to him by the King.

high

1087 767 Was a new King appointed? No but Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman is now in effect running the country. high
1088 768 Coincidence? No.

1089 769 Dark to LIGHT.
Why is this relevant?

Evil to good.
Whatever is done in darkness will be brought to light.

The Island photo attached: the temple on Jeffrey Epstein's private island,
entrance to underground levels (darkness)

Light is capitalized here, may refer to a SAP or
something else. Relation to earlier

high

1090

One side of the triangle removed (1st time in history).
Other sides falling.
+++
++
+

House of Saud removed (+++)
Rothschild next (++)
Soros (+)

high

1091 >>149063400 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063400 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:31:13
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1092

LIST OF ROTHSCHILD-OWNED BANKS
Afghanistan - Canada

Afghanistan: Bank of Afghanistan
Albania: Bank of Albania
Algeria: Bank of Algeria
Argentina: Central Bank of Argentina
Armenia: Central Bank of Armenia
Aruba: Central Bank of Aruba
Australia: Reserve Bank of Australia
Austria: Austrian National Bank
Azerbaijan: Central Bank of Azerbaijan Republic
Bahamas: Central Bank of The Bahamas
Bahrain: Central Bank of Bahrain
Bangladesh: Bangladesh Bank
Barbados: Central Bank of Barbados
Belarus: National Bank of the Republic of Belarus
Belgium: National Bank of Belgium
Belize: Central Bank of Belize
Benin: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Bermuda: Bermuda Monetary Authority
Bhutan: Royal Monetary Authority of Bhutan
Bolivia: Central Bank of Bolivia
Bosnia: Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana: Bank of Botswana
Brazil: Central Bank of Brazil
Bulgaria: Bulgarian National Bank
Burkina Faso: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Burundi: Bank of the Republic of Burundi
Cambodia: National Bank of Cambodia
Came Roon: Bank of Central African States
Canada: Bank of Canada – Banque du Canada

1093 >>149063442 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063442 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:31:41

1094

LIST OF ROTHSCHILD-OWNED BANKS
Cayman Islands - Iran

Cayman Islands: Cayman Islands Monetary Authority
Central African Republic: Bank of Central African States
Chad: Bank of Central African States
Chile: Central Bank of Chile
China: The People’s Bank of China
Colombia: Bank of the Republic
Comoros: Central Bank of Comoros
Congo: Bank of Central African States
Costa Rica: Central Bank of Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Croatia: Croatian National Bank
Cuba: Central Bank of Cuba
Cyprus: Central Bank of Cyprus
Czech Republic: Czech National Bank
Denmark: National Bank of Denmark
Dominican Republic: Central Bank of the Dominican Republic
East Caribbean area: Eastern Caribbean Central Bank
Ecuador: Central Bank of Ecuador
Egypt: Central Bank of Egypt
El Salvador: Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea: Bank of Central African States
Estonia: Bank of Estonia
Ethiopia: National Bank of Ethiopia
European Union: European Central Bank
Fiji: Reserve Bank of Fiji
Finland: Bank of Finland
France: Bank of France
Gabon: Bank of Central African States
The Gambia: Central Bank of The Gambia
Georgia: National Bank of Georgia
Germany: Deutsche Bundesbank
Ghana: Bank of Ghana
Greece: Bank of Greece
Guatemala: Bank of Guatemala
Guinea Bissau: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Guyana: Bank of Guyana
Haiti: Central Bank of Haiti
Honduras: Central Bank of Honduras
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Hungary: Magyar Nemzeti Bank
Iceland: Central Bank of Iceland
India: Reserve Bank of India
Indonesia: Bank Indonesia
Iran: The Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran

1095 >>149063509 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063509 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:32:20
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1096

LIST OF ROTHSCHILD-OWNED BANKS
Iraq - Pakistan

Iraq: Central Bank of Iraq
Ireland: Central Bank and Financial Services Authority of Ireland
Israel: Bank of Israel
Italy: Bank of Italy
Jamaica: Bank of Jamaica
Japan: Bank of Japan
Jordan: Central Bank of Jordan
Kazakhstan: National Bank of Kazakhstan
Kenya: Central Bank of Kenya
Korea: Bank of Korea
Kuwait: Central Bank of Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan: National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic
Latvia: Bank of Latvia
Lebanon: Central Bank of Lebanon
Lesotho: Central Bank of Lesotho
Libya: Central Bank of Libya (Their most recent conquest)
Uruguay: Central Bank of Uruguay
Lithuania: Bank of Lithuania
Luxembourg: Central Bank of Luxembourg
Macao: Monetary Authority of Macao
Macedonia: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia
Madagascar: Central Bank of Madagascar
Malawi: Reserve Bank of Malawi
Malaysia: Central Bank of Malaysia
Mali: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Malta: Central Bank of Malta
Mauritius: Bank of Mauritius
Mexico: Bank of Mexico
Moldova: National Bank of Moldova
Mongolia: Bank of Mongolia
Montenegro: Central Bank of Montenegro
Morocco: Bank of Morocco
Mozambique: Bank of Mozambique
Namibia: Bank of Namibia
Nepal: Central Bank of Nepal
Netherlands: Netherlands Bank
Netherlands Antilles: Bank of the Netherlands Antilles
New Zealand: Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Nicaragua: Central Bank of Nicaragua
Niger: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Nigeria: Central Bank of Nigeria
Norway: Central Bank of Norway
Oman: Central Bank of Oman
Pakistan: State Bank of Pakistan

1097 >>149063549 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063549 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:32:49

1098

LIST OF ROTHSCHILD-OWNED BANKS
Papua New Guinea - Zimbabwe

Papua New Guinea: Bank of Papua New Guinea
Paraguay: Central Bank of Paraguay
Peru: Central Reserve Bank of Peru
Philip Pines: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
Poland: National Bank of Poland
Portugal: Bank of Portugal
Qatar: Qatar Central Bank
Romania: National Bank of Romania
Russia: Central Bank of Russia
Rwanda: National Bank of Rwanda
San Marino: Central Bank of the Republic of San Marino
Samoa: Central Bank of Samoa
Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
Senegal: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Serbia: National Bank of Serbia
Seychelles: Central Bank of Seychelles
Sierra Leone: Bank of Sierra Leone
Singapore: Monetary Authority of Singapore
Slovakia: National Bank of Slovakia
Slovenia: Bank of Slovenia
Solomon Islands: Central Bank of Solomon Islands
South Africa: South African Reserve Bank
Spain: Bank of Spain
Sri Lanka: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
Sudan: Bank of Sudan
Surinam: Central Bank of Suriname
Swaziland: The Central Bank of Swaziland
Sweden: Sveriges Riksbank
Switzerland: Swiss National Bank
Tajikistan: National Bank of Tajikistan
Tanzania: Bank of Tanzania
Thailand: Bank of Thailand
Togo: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Tonga: National Reserve Bank of Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago: Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia: Central Bank of Tunisia
Turkey: Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
Uganda: Bank of Uganda
Ukraine: National Bank of Ukraine
United Arab Emirates: Central Bank of United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom: Bank of England
United States: Federal Reserve, Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Vanuatu: Reserve Bank of Vanuatu
Venezuela: Central Bank of Venezuela
Vietnam: The State Bank of Vietnam
Yemen: Central Bank of Yemen
Zambia: Bank of Zambia
Zimbabwe: Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe

1099

The FED and the IRS Both are private."IRS is a foreign private corporation
of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and is the
private “army” of the Federal Reserve (Fed)"
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2015/01/27/know-irs-
fed-private-corporations/

1100
FACT: US Federal Reserve is a privately-owned company, sitting on its very own patch of
land, immune to the US laws.

Can't be touched
The FED has never been audited -most powerful lobby ever.
http://www.federalbudget.com/fed.html

high

1101 >>149063582 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063582 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:33:1
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1102

List of Republicans, in the House and Senate, who have announced they will not seek re-
election:
Bob Corker.
Charlie Dent.
Jeff Flake.
Lynn Jenkins.
Sam Johnson.
Raul Labrador.
Frank LoBiondo.
Tim Murphy.

1103

Why is this relevant?
Re-read crumbs.

Bob Corker - Tennessee, ongoing criminal probe,
committee on banking, housing and urban affairs,
committee on foreign relations (chairman), special
committee on aging.

Tim Murphy - Pennsylvania, committee on energy
and commerce, congressional arts caucus,
Republican Main Street Partnership, pushed out of
office by Ryan due to claim that he told his mistress
to have an abortion

Frank LoBiondo - New Jersey, committee on armed
services, committee on transport and infrastructure,
permanent select committee on intelligince,
congressional arts caucus

Raul Labrador - Idaho, committee on natural
resources, committee on the judiciary, liberty caucus,
freedom caucus

Sam Johnson - Texas, House ways and means
committee, joint committee on taxation

Lynn Jenkins - Kansas, house ways and means
committee, committee on financial services,
republican main street partnership, tea party caucus

Jeff Flake - Arizona, committee on appropriations,
committee on energy and natural resources,
committee on foreign relations, committee on the
Judiciary, special committee on aging, liberty caucus

Charlie Dent - Pennsylvania, committee on
appropriations, chairman of house committee on
ethics, congressional arts caucus

1104 >>149063644 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149063644 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:33:51

1105

Wealth (over generations) buys power.
Power (over generations) buys more wealth/control.
More wealth/control buys countries and its people.
Families combined (TRI) = NWO.
Inner TRI families will collapse

Saudi Arabia
Rothchild
Soros

SA - provides a way of undisclosed influence over individuals, the source of all financial
persuasion. When the clean up of SA occurred the majority of the TRIs slush funds went
with it. SA’s job is to bribe, fund and stay relatively behind the scenes. SA = Cash Flow

Rothchild - provides a way of influence over matters of national finance (hence all the
central banks). They are able to control and manipulate national finances to their favour
via “legitimised avenues” such as stocks, property investments etc. While these
avenues generate massive wealth they are also fairly well documented hence the need
for a “cash flow” partner in SA. Rothchilds have also worked their way into some
extremely influential positions to be able to manipulate things to their benefit. Rothchild
= Influence + manipulation

Soros - influences mainstream media. It’s no good having the power to control and
manipulate national finances unless you have a way of voicing your agendas. Soros is
reported to have connections to over 30 MSM outlets. Soros = Control of information

1106 770 What is the keystone? The "Keystone" holds everything together. What holds everything together here?
Money & Power.

However, the keystroke must be supported, if it is
not, it will fall!

1107
771 What Nation dominates all others? US

US bankster army, at the behest of Israel / Mossad /
Jew Mafia Faction(s).

1108

772 What Nation has influence over most others? Isreal (British/Rothschilds run Israel, therefore I
propose Britain.)
2nd answer: I propose SA. They "influence" "Most"
nations through several links.OPEC, UN. Middle
East, $$ bribes and payoffs, banking, etc. And what
country/group is currently under "mass arrest/
purge"?  SA is... Not Isreal. (although no one can
discount that they have a part to play in this)
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1109

773 What is the keystone? The United Nations is the keystone to all global
money and power (wars), Agenda 21, NWO.

+++

------------------------------------------------------------

WE are   ?please explain this answer

Return to SA?
Does he mean the keystone is literally a stone that is
the key? The blackstone set in the eastern corner of
the Kabba(black cube) in Mecca SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Stone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BlackRock

2nd answer: The Keystone is the PetroDollar (now
being dismantled, thus all the "Bricks" falling.)
———————

The fiat money system and debt slavery (from
bankrupting the greatest nation-states and taxing
international corporations to interest rates on micro
loans) is the economic keystone to world control.

Blackmail (from threatening nuclear annihilation of
national populations to harm or murder of one’s
family) is the psychological keystone to world control.

Both of these, and other means, are, at their
simplest, the tools for death and destruction.

------

The FED?

----

NOTE TO OWNER BELOW ROWS ARE LOCKED

The keystone has to be money.

High

1110

Return to SA.
Strings cut (+++).
Puppets (+++) in shadows.
Each side of the triangle controls a certain subsect of power brokers.
Power brokers are also labeled as the puppets/servants.

1111 774 What is the New World Order? The post WW2 hierarchy in international politics: one government, one currency, one
religion.

high

1112 775 Why did POTUS receive a sword dance when visiting SA? Bonding between world leader and national leader.

1113

776 What does this mean culturally? Two warriors did a ceremonial dance, traditionally done before a war or battle The term 'ardah' is thought to derive from the Arabic verb ard meaning 'to
show' or 'to parade'. It was so named because its purpose was to publicly
display the fighting strength of a tribe and boost morale before an armed
engagement. Although there are regional variations of the particular
rendition of ardah, the purpose it serves is nearly identical throughout the
Arabian Peninsula.

The term 'ardah' is thought to derive from
the Arabic verb ard meaning 'to show' or 'to
parade'. It was so named because its
purpose was to publicly display the fighting
strength of a tribe and boost morale before
an armed engagement. Although there are
regional variations of the particular rendition
of ardah, the purpose it serves is nearly
identical throughout the Arabian Peninsula.

high

1114
777 Why is this relevant? KSA and the US are on the same side of this war against bad actors on an international

scale.
KSA is possibly going to war with Lebanon
and Iran, with the help of Israel and US ---
They are going to war against the NWO.

high

1115 778 What occurred in SA? Removed the strings connecting the puppets. Corrupt persons, government officials, royal family members and media
have been arrested.

high

1116

779 How did POTUS remove one side of the pyramid? Removed their access to their money By siding with the least evil Royal group, offering them support and power
(alliance) and playing them against other family groups.

TRUMP broke their SPELL.
Perhaps MEME Magic helped.

By siding with the least evil Royal group,
offering them support and power(alliance)
and playing them against other family
groups. MbS is only 32 like Kim Jong Un
and their hands are not tied by the past
actions and are moldable.

Negotiated weapons deal ($110B) with likely
promise of US military support in the event
of armed conflict.

SA probably won't be paying $110B for the
weapons right now but will be getting them
all for much less.

high

1117
780 What did POTUS receive while visiting China? Stronger alliance with China. Military and economic deals negotiated.

Greatest Respect accorded to any US President.

a God Emperor's welcome
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1118

781 Where did POTUS dine? The Forbidden City, the Emperor's palace "state++"

1119

782 What is the significance? It has never before happened in modern Chinese history. It is an honor unparalleled. Trump & Melania were allowed to have dinner and
watch an opera in the Forbidden City, historical and
has great significance.  Trump see as a friend not as
hostile stranger.  FORBIDDEN CITY has 2 senses:
1. the sacred city of Lamaism; known as the
Forbidden City for its former inaccessibility and
hostility to strangers

1120 783 What if China, Russia, and others are coordinating w/ POTUS to eliminate the NWO? Force multiplier, joint forces, multiple simultaneous operations = more effective high
1121 784 Who controls NK? Kim Jong-Un is the face of NK leadership.

1122

785 Who really controls NK? Rothchild &or British monarchy/oligarchy/aristocracy.
The deep state

Some multinational organisation/group but probably
not individual countries like Russia/China since their
help is being sought to fix NK.

CIA - barack obama?

1123

786 Who controls several agencies within the US, EU, and abroad? Round Table group via their offshoots ala CFR, etc?

U.S. State Dept?
https://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/rls/dos/436.htm

British Monarchy?

Secret Service, ONI, MID were intelligence agencies
operating by late 19th century. In early 20th century
FBI and U-1  joined them.
American Intelligence services existed before CIA.

OSS/CIA represented an extension of British
Imperial Control. William J Donovan is considered
the father of American Intelligence though it
specifically means CIA.
Read about this Internationalist's British connection.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_J._Donovan

CampX was the training ground for American OSS
agents.

1124

787 Why is No Such Agency so vital? The NSA is a military intelligence agency, it does not fall under the other intelligence
branches

NSA part of MI via INSCOM, bigger than CIA, and sees everything, making
them an important POTUS tool.

NSA = More tilted towards nationalism
CIA = More tilted towards globalism
See No Such Agency card from the Illuminati card game:

Trump trusts Adm. Rogers and therefore the NSA to
be on his side against the deep state

1125 Enormous scale of events currently ongoing. Worldwide effort.

1126

788 Why is Russia helping to kill ISIS? Because the border with the Middle East affects them. Prince Bandar (aka Bandar Bush
due to close affiliation with George W) directed Islamic jihadi terrorism towards Russia
and there were multiple terrorist attacks resulting.

It is in Russia's national interest to ensure a level of stability in the Middle East both
sociologically and with regard to oil.

Securing Russian presence in Middle East:
- Tartous warm-water port gives direct access to the Mediterranean.
- Port is Sryian territory, Russia must ensure stability in Syria to keep this
access.

high

1127

This is not easy to accept nor believe.
Crumbs make bread.
Operations active.
Joint missions underway.
The world is fighting back.
Refer back to graphic.
The Great Awakening.
Snow White.
Iron Eagle.
Jason Bourne (2016)(Dream/CIA).

The Jason Bourne signature refers to “Bourne finds himself back in action battling a
sinister network that utilizes terror and technology to maintain unchecked power.”

-Funding terror groups as a way maintain and justify your agenda if you’re in a position
that requires ever more invasive powers

Snowden. It's a nickname that he got while at the CIA

1128 >>149065482 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#q149065482 ID:gO/UntOB Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:53:04
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1129

Rogue operators are here.
Failed to shut down site.
Protected.
This will only get worse.
Archive and coordinate.
Crumbs dropped will soon paint the full picture.
The picture will open the eyes of the world.
We can't do it without you.
God bless you all.
Q

1130 November 12
1131 >>149122955 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149120562/#q149122955 ID:99LpGawB Sun 12 Nov 2017 12:16:24
1132 789 How did Soros replace family ‘y’? changed last name

1133

790 Who is family ‘y’? Rockefeller Theodore Schwatz

Rothchild = Red Sign
The name Rothschild in Yiddish means Red Coat, as
in heraldic Coat of arm.

Rothchilds are believed to be Kharzarian Jews
Original Name:  Bauer
Invented the concept of state/central Banking

Soros originally György Schwartz, became
commonly known after shorting british pound
successfully in the early '90s.  "Soros made at least
$1 billion off this one trade. For the British
government's part, the devaluation of the pound
actually helped, as it forced the excess interest and
inflation out of the economy, making it an ideal
environment for businesses."

1134

791 Trace the bloodlines of these (3) families. All POTUS, except MVB & DJT, directly related to royal European bloodlines;
-34 have been genetic descendants from just one person, Charlemagne, the brutal
eighth century King of the Franks.
-19 of them directly descended from King Edward III of England;
Bush is closely related to the king of Albania and has kinship with every member of the
British royal family and the House of Windsor. He is related to 20 British Dukes, the 13th
cousin of Britain’s Queen Mother, and of her daughter Queen Elizabeth. He is 13th
cousin once removed from Prince Charles and has direct descent from King Henry III,
Charles II, and Edward I of England. “Father George and wife Barbara [Bush] are both
descendants of Godfroi de Bouillon who, in 1099, led European noblemen in the
successful Crusade to recapture Jerusalem from the Islamic faith and moved into the
King’s palace at Temple Mount … Godfroi de Bouillon was the first king of Jerusalem
and the Duke of Lower Lorraine, a major region for the Illuminati bloodline

[Speculation] Barbara Bush is the daughter of
Aleister Crowley

" Pauline Pierce, after sexcapades with Aleister
Crowley, gave birth to Barbara Pierce who became
Barbara Bush, who gave birth to none other than,
George VV Bush, Aleister's grand-son. Barbara
Pierce is a descendant of President Franklin Pierce,
Sr (not a Freemason), who is a descendant of
Thomas Percy who tried to blow up the Parliament
and King James I. Franklin Pierce lost favor over
wanting to keep slavery alive and was replaced by
James Buchanan (Freemason) who is a descendant
of James I and both James are accused of being
homosexual."

http://www.rense.com/general77/acrow.htm

Soro's father advocated for Esperanto.  The
language was born in a Russian Prison Camp.
George arrived penniless in London and found a
place to stay via the Esperanto Society.  Soros is
Esperanto meaning "to soar".

Soros mother descended from successful silk
merchants, presumably Jews

1135 793 What happened during WWII? European powers fought with Russia and America against Germany, Italy and Japan.

1136

794 Was Hitler a puppet? In the beginning yes. Hitler accepted money from International Bankers. He soon used
that to Germany's benefit and broke from the international banking system, thereby
"cutting the strings"

According to an article that appeared in the New Yorker in 1941, Goering
was ultimately the real power.

http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/projects/hitler/sources/40s/41cu
rrhist/41vCurrHistHitlersBoss.htm

high

1137 795 Who was his handler? Captain Karl Mayr and then Rudolf Hess

1138
796 What was the purpose? To use another form of "socialism" to combat international socialism (Communism of the

USSR) which had gone off the plan and was no longer completely in the control of the
bad actors.

Vengeance for Germany's loss and to mobilize the
dispirited German worker to fight again.

Integrate germany to world gov

1139
797 What was the real purpose of the war? Creation of Israel by Rothschilds Destroy the central power in Europe (Germany) that had dared to created an

independent public central bank not based on usury and not affiliated with
Rothschild central banking system.

high

1140 798 What age was GS? 9-14

1141 799 What is the Soros family history? His father fought in WW1 and spent years in a soviet
prison camp

1142
800 What has occurred since the fall of N Germany? Germany had been split into eastern and western Germany. creation of the BRD=/GR no souvereignity.

reunification, still no real constitution. EU was built .
Plan erase all of E Nations into Centralized EU.

1143
801 Who is A. Merkel? Chancellor of Germany for past 12 years. Former physicist/Stasi informer

and member of FDJ (Freie Deutsche Jugend: political motivated youth
organisation. Similar Hitler Jugend (HJ) during WW2)

1144

802 What is A. Merkel’s family history? Angela Merkel was born A. Kasner. Her father was Horst Kasner who changed his
name from Horst Kaźmierczak, which was his mothers last name because he was born
out of wedlock. His father was Ludwik Wojciechowski

Angela Merkel is the Daughter of Hitler and Hitler
Was a Rothschild
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/03/angela-
merkel-is-the-daughter-of-hitler-hitler-is-a-rothschild-
3491103.html

Angela Merkel’s birth, as detailed in the Stasi file,
was based on the research of the German Doctor
Karl Klauberg. Klauberg was classified as one of the
worst Nazi ‘ Angel of Death ’ doctors and was
convicted by the Soviet Courts as a ‘war criminal’.

Wrong! Total misinformation
re:Hitler

1145 803 Follow the bloodline.
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1146

804 Who died on the Titanic? John Jacob Astor IV (richest man on the ship)
Benjamin Guggenheim
Captain Edward John Smith
Isidor and Ida Straus (co-owner of Macy’s)
Thomas Andrews
Lady Duff Gordon
Lady Countess Rothes (Lucy Noël Martha Dyer-Edwards)
Millvina Dean

The Astor Family was one of the richest families in the world and John Astor
III opposed the Federal Reserve.
John Jacob Astor IV, the richest man in the world at the time, a friend of
Nikola Tesla, was an outspoken opponent of the creation of the Federal
Reserve. Astor gained his wealth, in part, as a real estate builder, investor,
and inventor. Other prominent Federal Reserve detractors, such as
Benjamin Guggenheim and Isa Strauss, also died on board.”

http://thespiritscience.net/2016/06/08/did-jp-morgan-sink-the-titanic-to-
remove-rivals-form-the-federal-reserve/

high

1147 805 What year did the Titanic sink? 1912 high

1148 806 Why is this relevant? It occurred before the creation of the FED FED was created Dec 23, 1913 and WWI started
seven months later on July 28, 1914.

1149

807 What ‘exactly’ happened to the Titanic? Iceberg? The ship called the "Titanic" that sank was actually
the sister ship called Olympic.      Iceberg, filled with
water, broke in half (Rods of God?) and sunk  Titanic
may have been switched with sister ship and
deliberately wrecked to avoid financial loss.  Low-
profile owners who would have suffered financial loss
were JPMorgan and ultimately Rothschilds?  (See
book Conspiracies at Sea by J. Kent Layton.)

1150 808 What ‘class of people’ were guaranteed a lifeboat? Women and children, first class high

1151
809 Why did select ‘individuals’ not make it into the lifeboats? John Jacob Astor IV, Benjamin Guggenheim, Isidor and Ida Straus were all opposed to

the creation of a central bank.
10 famous people did not go, cancelled trip last minute Second Officer Charles Lightoller told him that no

men could enter until all the women had been
loaded.

high

1152 810 Why is this relevant? Wealthy, influential opposition was eliminated. JP. Morgan - had his own personal suite, but he
cancelled at the last minute

high

1153

811 How do we know who was on the lifeboats (D or A)? Entire list of lifeboats and survivors in them.
https://www.encyclopedia-titanica.org/titanic-survivors-list/

Boat A was allowed to drift off after it was partially Submerged; It was recovered a
month later, by RMS Oceanic, another White Star Line ship. 3 bodies where left  in the
boat and 12-13 survivors made it to Boat D. 25 people were on board boat D excluding
boat A's survivors.

Known People to survive of Boat A and D are Michel Marcel Navratil, Edmond Marcel
Navratil, Caroline Brown,Hugh Woolner, Mauritz Håkan Björnström-Steffansson,
Frederick Maxfield Hoyt and Rhoda Abbott.

high

1154

812 How were names and bodies recorded back then? According to Wikipedia:
Upon recovery, each body retrieved by the Mackay-Bennett was numbered and given
as detailed a description as possible to help aid in identification. The physical
appearance of each body—height, weight, age, hair and eye colour, visible birthmarks,
scars or tattoos, was catalogued and any personal effects on the bodies were gathered
and placed in small canvas bags corresponding to their number. (It was decided to
preserve all bodies of First Class passengers because of the need to visually identify
wealthy men to resolve any disputes over large estates)

high

1155 813 When were tickets purchased for her maiden voyage?

1156

814 Who was ‘specifically’ invited? John Jacob Astor IV

Emilio Portaluppi well-respected stonemason
received a telegram from the Astors inviting him to
join them on Titanic as they returned from a holiday
in Egypt. He was given first class travel and it
appears, wanted him to use his skills on statues
outside their Newport villa.

Bill Müller served as secretary to a Dutch traffic
inspector whose job was to inspect ships for
insurance and investment firms and was an invited
guest aboard the Titanic from the ship’s owners.

Mott was an influential evangelist and longtime
YMCA official, who shared the Nobel Peace Prize in
1946. He and a colleague were supposedly offered
free passage on the Titanic by a White Star Line
official interested in their work but declined and
instead took the more humble liner Lapland.

The Italian inventor, wireless telegraphy pioneer and
winner of the 1909 Nobel Prize in Physics was
offered free passage on Titanic but had taken the
Lusitania three days earlier.

1157 815 Less than 10. Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt I also, Someone in their family objected to their sailing aboard
the new ship, “because so many things can go wrong on a maiden voyage.”

JP. Morgan - had his own personal suite, but he cancelled at the last minute high

1158 816 What is the FED? Consortium of private central banks in the US. high
1159 817 What does the FED control? US monetary policy, including interest rates. high
1160 818 Who controls the FED? Rothschilds high
1161 819 Who approved the formation of the FED? Woodrow Wilson high

1162 820 Why did H-wood glorify Titanic as a tragic love story? To hide history / distract from the fact the last 3 major opponents of the FED died that
night.

high

1163
821 Who lived in the movie (what man)? This line of questions suggest someone famous was

shown to have survived in the movie but in reality
died that night and his identity was stolen.

Low

1164

822 Why is this relevant? He's a rich guy that kills himself after losing all his
money in the crash

Their Narrative changes the history, or so they'd like
it to.

Titanic sank due to enormous uncontrollable fire, not
iceberg, claim experts. Makes sabotage a credible
theory rather than ramming an iceberg which was the
cover.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-
news/rms-titanic-evidence-fire-senan-molony-belfast-
new-york-southampton-sink-april-1912-
a7504236.html
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1165

823 Opposite is true. ? The man actually died. Identity was taken?
He made money. He was murdered.

NOTE TO SPREADSHEET ANON - BELOW ROWS
ARE LOCKED

Titanic movie is a psyop / brainwashing to tell a
different version of history re: people who survived

1166

824 What is brainwashing? Brainwashing (also known as mind control, menticide, coercive persuasion, thought
control, thought reform, and re-education) is a _non-scientific_ concept that the human
mind can be altered or controlled by certain psychological techniques. Brainwashing is
said to reduce its subject’s ability to think critically or independently, to allow the
introduction of new, unwanted thoughts and ideas into the subject’s mind, as well as to
change their attitudes, values, and beliefs.

high

1167
825 What is a PSYOP? Psychological operations (PSYOP) are planned operations to convey selected

information and indicators to audiences to influence their emotions, motives, and
objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of governments, organizations, groups,
and individuals.

high

1168 826 What happened to the Hindenburg? Official story: exploded because of a spark and being full of hydrogen (explosive) rather
than helium (inert)

high

1169 827 What really happened to the Hindenburg? Joseph Spah was a suspected saboteur of the Hindenburg according to FBI docs:
https://www.rt.com/viral/387447-hindenburg-disaster-theories-anniversary/

The girlfriend of Spehl, the suspected sabateur, had communist beliefs and
anti-Nazi connections. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindenburg_disaster)

high
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1170

828 Who died during the ‘accident’? Most were German Nazis. List of Passengers who
died (crew who died not listed)

Ernst Rudolf Anders *
Age:
Nationality: German
Occupation: Merchant
Body returned S.S. Hamburg, 5/13/37

Birger Brinck *
Age:
Nationality: Swedish
Occupation: Writer
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:
Body returned S.S. Drottningholm, 5/15/37

Hermann Doehner *
Age:
Nationality: Mexican
Occupation: Merchant
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:

Irene Doehner *
Age: 14
Nationality: Mexican
Occupation: Daughter
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:

Burtis Dolan*
Age: 47
Nationality: United States
Address: 734 Kenesaw Terrace, Chicago

Edouard Douglas*
Age: 39
Nationality: United States
Address:

Fritz Erdmann *
Age:
Nationality: German
Occupation: Colonel (German Air Ministry)
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:
Body returned S.S. Hamburg, 5/13/37

Otto Ernst *
Age: 77
Nationality: German
Occupation:
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:
Body returned S.S. Bremen, 5/22/37

Moritz Feibusch *
Age: 57
Nationality: United States
Address:2601 Lincoln Way, San Francisco

Erich Knoecher *
Age:
Nationality: German
Occupation: Manufacturer
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:
Body returned S.S. Hamburg, 5/13/37

John Pannes *
Age: 60
Nationality: United States
Address: 11 Woodland Drive, Plandome, L.I.

Emma Pannes *
Age: 56
Nationality: United States
Address: 11 Woodland Drive, Plandome, L.I.

Otto Reichhold *
Age:
Nationality: German
Occupation: Merchant
Residence:
Birthplace:
Languages spoken:
Body returned S.S. Hamburg, 5/13/37

1171 829 Why is this relevant?

1172

830 What are sheep? Normal people/people that believe every word of their gov/media "This is your last chance. After this there is no turning
back. You take the blue pill: the story ends, you wake
up in your bed and believe whatever you want to
believe. You take the red pill: you stay in Wonderland
and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes." -
Morpheus, The Matrix

1173 831 Who controls the narrative? MSM, The puppet masters/Fed
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1174

832 The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital. Disclosure (of Aliens, reverse engineered
tech, tech denied to keep us in a fossil fuel
economy).  However I think TPTB
underestimate how people would take it.
How bad surveillance really is. (not a
shocker to me)
Aliens are a part of the Kingdom of God,
and the "types" are described as "Four
Beasts Before the Throne" by John the
Divine in his "Revelation".
One calf, (reddish gray, long head
horizontally), one man, (nordics), one lion
(bigfoot), and one eagle (greys). All this
reptillian fear is BS, except for the bad
actors, whom these "fowl of heaven" are
given as food.
The truth about all the contiguous wars, how
they got started. 911 disclosure and why.

Georgia Guidestone population reduction is
really real, and the plans disclosed on how it
would be accomplished.  AND why. How
that connects to vaccines and "health care"-
that could do it.

Given the thread. The truth about the Fed,
and the fact I read someplace that the Fed
has been stealing billions/trillions from
Americans. All the death that resulted from
the mafia Fed.Then the purpose doing that,
and the media was in on it.  It shatters the
American dream, it means no matter what,
you can't win.

1175
833 It must be controlled. give truth in moderation, to keep people sane, don't

disclose everything in a way that will destroy their
trust, their dreams about the goodness of society

1176

834 Snow White. Edward Snowden's nickname at CIA Operation Snow White
https://articles.chicagotribune.com/2000-01-
13/features/0001130129_1_central-intelligence-agency-headquarters-cia-
super-secret
http://archive.is/yCwf9

Use this link to avoid the "not safe" bs:
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2000-01-
13/features/0001130129_1_central-
intelligence-agency-headquarters-cia-super-
secret

high

1177

835 Iron Eagle. In IronEagle movie: two F16 jets being stolen for a
mission to some MiddleEastern country.

Attempted coup in Turkey on 15 July 2016.

At least two F-16s harassed Erdogan’s plane while it
was in the air and en route to Istanbul. They locked
their radars on his plane and on two other F-16s
protecting him,” a former military officer with
knowledge of the events told Reuters.
“Why they didn’t fire is a mystery,”
Fighter jets taking off from another air base at
Eskisehir, west of Ankara, were scrambled to bomb
Akinci and try to stop the rebels. However, the rogue
aircraft were able to keep flying through the night by
refueling mid-air after a tanker plane was
commandeered, the first senior official said.
The tanker aircraft was taken from the Incirlik air
base in southern Turkey, which is used by the U.S.-
led coalition to bomb Islamic State in Syria and Iraq.
 Incirlik air base houses U.S. nuclear weapons too.
Who was really behind the coup?

NATO drill in Kosovo?
https://www.army.mil/article/175268/us_portuguese_
hungarian_armies_join_forces_for_operation_iron_ea
gle

1178

836 Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream). Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream) is Google being run by the CIA hence Alphabet Inc. Pichai
is Kalloor.
Deepdream. Coerced collaboration between CIA and "Deepdream", a fictional social
media company that was a thinly veiled amalgamation of Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube, the three social giants who were just compelled to testify before Congress.

VIral reprogramming of the human genome to create
superhumans. Perfect Spies. Transhumanism

high

1179 >>149124567 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149120562/#q149124567 ID:99LpGawB Sun 12 Nov 2017 12:31:16

1180
IN REFERENCE TO  >>149123755 The CIA has 7 supercomputers, and they are all named after the 7 dwarfs from Snow

White (Doc, Dopey, Bashful, Grumpy, Sneezy, Sleepy and Happy)
https://cheshirelibraryscience.wordpress.com/tag/cia/

high

1181 837 Confirmed. high

1182

838 Go deeper. - NSA infiltrated
- Shadow brokers leaking data
- Q group investigating
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html
https://archive.is/Yi13Q

Reference Titanic after pausing to say hello to CIA monitoring the thread =
they're going down. (the unsinkable CIA ship will sink)

SOMEONE PLEASE ARCHIVE THIS ARTICLE &
POST LINK - TY SA

40,000 ft. view ( question 841) means go above the
data, look at all of the data, see the big picture. Not
necessarily specifically the picture given from AF1
over China

1183

839 Signatures are IMPORTANT. ++++++This could be the antivirus signatures
developed by Kaspersky that identified Shadow
Broker activity. Perhaps leads back to information
which is different from typical Russian cyber
actor??+++

1184 >>149140639 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149139896/#q149140639 (ID: /jAm9Qi+)  11/12/17(Sun)14:52:34
1185 Patriots don’t sleep. Always on the job, watching out for America and American interests. high

1186 40,000ft. v. necessary to understand [US]/SA/global events. LOOK AT THE OVERVIEW OF ALL PREVIOUSLY ASKED AND ANSWERED
QUESTION

high
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1187

Paint the picture. UFO flies above 40,000 ft.

2nd Poster: They're looking for the high level graphic.
Who are the major players and what collective
groups (i.e.: by category not individual name) do they
control? Once you have that view, then go deeper on
each of those groups to show connectivity and
answer all the questions Q has posed. Build the case
as it were. More graphical, less text for easy
consumption and dissemination

Low

1188

Decrease altitude (we will not fly that high again). Forthcoming posts will be more specific, less broad (overview). Pay attention Aircraft Height.. AF1 under threat, service ceiling 45,100 feet (13.747 m) Typical direction from military higher ups on a
particular topic is: "I need the 40,000 ft view on..."
Agree with first locked answer. No more strategic
view. That has been accomplished. Now focus in and
get detailed.

2) Something regarding Icarus flying too close to the
sun. Another CIA program? Apology for collecting
data on US citizens? Had the best intentions but now
since it's being used against them in the NY Times
article they recognize it was a mistake.

high

1189
Higher the altitude greater the [risk] of conspiracy ST. Going forward, we will be looking at individual pieces that will make sense in the grand

scheme, but we can't keep looking big picture because it's too much for normies to
process.
Too much risk of conspiracy Shit Talk.

Exposing all the conspiracies at once will risk being labelled as conspiracy
story. People are not ready to digest everything at once.

high

1190

Many cannot/will not swallow. Most of America is lazy and/ or doesn't care. There
are others who are so ingrained in a tradition
(religion, political party, etc.) it is unthinkable for them
to change their mind despite evidence to the
contrary. Think Catholics and the rampant
pedophilia, R's regarding the Bush family and D's/
liberal women regarding HRC

Secondary: UFO Disclosure as well as ET
involvements about to make its debut. Many will be
hard pressed to believe it

I just went way down the rabbit hole. if false it's sci-fi.
If not it is both amazing and scary. Space/time
travel/. weaponized transformative remote controlled
nanotech. Stargates, Seances with titanic related to
alines.  Project looking glass type stuff.  Yeah it's
time for me to go to bed.  Documentation is "dodgy".

1191

What is No Such Agency - Q group? Associate Directorate for Security and Counterintelligence- Q Group NSA
The security and counterintelligence directorate serves as the NSA’s internal police
force, in effect watching the agency’s watchers for behavior that could pose an
intelligence risk.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-q-group-the-directorate-hunting-down-edward-
snowden

The NSA "Q Group" is the directorate that was in n charge of hunting down
Snowden.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-q-group-the-directorate-hunting-
down-edward-snowden

high

1192

Who has clearance to full picture? NSA has the big picture because of the amount of data it collects. Harder for other
agencies that rely on different intelligence gathering methods to put everything together.

Q-Group They know what Snowden uncovered. They know
the crimes he uncovered and exposed are worse
than him breaking the law to expose it. They've been
piecing it together ever since. They have the overall
map of who did what, when, where, why and how.

high

1193 Important.
1194 SIS is good.

1195
+++Adm R+++ Admiral Mike Rogers was in Obama admin. On November 17, 2016, he

visited Trump at Trump Towers. On November 18, 2016, Trump moved his
transition team to New Jersey

Prior to becoming DIRNSA, ADM R was Commander
Fleet Cyber Command and disagreed with GEN A on
many things.

1196 What agency is at war w/ Clowns In America? NSA Also Naval Intelligence, MI? Clowns (it memetics)?

1197 How does POTUS shift narrative? Speaks to us directly via Twitter. Distracts MSM with tweets. Says seemingly outlandish
things which are eventually proven true.

high

1198
(New) Age of Enlightenment. Golden age??  0 point energy... free energy.

supressed technologies, medical, life extension.
proof there are others beside us. and the LOGOS of
who we really are. Consciousness Growth

1199
80% covert. Like everything else the vast majority of people will

only realize 20% of the enlightenment because they
will not pursue or dig further

black projects mic

1200 20% public.

1201

What has occurred over [th]e last several months? Cleaning house. Getting rid of the leakers or identifying them. Getting rid of big-name
bad actors within the White house and other agencies so that this operation would go
smooth as possible.

Also finding support in the military as there are/ were
some who wanted another Bush to maintain their
'status'

Attempt at inversion: 80% public, 20% covert. Pareto
Principle?

high

1202
C-info leaks? C-info is classified information leaks. Believe this is

connected to the above question. Trump team has
been trying to find and eradicate those leaking
classified information.

1203
Operations (think SA + ???)? UAE tip about AQAP leader in Yemen.

William “Ryan” Owens and 29 civilians were killed Jan. 28 in the anti-
terrorism mission in Yemen

1204
CNN sale? If AT&T is approved for the deal. Already posted on

it. BUT if AT&T took CNN, then the CEO is definitely
gone.  The media hints he may be fired.

1205
What co’s rec large cash injections by Clowns In America (public)? Amazon Washington Post Washington Post

2nd poster: Amazon received $60M contract with
Clowns in America to use Amazon's cloud tech AWS

high

1206

Why??? Official story is for computing cloud by Amazon. Could be for purchase of Washington
Post.

$600 million above not 60

Poster above: Thank you for the correction!

House to vote on giving Amazon $53 billion deal to
become main Pentagon supplier
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2017/11/11/amzn-
n11.html
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1207

Who does [i]t hurt? Anyone who uses AWS? Clowns in America could
feasibly exploit to access this information?

CIA does not have to rely on Utah data center (NSA
controlled) as heavily if they have access to AWS.

mid

1208 Who control[s] the MSM? CIA Project MockingBird high

1209 Primary objective from beginning: POTUS discredit MSM. PSYOP, Pre-emptive attack, Branding to persuade people the truth about MSM and its
lies.

high

1210 [W]hy is this relevant? Decrease the trustworthiness of MSM by exposing the truth and awaken the sheep by
question the established sources of information. Reduce the power of MSM

high

1211 How is information transmitted? Media(Newspapers, Television, Social Media) But also word of mouth, links to actual proof high

1212
How are people inform[e]d? Most people (normies) are informed by the compromised, CIA sponsored news. Lots of

confidential leaks are coming out to give us the real picture. This information spreads on
the internet, but if compromised MSM doesn't pick it up, the majority is left in the dark.

high

1213

Why was Sarah A. C. attacked (hack-attempt)? Sara Carter Circa news, she's all over Uranium One issue. HER TWEET:
Sara A. Carter ✔@SaraCarterDC
Someone just tried to sign into my email from #China. Good thing I put a
second verification on my IPhone - caught them red handed.
8:38 AM - Nov 8, 2017
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/928255469726195713

high

1214 Why was Op[e]ration Mockingbird repeated? Operation Mockingbird was repeated, because someone needs to control what is
released to the public; they don't want the full story getting out.

Internet Happened. Social Media was providing
alternate sources of information. It works

1215

Why was Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream) repeated? Reinforce The Bourne CIA flashback dreams dealt
with Bourne's indoctrination into the special
CIA programming.  Each Bourne movie
contained several flashbacks/dreams and
each movie revealed something different
about that programming.

1216

Think social media platforms. PSYOP messaging platforms: Everything is fine. Nothing to see here. Move along
citizen.

DO not over write-these need analysis.

This recent: https://globalelite.tv/2017/09/22/social-
media-psyops/

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/mar/1
7/us-spy-operation-social-networks

Normie friendly:
http://blackbag.gawker.com/pokemon-go-is-a-
government-surveillance-psyop-conspirac-
1783461240

Good overall Normie
Friendlyhttp://www.makeuseof.com/tag/social-media-
newest-military-battleground/

1217

Who are the Wizards & Warloc[k]s? Warlocks
https://www.nrl.navy.mil/vxs1/

Wizards
http://www.vpu2.navy.mil/

High

1218

What council do the Wizards & Warlocks control? Originally I though this was a bunch of military
scientific scanning planes,
But now I see the Wizards of Langley.  The Office of
Scientific Intelligence.  They control the Scientific
Intelligence Committee (SIC).
http://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/origin
al-wizards-of-langley/

Also
this.https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB50
9/
the above link ties nat' recon office..I think wizards
and warlocks (satellite) is part of recon.  But it is also
NASA AND DOD. So POTUS knows via DOD.

CFR - it a rogues gallery (Citation?)

1219
Think Snowden (inside terms dropped). Believe the Wizards and Warlocks are a group of

hackers within NSA. They have a council but do not
know the name

1220 Alice & Wonderland – understood. Hillary Clinton and Saudi Arabia high
1221 Snow White – understood. CIA Supercomputers high

1222

Iron Eagle? US Army 127th Support Battalion Unit IRON EAGLE
https://www.army.mil/article/166837/fort_bliss_iron_eagles_arrive_in_german
y

An Iron Eagle is an American military officer who has attained the rank of
Colonel but will not be promoted to the rank of General. The term refers to
the rank insignia a colonel wears, which resembles an eagle.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron_Eagle_(military_slang)

2016 Turkish coup d'état ---

Nazi Germany Insignia?

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_Party#Party_sy
mbols

1223

Godfather III? Does the pope have puppets?

Godfather III -> three "godfathers"? Reference to
border drug cartels? Miguel Angel Felix Gallardo =
The Godfather of the Guadalajara Cartel. Others?

God father III -> holy trinity

1224

Speed? Destruction if you take your foot the gas. High
velocity...?

Once the plan is in motion, cannot stop.

—————————
Possibly talking about a bomb somewhere in us?
Back when Obama was president there were a
bunch of nukes that disappeared when being
transported from VA to Dulles.

Dead Man Switch
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1225

Everything has meaning. Pay attention to what is going on. Not just what is
said but actions, counteractions, lack of action being
taken when it normally would, appearance,
disappearance....everything. Look for the reason
behind each??

media is dead everywhere, except the usual Potus
bashing and illegal alien pity pieces. But the left is a
bit nastier in their normal narrative.

1226

Disney is a distraction. Disney is a bit player being used to distract from
bigger fish. Disney is not a power broker but rather
means to an end. Focus on power broker instead---
News of Legionella's disease at Disney land CA

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/11/12/disneyland-
cooling-towers-shut-down-after-cases-legionnaires-
disease.html

1227
Senate & Congress = puppets (not all)(power shift). With R's leaving Congress after being exposed and making a deal and D's under

indictment, that leaves empty seats to be filled by good people. Since DNC is now seen
as corrupt the playing field is less likely to be manipulated. Those pulling the strings are
distracted trying to save their own skin

high

1228 For [GOD & COUNTRY]. Moving back to original Founder's intent?
1229 For HUMANITY. Actions underway are on behalf of the entire globe, not just USA

1230

GERONIMO. Geronimo is from this http://m.imdb.com/title/tt0118883/

Gibson’s character says it to Roberts as a self sacrificing love profession that he will
protect her from the Clowns In America

The SEAL leader radioed, “For God and country—Geronimo, Geronimo,
Geronimo” and “Geronimo E.K.I.A”, which means “enemy killed in action”.
Watching the operation from inside the White House Situation Room,
President Barrack Obama said simply, “We got him.”
https://crberryauthor.wordpress.com/tag/edward-snowden/

The descendants of Geronimo have sued Skull and
Bones, a secret society at Yale University with ties to
the Bush family, charging that its members robbed
his grave in 1918 and have kept his skull in a glass
case ever since.
http://archive.is/7z9Ju

1231

POST NOTE: CONTAINED MESSAGES ---> Becomes this:
[US] [risk] [th] i s [W] [e] [e] [k] [GOD & COUNTRY]

(we will not fly that high again)
(New)
(think SA + ???)

(public)
(hack attempt)
(CIA/Dream)
(inside terms dropped)
(not all)
(power shift)
--------------
Cleaned with my comment in "()'s":
US risk this week GOD & COUNTRY

we will not fly that high again (AF1?)
think SA + ??? (C I A and repeat of Riyadh? missile?)

public hack attempt
CIA/Dream
inside terms dropped
not all
power shift

high

1232 >>149151705 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151586/#q149151705 ID:l/hYVcRn Sun 12 Nov 2017 16:24:44
1233 ::::WARNING::::
1234 This is not a game!

1235

DIRECT ATTACK TODAY BY NYT/CLOWNS IN AMERICA: Turn public opinion against NSA and good guys NYT Confirmed propaganda
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/aug/29/correspondence-
collusion-new-york-times-cia

(they) unleashed the MSM psyop effort to control the
narrative and American minds... The NYT article
calls out Admiral Rodgers by name, claimed that
people are "flabbergasted" that he still has his job.
Trying to set Rodgers up. Claiming 'hack' to cover up
the overreach of the NSA? Covering footprints?

1236
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html NYT is setting the narrative as:

NSA = bad, negligent at least, sabotage at worst
CIA/FBI = good guys who uncovered scandal

Look what happened to NSA during 9-11. Brought before Congress to
testify. Look what happened to Clowns in America during same time: closed
the doors and not a peep heard. See next two Q questions.

high

1237 Do you believe in coincidences?
1238 How many coincidences do you need before you believe?
1239 This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world.
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question # UPDATED Q QUESTIONS (CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER) ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (UNLOCKED, POST
HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
High)

1240

Pray. PRAISE KEK

Holy Father,  I see Who You are and I see what You
are doing. Praise and glory be to You alone oh Lord!

Forgive us Father, for our silence and complacency
these last many, many years. We repent of our
apathy in standing back and allowing the enemy to
come in and take over while pushing You out at the
same time. We have repented for the last year and
we will continue to repent. We pray for healing and
mercy Lord!

 We pray for mercy and deliverance to our enemies,
should any of them truly turn their hearts to repent
and follow You.

Overturn our enemy baal. Overcome our enemy
satan. Let them and all their minions fall back into
their own traps.

Lead us into battle Lord Jesus.

Put a hedge of protection around the POTUS and all
the good people in power,  and remove those with
corruption in their hearts. Replace those corrupted
with those who love You and Your teachings.

Send power and might to Your mighty angels as they
fight the dark powers.
Cover them with impenetrable armor and give them
mighty weapons which are the Words of God and
make them invincible against the enemy!

Cover Your remnant with your armor.
Put on us the helmet of salvation, that we will walk
assuredly into battle. Place on us the breastplate of
righteousness, that our righteous cause may be Your
righteous cause and that our decisions would be just
and true. Around our waists place the belt of truth,
that no lie may be found in or hearts or on our lips
and that we may be ever vigilant for truth. On our
feet place the shoes fitted with the gospel of peace
that we may walk without anxiety or fear. In one hand
place the shield of faith to reflect the fiery darts of the
enemy. In the other hand place the sword of The
Spirit, which is The Word of God, that we may be
ever effective against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark world and
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
realms.

In Jesus name,
Amen.

1241 >>149152902 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151045/#q149152902 ID:X/EWIOzz Sun 12 Nov 2017 16:34:56
1242 This is a direct attack.

1243 The article is disinfo but made to send a message to POTUS. the "journalists" operatives.  Complicit with NYTs.
Proves totally fake news.

1244

You are witnessing history. May we live in interesting times... Chinese president
Xi gives Trump first ever tour and dinner
engagement inside Chinas forbidden city... An honor
never bestowed by China since that country's
inception.

However small our efforts are if feels good to help
my country. I have waited decades for POTUS.
WORLD HISTORY. UNIVERSAL HISTORY.
SPIRITUAL HISTORY.

1245 Coincidence? Hardly
1246 God be with us all. Oh, He is with us. Believe me. He is us.
1247 >>149157229>>149157291 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151045/#q149157229 ID:X/EWIOzz Sun 12 Nov 2017 17:10:49

1248
NYT/Clowns In America article released today re: Q-group is a DIRECT attack/warning re:
what is being dropped here.

+Certain capabilities can make it appear an attack is
coming from a foreign actor (i.e.: location, tactics,
etc), this was in wikileaks+

1249 Read between the lines.

1250 Why was the article published today? CIA and bad actors severely threatened by expose and rapidly shrinking options +Willing to burn something they have in order to
appear as the good guys??++

1251 POTUS has been briefed.

1252 New measures active and in place. POTUS IS SAFE
Counter-measures against bad actors initiated

1253 Update the graphic.
1254

1255

_DGB79FTWA-0ZjBT_19-T_yes +++Are 1096, 1098 and 1099 in any way associated
with indictments?++++

These are operation “Go” confirmations. One can
only imagine who, what, how, and where in the world
this applies to.

1256 _Conf_13_pre-lau_yes Confirmation 13 pre-launch YES
1257 _HTzD09BA_conf_yes Looks like a post ID. Searchable?

1258

_^yRTPCCA-7^DFWTAb_yes Looks like two post IDs. Searchable?

Secondary: I tried a Ctrl+F and only came up with
that associated with the Q entry. Didn't try on
previous breads

1259 _green1_green2_green3_green4_conf-ZDjTwT9Ry Green across the board, confirmation
1260 Godspeed.
1261 >>149160361 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149158110/#q149160361 ID:TrJge011 Sun 12 Nov 2017 17:37:54
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question # UPDATED Q QUESTIONS (CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER) ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (LOCKED) EXTRA ANSWERS (UNLOCKED, POST
HERE)

Confidence (Low, Mid,
High)

1262 Photo of American flag. Filename - Freedom.png file is attached to row. Link:
https://archive.4plebs.org/dl/pol/image/1497/02/1497021851029.png

1263

Q clearance indeed... EnQuire Group is an elite
hacking cyber security unit with the NSA. No stone
left unturned with this group of trojan horses.
Everything is exposed to them as they define the
descriptive narrative given to Black Hat communities.
This super secret group has been exposed as also
being involved in COINTEL operations for the NSA
and is known as the "Q Group" within industry
circles..
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2
017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.amp.html
"“TheShadowBrokers is wanting to see you
succeed,” the post said, addressing Mr. Trump.
“TheShadowBrokers is wanting America to be great
again.” Q Patriot is the NSA insider who doubles as
an agent within the Shadow Brokers group.

1264

1265
Original row 159 seems to have been removed.
Why? It discussed where is BO and I contributed
thoughts to the Philippines visit.
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Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 11:18 AM

Huma Abedin?
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:13 PM

Harvard University Muslim Alumni
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:51 PM

In some places, from the context Q is asking about Huma Abedin and in others HUMA.

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 11:46 PM

Row 2: MI is military, other three-letter agencies are civilian. It would take an act of Congress to suspend Posse Comitatus. Martial law would also work.

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 8:30 AM

Many early news reports of Wikileaks/Assange talk about his snow-white hair e.g.
https://www.alternet.org/story/146361/wikileaks%3A_inside_the_group_that_has_exposed_the_secrets_of_sarah_palin%2C_scientology_and_the_pentagon
[search on internet for snow white AND Assange]

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 9:08 AM

Financial Disruption of illicit financial flows associated with transnational organised crime and corruption
e.g. https://www.unodc.org/rpanc/en/tests/financial-disruption-of-illicit-financial-flows-associated-with-transnational-organised-crime-and-corruption.html

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 7, 2017 1:51 PM

King Fahd Air Base - Mecca
King Khalid Air Base - Riyadh
King Abdul Aziz Air Base - Persian Gulf ( most strategic )
 
Al Udeid Air Base - Persian Gulf Qatar
NSA Bahrain Navy Base in Bahrain

Comments

Row 7: Where is Huma? Follow Huma.

Row 140: What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies?

Row 799: Snow White.

Row 912: What is money flow disruption?

Row 965: What US assets are in place in/near SA?
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NRCC Bahrain Navy Base in Bahrain
 
Camp Baharia Marine Corps Base in Fallujah, Iraq
FOB Abu Ghraib Army Base in Abu Ghraib, Iraq
Camp Justice Army Base in Kadhimiya, Iraq
Camp Victory Army Base in Baghdad, Iraq
 
Six Army bases in Kuwait
Several JOTC bases scattered.

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:57 AM

CIA is here. Pray, sinful one.

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 12:41 AM

Bohemian Club
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 8:00 PM

HRC has witch week every year, chelsea wears upside down cross, podesta's.. Spirit cooking. See WL emails about satanistic referrals. Rumored: UK royals
worship satan. Quote from prince philip: "want to be reborn as killer virus and kill all the useless eaters"

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 12:42 AM

Monte Rio, California

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:56 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlaHubJ-fKk
http://www.pravoslavie.ru/88285.html

 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 13, 2017 10:42 AM

Row 1026: Trip added.

Row 1065: Who worships Satan?

Row 1071: Why is the temple on top of a mountain?

Row 1078: “Vladimir Putin: The New World Order Worships Satan”

Sheet comment
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#20 row24 --> since there is cult etc involved I understand this like: not a battle only between humans, more like good/evil on a spirituel level. he reminds us often to
pray... (should I/can I write such things directly in the unlocked column?)

ATTENTION ANONS:
Posts from Q posted prior to Oct. 31 have been noted and it has been decided to include them, at the beginning in order to keep chronological consistency, even
though this will necessitate a re-ordering of subsequent question numbers. Apologies in advance.
 
Why bother to do this at this time?
>>147444934 Oct. 31 (ID: grTMpzrL)
I've dumped some crumbs like this over the weekend which started the intense shilling. AT this point we are far enough along you can paint the picture without risk
of jeopardizing the operation.
 
>>147665639 Nov. 2 (ID: KC17sSpZ)
Combine all posts and analyze.
The questions provide answers.
 
>>147680749 Nov. 2 (ID: KC17sSpZ)
Highly recommend someone take all my crumbs and put into a massive dump (a single shot.)
 
>>147689362 Nov. 2 (ID: WBXFv1gl)
Let's be real clear.
The CIA just attacked the Command and Chief which was immediately detected by NSA/MI and alerted to POTUS.
Re-review all my crumbs including today/yesterday/weekend.
 
In order for us to "re-review all my crumbs" we must provide all the crumbs. As hind-sight is 20-20, the crumbs in the beginning can only be helpful to our charge:
gather the information, answer the questions and "paint the big picture."
 
Again, apologies for the upheaval and confusion, but it is better to be thorough.
Thank you all for your help, assistance, patience and support! - Spreadsheet Anon

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 13, 2017 6:53 AM

Rothchild's=Godfather III? They own a bank in every country, except 3.

Can anyone confirm CBTS threads are shoah'd on /pol/?

Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 11, 2017 6:34 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 13, 2017 4:02 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 11:57 PM
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Row 956 Extra answers needs cleanup, 'pokemon' comment.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 13, 2017 1:36 AM

done

ATTENTION ANONS: Major update right now of the ENTIRE SHEET - adding ALL Q posts that are on the compilation image that Q provided and said was correct.
Q said "ALL crumbs are important" and so in the interest of thoroughness, ALL of Q's (verified) posts will be added. Also, posts will include direct link to archived
post and timestamp + ID.
THIS WILL CHANGE ALL QUESTION NUMBERS - big apology in advance. I understand it will be confusing but once this is completed, it won't change again - only
new Q posts will be at the bottom. I WILL ANNOUNCE TO OP's AND ANONS THAT THIS CHANGE HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
And again, a huge thank you to ALL anons.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 13, 2017 1:01 AM

No prob. I thing I have been since 2pm two day ago. Posting links and searching.  Can't analyze will try tomorrow.  But oh what a rabbit hole.  All the super
miltech..OMG.  I am beginning to think POTUS really does have a time machine.  IF it's aliens, I want to meet one. I wish anons could conference call.

Avoid general spiritual bullshit with abstract language that provides no information on the questions posed.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 12:30 PM

YES PLEASE. Answers should be short, to the point, sourced if possible (not Alex Jones, David Icke type sources), focused only on the question and not a
large meta-theory itself. Speculation is fine it is fits the above criteria, especially in the context of the questions before and after it.
 
PLEASE KEEP IN MIND THE PURPOSE of this spreadsheet:
To answer the question, catalog the information, build the picture for normal people, anons who want to understand and our meme magicians. Some anons
want to be able to print this out and pass it out, so while the information is sometimes disturbing (cults etc.) for the public enough already, we have to ensure
that it will be palatable (as in small bites) as possible.
 
The storm IS coming and we have a job to do.
Thank you to all anons for participating, your patience, dedication and support.
-Spreadsheet Anon
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:41 PM

What if the only source IS "alex jones". or Jihhad watch, daily caller, or fox news.  Libs heads explode if we source anything "conservative". Also anything
pizzagate related is coming from a non-MSM source.  Then the  satan questions, how do you prove the metaphysical?.   I'm trying here, mea culpa..PS-I am
a *normie*., well maybe not 100% normie.   I've been working this spread sheet for over a week.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:58 PM

Valid questions anon. The problem is that Alex Jones/David Icke-tier sources are different than Daily Caller etc. Typically in articles there are source links, not
always. We use sources when we can. Some answers, by their very nature, don't have sources (like whether Satan exists). We have to tread carefully, use
discernment and provide what would be _as acceptable as possible_ for "normies" (think of a neighbor down the street). Some things are extremely shocking,

Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 13, 2017 12:53 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 10:05 AM
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disgusting, horrifying and very, very difficult to believe. Unfortunately, this is also how life is.
 
No matter how diligent we are, how hard we try, some will be more palatable and believable than others. Some people will be able to accept in various
degrees (some, most, all), others are lost to us no matter how much evidence is provided. We can only do the best we can.
 
What I am trying to do with the answers:
Answer column- basic information, short, to-the-point
Extra answers column - more information / short explanation
 
KEEP IN MIND - some people want to be able to print out the sheet and pass it out. Youtube videos don't translate well for that. We also want the info for
meme magicians, if they want to include source links.
 
It's a balance, and we're just going to do the best we can.
THANK YOU very much for helping!
-Spreadsheet Anon
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:43 PM

OK I  did more research on taking temple and what it means to Epstein. Go look.

I fell down the rabbit hole.   I updated and expanded  Answers to Q 753,754,755,759.  I've been up for 30 hours. Normie insomniacs unite. Found really interesting
stuff Moloch worship and temples in NYC and UNESCO, and death around the high holy days.

Can not find the question about the seven dwarfs on the smartsheet. This could be due to eye strain, and I just keep missing it. Please look to this link for some
relevant information on the seven dwarfs   http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2000-01-13/features/0001130129_1_central-intelligence-agency-headquarters-cia-
super-secret

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:36 PM

it will simply be stated as snow white. SW is in several places> Look at row561,636,659

share ths on facebook, or not so good idea?
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:51 PM

Not quite yet, anon. Will be adding ALL Q posts (not just the ones with questions) and reordering the question numbers. APOLOGIZE FOR THIS but it is
better to be thorough and Q did say that ALL CRUMBS are important. WILL MAKE SURE UPDATE STATEMENT IS IN OP in every thread. I will work as
hard and fast as I can on this. (11/12)
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 5:19 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:40 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 6:00 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:35 PM
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totally fine for me. that is why I was asking. don´t want to destroy this. IMPRESSIVE stuff and work BTW !!

Is Q trying to tell us that there is something to flat earth theory?
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 3:58 AM

in what way?
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 5:32 AM

Is that what the attached photos are about? Help?
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:59 PM

Its easily misinterpreted. But Q is just saying no more big picture/conspiracies that might be hard to digest for normies. More specific lower level ones in the
future.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 5:04 PM

" But Q is just saying no more big picture/conspiracies that might be hard to digest for normies. More specific lower level ones in the future." CORRECT

#38 locked---MB also infiltrated Brennan CIA.  They were allowed to alter CIA's terrorist playbook to downplay Islam.  There are many articles written on this.
Should be easy to find and link.

Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 3:01 PM

Please provide sources, anon. I don't have time to do the research on it. Thank you ~
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:57 PM

former FBI Islam expert John Guandolo has long warned that the federal government is being infiltrated by members of the radical Muslim Brotherhood. But
Guandolo now warns that by appointing Brennan to CIA director, Obama has not only chosen a man “naïve” to these infiltrations, but also picked a candidate
who is himself a Muslim. http://www.wnd.com/2013/02/shock-claim-obama-picks-muslim-for-cia-chief/

q 834 locked --> mistake in the link. missing dot before com, can not open or copy
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:35 PM

already fixed

President Donald Trump on Saturday urged Saudi Arabia to list shares of its biggest oil company, Aramco, on the New York Stock Exchange.

is there a chance someone makes a legend with all the abbreviations/short terms (HRC, CWj, OB etc)? for not american so hard to follow. thx :)
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 12:25 PM

Good idea anon. Will work on that.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 3:47 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:21 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:24 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 4:06 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 6:07 AM
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Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:15 PM

thank you!
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 3:00 PM

LEGEND ADDED to Extra Answers column in October 28 line. PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF THERE ARE MORE ACRONYMS NEEDED IN IT
Thank you~

Updated Question 93, row 114 with a link.  Yes, the WH is not exposing the logs to the public..

#71 Sorry.....Weinstein a distraction from Uranium One, Awan Brothers scandal, Ukranian Crowdsource company, Fusion GPS.

#71  NBC head is Robert Greenblatt big Hillary supporter.  Scheduled a four part mini series about her.  http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/nbcs-hillary-clinton-
nightmare-who-609787

#71 NBC turned it down as it was damaging to a big Democratic Donor and Weinstein who paid Clinton's ML legal fees . Washington Post first published 2017,
maybe as smoke screen.

#71 Ronan may actually be a plant.  He joined the Obama administration at the age of 22 as special advisor.  Speculation is throwing Weinstein under the bus is a
distraction, slight of hand.

#52 locked.  22 years of corruption.  Just one action:  She steered over $1 Billion in subsidies to a light rail project benefiting a Democratic donor.  Pelosi's husband
was a major investor in his company.
http://freebeacon.com/politics/pelosi-subsidies-benefit-husbands-investment-in-dem-mega-donors-company/

#35 locked   Release of JFK files 11/2017 shows initial bullet hit JFK throat from front proving lone gunman theory from book depository was a lie.  Zapruder film
shows Secret Service stepped back from JFK car and surrounded following car with LBJ.   Photos of Ronald Reagan assignation attempt show Reagan and SS
looking toward the shooter, not in direction of John Hinkley.  Hinkley family old friends of Bush family.  SS not to be trusted again.

#20 Does POTUS know---that Extra Answer is locked ...  In one of the debates when sparing with Jeb, Trump also stated "Why was just one plane allowed to leave.
We need to go after the families too?"  I may not have that exact but he is referring to the Bin Ladin family plane was the only one allowed to leave U.S. airspace on

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:46 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:32 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:23 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:55 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:52 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:38 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:17 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 12:49 PM
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9/11.  That's another question posed here.  Also on the day of 9/11 there are videos of Trump being interviewed stating he knew the inner core steel construction of
WTCs and stating "It had to have been a bomb."

question 8, row 14 answered. He's in jail.

I don't know if anons know anons.  But had anyone who knows the answers checked the spreadsheet?  Are we off..we now have 3-4 theories on Snow White, the
GFIII.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 9:56 AM

As more inf comes we will have more clarity.

713 - If the point of controlling the narrative is to control the people, then of course the narrative will be left-wing! The left advocates for control, whereas the right
advocates for independent thought and decisions.
 
Advocating for regulation can be dialed up or down-- Do we want to press for a new regulation today, or just replace yesterday's push with a new headline? You
can't do that with freedom and independence.

696 - What if family loyalty had to purchased? Kennedy's family is, in fact, a political dynasty, though not in the usual father-son structure.
 
Let's rephrase the question: What happens if the loyalty was purchased, but then the money runs out? Or perhaps there's a higher bidder?

687 - Clue: What was the missile's target?

Row 72 Consider illegal organ replacement surgery at Mayo Clinic.

569 - The recently-disclosed Osama Bin Laden documents also reveal AQ received funding from Iran. We're talking Sunni/Shia unity in funding 9/11, though all of
the personnel were Saudis. It figures, that Iran's MO is to keep their hands clean and their money dirty.

561 - and PLO terrorist Rashid Khalidi.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 12:23 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 8:15 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:46 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:37 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:34 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:19 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 7:03 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 6:59 AM
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549 - ACooper is positioned to keep stuff out of the news, while simultaneously spreading The Narrative. He's more valuable in that role (and may have been
groomed for it, given the other information about him in this spreadsheet) than in being a trafficker.

477-478: in espionage nomeclature, assets are people to be controlled, manipulated, or merely encouraged to do your bidding. They are the most expendable of
puppets. Not necessarily useful in gathering information, but perhaps useful for passing it along. They are also useful when you need plausible deniability. See also:
Pope Paul II Assassination Attempt.

450 - 453: "Who killed in SA? Who fired?" - Sounds like the alleged helicopter crash with the Dopey Prince wasn't a crash-- it was shot down (not really a surprise, if
true-- what's the point of a monarchy if you can't permanently, yet conveniently, disappear people?).
 
Alternatively, it's referring to the ballistic missile that was fired at that airport in Saudi. The working theory is that Iran fired, or at least supplied, the missile. But what
if it was a Saudi anti-throne faction that controlled the Iran-supplied missile? Functionally, the difference would be that they'd have enough influence to get that
missile transported into position despite being surveilled by Saudi security the whole way. Oh what a tangled web we weave....

385 - How do you identify a spook? - Guy is living larger than his known income should justify.

165 - Why is Canadian PM important?: Harper wouldn't have tolerated U1 moving product to Russia via Canada, but Trudeau came around in 2015, thus allowing
the Iran deal to occur.

Definiton for warlocks- but the row is locked. Row 128.  Two valid Warlocks-
Group: Naval Research Laboratory Military Support Division Scientific Development Squadron ONE (VXS-1)  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VXS-1
**note the Warlock insignia.  Lightning bolts from a satellite to the earth. **
Devices:
1.Warlock Green / Warlock Red   Shortstop Electronic Protection System (SEPS)  System is capable of prematurely detonating incoming artillery and mortar rounds
2.The Warlock radio frequency jammers are made by the New York and Simi Valley firm EDO.
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/ground/an-vlq-9.htm

Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:47 AM

ADDED, THANK YOU WONDERFUL ANON!
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 2:02 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 6:55 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 6:25 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 6:18 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 5:52 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 5:03 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 12, 2017 1:21 AM
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Thank you!  Presently mining net for other ans&speculations as those folks don't ride the spread sheet. LOL

THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH FOR WORKING SO HARD ON THIS!!!  Noob Here, just so amazed and grateful you are getting this done. Back to Lurking. (I have
added a couple answers, and will do more)

Row 698   I think I found the right guy. Took a lot of digging to find him.  I want to shower now, after what I read this Imam is diarrhea of the human race.  Want to
tigger a  SJW, make them read the link.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 3:59 AM

Thank god I am not a Muslim female in a sharia nation.
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 5:28 PM

I believe we could all give thanks for that.

The "Wonderland" ballroom was the last place Seth Rich was seen before his death.
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 8:43 AM

That's a thread worth pulling
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 1:56 PM

"Why is Trump always 5 steps ahead"? Because Assange is sharing information, some of that information gained through Rich. Alice = Assange,
Wonderland = Rich. Where is Seth's laptop, and does Assange recognize that only a person like Trump, (anti-establishment) can be trusted with information
Seth passed on.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 11, 2017 2:32 PM

Q stated several times that Alice = Hillary and Wonderland = Saudi Arabia also The Bloody Wonderland = Saudi Arabia.
 
>>148019575, >>148019905, >>148021794, >>148022145 (referencing anon's post >>148021760 amazon book: Hillary Clinton Wonderland Quotes
Campaign ( all on 11/4)
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 2:34 PM

Yes that one is confirmed.
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 4:12 PM

We are also to believe that there is a lot of misinformation given.  Your interpretation is most likely accurate, I still believe that Assange is feeding Trump vital
information.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 11, 2017 4:57 PM

Yes, Q mentioned that misinformation & distraction were necessary. I also agree Trump has gotten information from JA, but the fact that Q has tied Alice to
KSA repeatedly and the context in which he has put it in the signatures leads me to the conclusion that it is in reference to HRC + KSA. He also did mention
that his "signatures" were important and are meant to "reference upcoming events about to drop" in >>148022342.
 

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 10:41 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 3:57 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 7:37 AM
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With that said -  it is not an uncommon practice to put out information that your target is meant to receive that is intended to make them panic and act. When
people panic they make bad decisions. Q has asked repeatedly where HRC, BO & JPodesta are located. Perhaps his references were to get them to panic
and try to flee the country? I can only speculate on that, since I don't have any concrete evidence either way, except his posts (no "news" about them trying to
flee the US)

What is SA known for? Recently for a citizenship for a robot, AI
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 2:23 PM

take a look at this video, a summary of an interview with quinn michaels https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpzZ7C5FsnU

I'm brain dead now.  Yoo Toob is exploding with Qanon analysis vids.  So I am going to try to mine those and post to the sheet..

FLYNN -  During appointment by BO as eighteenth director of defense Intelligence agency, Flynn warned through intelligence reporting of the danger of toppling
Pres. Assad and the growth of the radical Islamic state in Syria. He received enormous push-back and was shoved out the door.

also: there is an interview on youtube with quinn michael (I have no idea if this is for real) he says that bitcoin is made from an AI. AI = first robot citizenship in SA.
All codes were stored in github, which was founded by JK? link to the short summary of that intervies by "Rising together" on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpzZ7C5FsnU

snowhite: Operation Snow White https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Snow_White (denise matteau on youtube mentioned that)
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 5:32 AM

she also mentiones the story of godfahter II where the main character wants to get away from the mob (djt?) but has a nephew who tries to prevent that (jk?)
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 5:36 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3V15Fsnj0Q her video

row 489 updated. I cannot locate "proof" of real sacrifices.  Anyone have dark web access to hunt there?

rows 483,484,485 updated. Please verify if "high"

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 2:23 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 9:08 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 7:35 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 5:43 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 5:30 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 1:45 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 1:32 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 1:30 AM
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Alpha, please check update to row 486 to see if it meets "high"

512-514 updated
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 11, 2017 12:26 AM

Thank You

enter swaths of answers wiped. Was this because they were wrong, or someone doing it because they cannot edit?
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 10:30 PM

Disclosure: I read twitter and 4chan. I do not post. I do not have twitter account (fuck twatter).  However I have been trying to research answers to these
questions. Sometimes the mod accepts it, sometimes it gets cleared. Sometimes the answer is out in the ether but never posted here.  If you see a plausible
answer on utube, twittter, facebook, yahoo come here and load it.  I assume if an answer is wiped, it's not correct.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 10, 2017 10:36 PM

Many answers are incorporated into the Answers & Extra Answers columns, and the original input in in the unlocked columns is deleted (no longer
necessary). Make sense?
 
All plausible, straightforward answers are wonderful. Sometimes they actually pertain to a similar question located on a different row, so are moved there. So
if your answer is gone from the unlocked columns, it doesn't mean it was rejected outright!! This is a huge effort with over 700 questions, some context (i.e.,
Flynn, Flynn's background) are mentioned several times and the context is different, so the answers provided by anons in one place are more
appropriate/make more sense in another.
 
ALL HELP IS APPRECIATED!
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 11:13 PM

It's all cool.  And THANK YOU.   I've been on this sheet for days, and I post at night.  I am now looking for the "wizard" question. I found the answer.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 11, 2017 12:15 AM

Thank you, anon. There are so many questions it's a lot to scroll through. I did update the question numbers, so I hope that wasn't confusing. That should be
the only time that happens though, we should be good from here on out only adding at the end.

It gets confusing.  Some are still chasing their tail on confirmed answers.  Wasting time!  Color the confirmed answers with a green background, and then we can all
put those answers to rest and concentrate on the cells without green color.  Thx!

Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 10, 2017 10:26 AM

>Some are still chasing their tail on confirmed answers. Wasting time!
Yes, its a waste of time
>Color the confirmed answers with a green background, and then we can all put those answers to rest
The confirmed answers are in the Answers (Locked) with supplemental in Extra Answers (locked). We want to avoid having too many colored cells as that will

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 7, 2017 11:41 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 10:24 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 5:23 AM
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not print out well.
 
SO - if there's already an answer in those two columns, please move on to another unanswered question.
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 10:26 PM

I agree with alpha team. Color correct or final answers green and lock the row.

Commented 693, 694, 703, 706, 707

Line 168 - Islamic terrorism is not Islam and Voter ID laws are Racist
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 6:03 PM

totally disagree

please validate line 168, may have been compromised with malicious intent by previous commentor
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 10, 2017 4:59 PM

Will check it thank you

ATTENTION ANONS - every effort is being made to keep this spreadsheet updated daily. As there have been a number of fake Qs and fake Q postings, there has
been confusion as to what is legitimate and what is not.
 
This spreadsheet (the original) contains the questions located on the compilation of Q postings in the first post by Q with a tripcode:
POST: https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148777785#p148779656
IMAGE: http://archive.4plebs.org/dl/pol/image/1510/10/1510107905656.jpg
 
You are free to disagree with what is listed on that image and the questions included on this sheet.
PLEASE STOP SPAMMING
It is disrespectful, unhelpful and is a waste of anons' time.
 
As of Nov 11, this spreadsheet is being updated with those posts included on that image listed above. This will unfortunately change some of the question numbers.
Apologies for the confusion, it's frustrating to me as well.
 
Please feel free to input answers to question - it's very helpful.
WHAT IS NEEDED:
*Factual, sourced-if-possible (not Alex Jones or Davide Icke) to the point, normie-friendly answers. Some people want to print this out and share it with others.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 9:47 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 7:02 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:53 PM

Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 10, 2017 2:13 PM
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Others are using it to make memes.
* direct links to Q's now archived posts on archive.4plebs.org - anons can search on 4chans archive by post number, copy the direct link and paste it into the open
columns. This would be really helpful.
 
There is another spreadsheet on smartsheet. I am trying to coordinate with the anon who made it (he said he wanted to work together) but we keep missing each
other on the /pol/ threads - maybe a time zone issue. The goal is to merge them together and honor all the work anons have put into that newer spreadsheet.
 
We are all just humble anons working together to accomplish this.
 
Thank you all for your support and assistance.

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 10, 2017 4:14 PM

Tried commenting on 4chan discussion. Keeps kicking me saying I'm spam. How do I join conversation. Have thoughts and news articles I researched to add
to convo. Just trying to help.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 10, 2017 4:56 PM

It may be that you are trying to post a link the system sees as spam - facebook and twitter image links are marked and automatically rejected. Try to just
eliminate the . before com and put normiebook instead of facebook. Every anon will know what you are doing. Hope that helps.

This is so much easier to read than 4chan.  Thank you for taking the time to do this.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 9, 2017 4:34 PM

You're welcome anon. Please if you contribute do it in the unlocked column for extra answers (column 4 I think)
 
ALSO - I'm updating with the post #s of Q's posts. It would be really helpful if an anon could get the actual link from archive.4plebs.org (use search for the
post #) and paste the link to it into the extra answers column.

aRE 691 - 727 Legit Q questions?
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 9, 2017 4:16 PM

I'm in the process of updating the spreadsheet from the image of compiled Q posts. Please bear with me. Yes, those are legit questions.

655:  JFK, REAGAN and TRUMP are different from the rest BECAUSE they had THEIR OWN MONEY

650: puppets = politicians and bureaucrats,  puppet masters/string pullers ARE THOSE WITH THE MOST MONEY

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 4:24 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 3:01 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:56 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:55 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:54 AM
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646:  There continue to be innuendo, suggestion, hints, and outright statements that the missile came from IRAN. That IRAN is the "bad dude", but that is Israel's
public opinion.  IS it really?  Are we not just being set up for ANOTHER WAR??? Remember the 7 countries on the list for destruction?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RC1Mepk_Sw  General Wesley Clark

#636 Clapper was Director of National Intelligence, Not "Information"

NSA limit on collections and unmasking is due to 4th Amendment to the Constitution

MSM hostile to POTUS and new topic for distraction, diversion, influence of popular opinion, increase emotionality vs logic.  Psyop propaganda
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:37 AM

most of MSM is controlled by CIA.  recent CIA $600 million contract with Washington Post https://www.alternet.org/media/owner-washington-post-doing-
business-cia-while-keeping-his-readers-dark
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-20/cia-washington-post-and-russia-what-youre-not-being-told

Row 416 Law vegas Shooting.  Af1 tracker shows 2 take offs from NJ on that day, 1 landed in DC around 220 and the other does not show landing anywhere.
Endtimenews report also has info regarding probable evac on Mandalay Bay heliport with helicoptor with incorrect transponder signal and 2 as being in air that had
same transponder #. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqRD0SH0jGI

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:31 AM

also about las vegas:  
JANET is a unmarked terminal at McCarran airport that is located on parcel #16228 (the Rte 91 concert venue is located on the same parcel according to
plats online).  Janet = Just Another Non Existent Terminal. https://theaviationist.com/2015/12/01/janet-airlines-is-hiring/ (also at Wiki, and several other
articles).
This is used by CIA, owned by USAF.  Helicopter fuel tanks for JANET are those that were shot.
Also of note:  Alexander Haig is member of MGM Bd of Directors.  He is also on the Bd of Dir of a Chinese Shipping Co, which is a known front for Chinese
Military.
btw of interest "china influencing the election" claims made during WJ Clinton election, 1998 http://eagleforum.org/psr/1998/june98/psrjune98.html
Then if anyone remembers HE and Gore sold our Gyrotechnology (for ICBM) to China, Lewinsky scandal was the distration.
http://www.tonyrogers.com/news/clinton_china_nukes.htm

so "slush fund" ended by DOJ/Sessions was the third party settlement fund, that was used to pay out to "favorite" organizations/foundations any "settlements" from
cases against a3rd party by DOJ (instead of going to victims or American people in general" https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/attorney-general-jeff-sessions-ends-
third-party-settlement-practice

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:39 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:38 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:33 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:06 AM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 9, 2017 11:19 AM
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the was Obabma got $ to pay Iran was through the TREASURY Dept Judgment fund, which is a fund of claims settled by the State Dept.
http://www.breitbart.com/jerusalem/2016/08/11/iran-ransom-feds-claim-billion-paid-full/

Row 2: MI is military, other three-letter agencies are civilian. It would take an act of Congress to suspend Posse Comitatus. Martial law would also work.

on June 2, 1963 JFK Called up the National GUARD w/o Alabama Governor permission, in order to enforce Federal Law.  Do NOT need Governor to call up
National Guard.  Please update

famous people lend "credibility" to the reality/programming that is desired, most people are followers not leaders and they are easily influenced by those they see as
somehow better/more knowledgeable than themselves

also on the BOD of Mayo is Paul Volcker Prior Sec of Treasury

for the Antifa questions would think connected to NG questions. meaning insurrection, threat to national security and POTUS can Federalize National Guard w/o
Congress approval also during declared states of emergency (?recent opioid national emergency?)

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 11:12 PM

not so much declaring Martial Law, though that would be a course of action. just thinking Qs lead to A's lead to more Q's

needs to be updated.  Needs to have some of the longer, over explained and not proven "theorized" answers pruned.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 8, 2017 5:05 PM

Am working on that right now.
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 6:47 PM

Sweet action.  Tyvm

please do not over write - add to the bottom.  why bother posting is someone overwrites?
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 4:35 PM

sometimes when you try to add a links to something i deletes what is in the cell. Also when you cut and past it also has the same effect.  Its happened to me
before and I feel bad about it.
Alpha Team (alphateam@mailinator.com)  |  November 8, 2017 5:06 PM
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Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 11:26 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 11:20 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 11:17 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 11:12 PM

Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 4:42 PM
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In order to add info to a cell that already has text: hit Ctrl+Shift, it bumps it down to a new line
Thanks!
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 5:37 PM

or alt+enter
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 5:40 PM

open the cell for edit. put curse at end of text. then hit CTRL + enter for a 'carriage return'

Update 628 and 629 with Tempora information/Snowden leaks
Publish User (publish@smartsheet.com)  |  November 8, 2017 6:25 AM
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